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Riding in the bus down College Road
and the place looked pretty packed
Couldn't find a seat so I had to stand
with the perverts in the back
It was raining like cats and dogs
there was mud all over the floor
We' re already packed in like sardines
and we' re stopping to pick up more

Another one rides the bus
another one rides the bus
And another comes on
and another comes on
A nother one rides the bus
hey! he's gonna sit by you
Another one rides the bus
There's a knapsnack poking me in the ribs
there's an elbow in my ear
There's a long-haired shoobie standing next to me
he hasn't showered in a year
Well I think I'm missing a contact lens
I think my wallet's gone
And I think this bus is stopping again
let a couple more freaks get on

Another one rides the bus
another one rides the bus
And another comes on
and another comes on
Another one rides the bus
hey! he's gonna sit by you
Another one rides the bus
The window doesn't open and the fan is broken
and my face is turning blue
I haven't been in a crowd like this
since I went to see The Who
Well I should have got off a couple miles ago
but I couldn't get to the door
There's isn't any room for me to breathe
now we' re gonna pick up more

Another on rides the bus
another one rides the bus
And another comes on
and another comes on
Another one rides the bus
hey! he's gonna sit by you
Another one rides the bus
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Another One
Rides the Bus - -
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Commuters. That word conjures up many images to many
different people. In Boston it gives rise to scenes of long
traffic jams clogging the Callahan Tunnel and Route 128
heading out to the suburbs at the end of the day. In Washington D.C. it often means weekend shuttle flights back to New
York or some other city. But at UNH, "Commuters" means
Kari-Van busses, A-lot, hitchhiking, and grocery shopping.
Commuters have often been overlooked at UNH although
they now compose a majority of the student body. Only
recently have they been receiving benefits that on-campus
people take for granted, like a lounge to relax and socialize in
between classes, a cheap place to eat lunch, and finally a
paper all their own that deals with special problems experienced by commuters.
Commuters tend to congregate in the MUB. That's where
they find other commuters, a good cafeteria, and the only
place on campus reserved for commuters; the Commuter/
Transfer Center. The center offers a variety of comprehensive services. It is a place to receive off-campus housing
assistance, find a babysitter, or register to be one, borrow a
typewriter or jumper cables, get counseling, attend lectures, receive information about carpooling or find a ride
home for the weekend.
The center offers commuting students a chance to feel for
the first time that UNH is more than a place to park. It is a
place to study, eat lunch, sleep, meet friends, or just hang
out. On any given afternoon if you glance in the lounge, you
can see people asleep on the couches, reading at the tables,
or talking quietly side by side. They're usually talking about
phone bills or the price of a dozen eggs or what they'll be
having for dinner that night- not rice and carrots again!

Commuter Survey
During the month of March, The Granite conducted a
survey polling commuters on some of their habits and routines. Respondents came from many of the surrounding
towns including Newmarket, Dover, Lee, Exeter, York,
Rye, and Hampton, as well as Durham. Each of course had
their own personal responses to the questions asked but
upon examining them some general trends arose.
On the question of transportation, the predominant mode
is the Kari-Van with hitchhiking also popular. Taking your
own car is not preferred, probably because of the price of gas
and the problem of finding a parking space. While due to
their proximity to campus, most Durham inhabitants hoof it.
Being close to the university has its advantages, but most
Durham residents admitted there were some problems to it
also. Generally they found that living "off "is more expensive
than living in a dorm, as compared to Dover and Newmarket
residents who said it was less expensive or equal. Durham
rents are more expensive than other towns. That's probably
what makes the cost ofliving higher for Durham commuters
since all commuters said food was cheaper. Noise is another
big complaint from Durham inhabitants.
Although distance is a problem for many students living in
other towns, they seem quite content with their situation .
Apartments are cheaper and usually in pretty good repair.
The advantages of getting away from the campus is the best
thing about living outside of Durham, according to these
commuters. That short Kari-Van ride takes you from a world
of academia and "Get psyched to go nuts" mentality to the
peace and quiet of privacy. But it's not all fun and games.
One Newmarket resident complained, "It's not exactly a
cultural mecca," while another complained of not having a
supermarket nearby. Overall though, they said they would
never consider moving back on campus.
The following pages present a profile of these typical commuter students as reported by The Commuter Advocate,
April 8, 1981. Like they said at the beginning of that feature ,
"This is not a serious article so don't get offended or anything." Each town has its own personality and flavor.
Though the only way to experience it is to join the crowd;
become a commuter.
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Durham
Q: How many Durhamites does it take to change a lightbulb?
A: Two. One to change the bulb, and one to make sure his
shirt doesn't untuck.
Durham attracts those who hold such fanaticism for UNH
that they become very nervous at the thoughts of having to
travel too far away, Dover every night. It also holds great
appeal for those who are afraid of the Kari-Van (perhaps with
reason), and those who had to compromise with mom and
dad to leave the confines of Christensen Hall.

"Get Psyched to go Nuts"

"Wicked Pissa"

Their Fashion:
When you're surrounded by Bean boots and button downs
as far as the eye can see, chances are you're in Durham.
Aside from these basics, Durham fashion includes the exciting world of printed turtlenecks, groovy kilts, and kneesocks
for the women. The guys like their baseball caps, of course
(who wouldn't?). And both sexes profess a great liking for
layer upon layer of alligator embossed sweaters and shirts as
well as interchangeable watch bands. The girls shave their
legs.
Their Parties:
Durham parties involve lots of clothing with letters on
them (Greek or monogrammed), top 40 music, underaged
drunks and lots of people checking out the opposite sex.
Durham parties are well attended by people from Durham
and folks who missed the Kari-Van.
Where to find them:
Durhamites are frequently at UNH (that's why they live in
Durham, remember?). You're most likely to find a bunch
(they are always in bunches) at WSBE or Floor B of the
library where they socialize. On Friday afternoons they go
downtown and wander around a lot. They shop at the Newington Mall or Shop 'N Save. They like happy hours a lot check Scorps.
Other Distinguishing Characteristics:
People in Durham know a lot of Rick Bean lore, Rick being
the local cult hero and celebrity. When nothing' s going on at
the MUB Pub Club they can listen to WHEB (the star station of Northern New England). They eat a lot of convenience food or have a dining hall pass. Durhamites read The
New Hampshire, Seventeen, and Free to Choose. If you can't
find any, it's probably because they've gone on a road trip.
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Dovah!
Q: How many Doverites does it take to change a lightbulb?
A: One.
There are two types of Dovah commutas: the ones who
come from Laconia and the ones who went to Dovah High
and live with mom, dad and the kids.

Their Fashion:
Dover fashion involves anything that was in style last year,
as long as it's not weird.
Their Parties:
Parties in Dover are larger than life, featuring a megawatt
stereo and multiple beers. They like theme parties.

"Where do you get off ?"

"Are you an A or B?"

Where to find them:
At UNH you can find Doverites in their cars, on the KariVan, in the MUB, buying ice cream in Pistachio's. They're
usually engineering majors with no time to join clubs. They
shop at Sawyer Mills and Bradlees.
Other Distinguishing Characteristics:
They live in an apartment complex and drive dad's old
Volare. For fun they like to watch Home Box Office or Starcase, and perhaps head out to Horsefeathers for some gourmet food. They drink Budweiser in 16 ounce cans. They read
Boston Globe, Popular Mechanics, Mademoiselle , and Time .
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Portsmouth
Q: How many people from Portsmouth does it take to
change a lightbulb?
A: One to call the electrician and one to mix the martinis .

Portsmouth attracts people from Durham who have
grown up. They exude the New Elegance (as described in
The New York Times living section) and strive for a rural
cosmopolitan area.

Their Fashion:
Portsmouth fashion involves topsiders, chinos, tweed
blazers with the collar turned up, canvas bags with owner's
initials on them and Christian Dior pullovers teamed with
1968 vintage Levi's. If they sell it at Pappagallo, these people
have it.
Their Parties:
Parties in Portsmouth involve imported wine in real
glasses, sit-down dinners and lots of cocaine. No Box Car
Willie albums for these folks . They listen to Bach or Mozart
(but not Beethoven), and New Wave (but not punk).
Where to find them:
Portsmouth students consider hanging around campus
fairly juvenile so it is difficult to find them outside the classroom . Try Market Square.
Other Distinguishing Characteristics:
Portsmouth people keep exotic fish and read Geo and The
WallStreet]ournal. If you wantto drive a BMW, live in a sea
captain's house and some day own an art gallery,
Portsmouth's for you.
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"Cause Paine & Webber said so."

"Really. "
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Pantyhose lady would starve to death here). Shoes include
Timberland boots, chinese shoes or these weird suede sandles with two straps that you couldn't find at Thom McAn if
your life depended on it.
Newmarket men like suspenders, very old cotton shirts
and well worn jeans (patches are optional). Long hair is still
fashionable here, as are Timberland boots (what with the
factory outlet right on Main St. and all).

Their Parties:
You know you're at a party in Newmarket if you're the only
one drunk. A big fun time in Newmarket is a "pot luck" with
no chairs, no meat and a lot of people staring into corners.
The preferred music in town includes Neil Young, Mary
McCasslin, Doc Watson, Bob Dylan and the Grateful Dead.

"I hear ya"

"Meet me at the Co-op"

Newmarket
Q: How many Newmarkettes does it take to change a lightbulb?
A: Two. One to change it and one to protest it.
Newmarket is the home of the earth avante-garde, the last
of the hippies, where the guys take dancing, the girls take
carpentry and nobody shaves anything.

Their Fash ion:
'The Granola Look." There are a few key points to Newmarket fashion: wool is worn year round and pierced ears are
a unisex phenomena featuring feathers or several dissimilar
earrings in each ear.
The women of Newmarket seem to favor cotton skirts in
either an Indian or floral print. This is accompanied by a big
ugly sweater with a T-shirt advocating life for the seals or
natural energy underneath. Neither the sweater or the Tshirt have to match the skirt. Long hair is a requirement.
Footwear begins with wool socks or tights (the No Nonsense

Where to find them:
Newmarkettes are fairly accessible at UNH. They belong
to SANE, the Food Co-op, Campaign For Safe Energy, the
Anti-Draft Coalition and anything else that seems even
mildly radical. They can also be found at the Common Market, playing frisbee and guitars on the hill outside the MUB
or writing political graffiti in the bathrooms. For a night out
Newmarkettes go to the Stone Church and they shop at the
Second Coming and the Food Co-op (a Newmarkette discovered in Shop 'N Save last semester became such an outcast
that he shaved his beard and moved to Dovah).
Other Distinguishing Characteristics:
Newmarkettes are frequently accompanied by large dogs
wearing bandanas. The dogs hang out on the front porch of
the MUB. Kids carry their belongings in knapsacks or wickerbaskets with straps to which they attach a ceramic coffee cup
and bells. They are afraid of bright primary colors. They
hitch everywhere. Newmarkettes read The New Hampshire
Times and drink Labatts or Rolling Rock.
If you run into someone with two dollars worth of clothing
and a four hundred dollar camera around his neck, chances
are you've encountered a Newmarkette. Of course in the
end it may all come down to economics:
Portsmouth people don't worry about the rent.
Durham people's parent's pay the rent.
Dover people's parent's help pay the rent.
And Newmarket people haven't seen their parents m
years.
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The Kari-Van
It was pouring out one cold March morning and I was
sitting comfortably in the Commuter Lounge glancing at the
new issue of Women for Women's Weekly when a friend
sloshed up to me. He was soaked through, his wool plaid
L.L. Bean jacket heavy with water. He'd worn sneakers,
heaven knows why on a day like that, and his jeans clung to
his legs like Saran Wrap.
"My God, what happened to you?" I asked as he splashed
into the seat next to me.
"Ah, the foolish Kari-Van was late again. I walked a quarter of a mile to the busstop and then I had to wait fifteen
minutes before it came." He looked disgusted and swore. I
stared at the water dripping off his chin and nodded. I didn't
need to say anything, I knew. Anyone who rides the KariVan would know. It's both a bane and a benefit to off-campus
living.
Thanks to the Kari-Van service many people are more
receptive to the idea ofliving outside of Durham . Dover no
longer seems a world away, but merely a short (and sometimes bumpy) bus ride. Many times, while riding home on
the 11:15 run, the last of the night, after having spent the last
five hours studying in the library, that ride is a welcome
interlude. Sitting in a seat, encased in silence and darkness ,
the frustrations of studying fade like the T-hall clock as the
bus turns the comer toward home. Yes, home. Not just a
dorm room, but a place of your own.
Of course compliments about the Kari-Van are not so easily forthcoming . The buss es always seem late and there's too
little space for too many people. On the 3:15 Newmarket
run, the bus is so packed there's hardly room to breathe and
inevitably, if you're lucky enough to get a seat, the guy
standing up next to you has got the world's largest knapsack,
is wearing a heavy ankle-length army coat he got from his
father, and is carrying a wet bag of groceries containing five
pounds of fresh fish. Then a mother with two kids gets on and
asks you for your seat. You, being the courteous college
student that you are, struggle to your feet, grabbing your
knapsack and smiling. You don't smile long though because
now you're squished up next to the guy with the fish for the
rest of the ride .
Entering Newmarket, you hear the bell ring to signal for
the next stop. It's the Oreo Farm, the one with all the Belted
Galloway cattle. You're still standing and not seeing anyone
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move to get off; you wonder if anyone wanted this stop in the
first place. Then a small voice is heard from the very back of
the bus. "Excuse me," comes through meekly and apologetically. People try to reshuffle, exhale and crush in to let her
by, but it's no use and we all have to file out onto the road.
She gives us a regretful glance as she steps off the bus and
then we all jostle back into the stuffy aisles.
So, when my friend came in that rainy morning, I didn't
need to say anything, I quite understood. We've all experienced something like it. We complain a lot but every morning and evening finds us waiting dutifully at the Kari-Van
stop watching for the bus to turn the corner and come toward
us. We get to know the people on our route and the drivers
we like the most. Actually the Kari-Van service is quite good
and ridership increases each semester. So, don't despair
those of you who read this and are discouraged from moving
off-campus. The Kari-Van not only transports you fairly
quickly, it's a never ending source of stories and creates a
common bond of aggravation among fellow commuters. It's a
service we can hardly live with but couldn't possibly do
without.

I
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Start with a freshman and you have one
Add on a roommate and then you have two
Add on another and what have you got
You've got more than three
You have what they call a build-up family
Eating together, studying together
Just sharing together
That makes you strong when things go wrong
We'll still get along somehow
Living and growing togethei::

JJ

Living
Together,
Growing
Together
33

Home Sweet Home
It begins with a bill and a le tter cordially saying, "We are looking forward to
your arrival on campus and are anxious to
begin what we hope will be a very rewarding year for everyone." For some
this may come a,s a relief from the doldrums of summer jobs or the pressures of
overprotective parents. Others see the
reams of red tape forms and bureaucratic
runarounds along with registration lines
and the end of a luxurious summer of
freedom from studying. And let us not
forget the freshmen who are for the most
part arriving with feeiings of excitement
splattered with all kinds of fears .
On the day of the dawning, just when
you feel you' re actually getting somewhere after you've dragged the overstuffed suitcases, boxes, stereo, plants,
pillow, and popcorn popper up three
flights of stairs, the realization comes to
you that someone has to unpack it all.
But what the hell just pull out the sleeping bag, throw it on top of the sandy vinyl
mattress and tackle the mess tomorrow.
The morning after doesn't seem to
bring many rainbows into your life . This
is when you notice that you're living in a
small cubicle the size of your mother's
walk-in closet and your one, two, three
or more roommates are all arriving a day
late.
Homesickness for the freshmen is inherent. The pressures of the initial days
are immense: registrations lines, bookstore bills (a large dent in the new checking account), getting to know the campus
and your roommates (one of which stares
at the ceiling all the time and is in bed by
9; the other who already knows a third of
the campus, is out five nights a week and
still has a 3. 76), shopping for plants,
posters, memo boards and extension
cords, learning to tolerate dining hall
food , and how to fall asleep with the
lights on and the typewriter clicking
away . . . all while trying to maintain
your sanity and a sense of belonging. And
there's morel
Services once free at home now have
acquired a price tag. Chores that were
taken for granted now pile up in mounds.
For example, laundry becomes a major
hassle - time-consuming and boring.
Sorting clothes, begging for change,
battling for empty machines - where's
Mom when you need her?
Academically you suddenly discover
that you can no longer receive A's and B's
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without opening a book. Attempting to
study in your room just doesn't seem to
get anywhere. You leave to get a drink of
water and amazingly enough find your
way back to your desk via every room
with an open door. Finally returning an
hour or so later, it's just in time for your
afternoon nap.
Now you feel a desperate and intense
need to escape from your tiny cell. No
matter how studious you are, everyone
needs a time to snap. Of course the most
popular sanity-saving time is the weekend. During this time the test you
bombed on Tuesday and the all-nighter
you pulled on Thursday are all forgotten
- until Sunday night when the depress-

ing reality of homework hits once again.
To start the weekend off right, Friday
afternoon is reserved for Scorp' s. Then to
get away from the dining hall, there's always pizza at T. P. or maybe a trip to
Burger King or the vending machine if
you're short on money.
Saturday afternoon is a great time to
catch up on all the things that were put
aside during the week. Your brownedged plants can finally get their welldeserved drink of water and you once
again find the top of your desk and the
floor no longer has the big tufts of dust
floating about. After two months of hoping you still had money, this is also a good
time to attempt to balance your check-
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book.
Saturday evening may bring many
forms of entertainment. It ranges from
dorm parties such as Big Brother/Little
Sister parties and Screw Your Roommate
parties (set up your roommate with a
blind date) to open frat parties which attract both gteeks and independents.
Rick Bean and the Oldies on Sunday
night 1s your last chance of escapism before it's time to hit the books. And whatever you do, don't forget to call home.
Now you have to decide just how much
you should tell your parents. Should you
mention the course you dropped or that
you were out all night or that you've
made up your mind that you are heading
to Florida for spring break? You know
that ifs tiine for them to let go. Why can't
they realize it? Oh but before you hang
up, for God's sake don't forget to ask
them to send more money!
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You wake up to the ear-piercing noise
of the clock radio's alarm. Yes, you are
still here at college - sipping Seabreezes and sunbathing in Bermuda was
all a dream . Instead of a Budweiser
beach towel, you find yourself lying on
the plastic-covered mattress - once
again your sheets have popped off of the
odd-sized bed, are wrapped around your
knees and your feet are frozen. Instead of
warm Bermuda sand, you set your feet
onto good ol' New Hampshire dirt on the
cold tile. You grab your peanut butter
pail overflowing with shampoos and zit
creams and sleepily stagger down the
hallway to the bathroom.
As you're trying to avoid the assortment of almost empty beer bottles, beer
caps, crumpled-up paper, and the dirt
piles swept out into the hallway, you're
wishing that you were avoiding beachballs and sunbathers. You drag yourself
into a cold shower lined with Ivory wrappers and used Band-Aids, cursing yourself for not taking one the night before
when the water was at least warm. You
brush your teeth in a would-be white
sink, now blue from the Aim skid marks,
and rinse your mouth out with water
straight from the Field House pool.
You get back to your "room" to find
that your door is locked and your keys
did not walk out of the room when you
did. So you knock and say "It's me, I'm so
I forget my keys . . . oh no,
don't have any classes 'til

eleven . . . oh God, I'm so sorry."
You get dressed in your Chinos, heart
turtleneck, Fair Isle sweater and Bean
boots, put your ski jacket on, hunt for
your dining card, grab your stupid keys,
and your notebook and try to silently

leave.
You get to Stillings, breeze through
the breakfast line, grabbing your usual
cold raisin toast and orange juice and
meet your friends on the Jessie Doe side.
You' re still wishing that you could have

ordered the continental breakfast from
room service. Stillings dining hall is a far
cry from the Ritz.
You try to conserve energy by sleepwalking to class but ninety miles per
hour "tropical" breezes won't let you. Almost to class, you realize that for the
third day in a row, the letter on your desk
did not get mailed. You walk in the
macro economics classroom, that looks
like standing room only at the Garden,
with a Mexican professor who you almost
walk out on because you think "Oh
dummy me has walked into an excellerated spanish class."
On the way to your Hotel 403 class,
you slide down the ravine, losing papers
out of your notebook, one of those papers
being your syllabus. You realize that today was the day that your topic outline
for the research paper was due and you
haven't even started to think about it yet.
You meet your friends, all reading letters in the mailroom section of Stillings.
You only wish that you were in Bermuda
and sending them postcards with the
usual "The weather's here - wish you
were wonderful."
You check your box and cry "Nobody

loves me. " You wait in the lunch line silently while all your friends ecstatically
tell you what each of their four letters
say.
You get within viewing distance of the
menu board and, along with everyone
else, you disgustingly chant "Hotdogs
AGAIN!" You finally get to the place
where Hank asks what you'd like and the
line of eighteen, very• big, very hungry
football players from Sawyer coming
back for thirds , butts in front of you. You
reach for the lettuce tongs, peer at the
brown lettuce, set the tongs down and
move on to the next delicacy - mushy
tomatoes. Whatever happened to the
eight-course dinners in Bermuda. This is
a nightmare!
After lunch you go back to your
"room" in Stoke to read the chapter in
economics that you should have read last
week but because it started out like:
"Expansionary monetary policies,
which lower the rate of interest, will
cause the C +I+ G schedule to shift upward from C+l0 +G to C+l 1 +G . . . "
(Economics: Principles and Policy, Harcourt Brace Janovich In~. , New York,
New York, 1979); and went downhill
from there.
Once again you get side-tracked by
those dirty glasses and greasy popcorn
bowl. After doing the dishes you settle
back down to really read this time and
the Goddamned eighth floor drummer
above you and his friends start jamming,
which lasts right through General Hospital.
You go to dinner, and yes, of course,
it's the leftover lasagna from yesterday
and six weeks ago, raunchy rice repeated
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once aiain, and the exquisite filet of sole
of shoe. Actually, you should have
known what it would be, it's Thursday!
You try to bus your tray to the dishroom
without thinking about Bermuda but
when you all but wash your own dishes,
and get your hands full of tomato sauce
and French dressing, you can't help but
picture a handsome, neat, and polite, native Bermudan busboy.
You go back to Stoke to get down to
your chemistry, hotel , economics, and
German. After about two hours in the
dimly lit, overcrowded, first floor study
lounge, your vision is too blurry to read
any longer and you have a definite case of
boredom. But you can't study in your
room because it's a triple, three's a crowd
and besides -you live below the drummer.
On your break you either: a). write a
letter that's already three weeks overdue; b) pick up the mass quantities of
clothes on your bed from the days
changes from prep to sweats to jeans; c)
go down to the service desk for change
for tomorrow's nineteen loads oflaundry
that are stacked up covering threefourths of your cubicle; d) get a bagel at

the Get-Away Cafe; ore) all of the above.
Then back to the chemistry and economics books until cheeseburger sub time
at Fritz's. Afterwards, you wake someone up to help you with your economics
theories and graphs.
Finally it's time to go to bed. You
reach in the drawer to get your flannel
nightgown, and your hand lands on your
bathing suit. You start to drift off to Bermuda . . . all sunny . . . warm . . . lying
on the beach . . . getting all tanned . . .
you can even smell the Coppertone . You
get startled back to reality when you feel
the flannel with your fingertips and the
chilly breezes from the drafty windows at
your ankles. You set your alarm, write
"sleeping" on your memo board, turn off
the light, brush the sand off your feet and
get into bed.
You awaken to your roommates shaking you and aaah woooooha ~hriek of the
third fire alarm this week. You take your
time getting dressed and head down the
seven flights of stairs and out into the
cold with everyone else who was sleeping and is pissed at whoever pulled the
alarm . Oh God, take me away! Bermuda
sounds better. Can't wait for vacation!
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I can remember waking up to the feel---ing of warm sunshine streaming through
my window. The quad was fairly quiet in
the early morning but not for long. After
living there for a couple of years you see
how the pattern oflife emerges.
Soon the lower quad would start to
buzz with students on their way to class
or breakfast. However the most hustle
and bustle occurred at lunchtime. Stu-
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dents from all over the campus would try
to beat the long line to downstairs
Huddleston for those cheeseburge rs and
french fries.
For dinner there was upstairs Hud for
the people watchers, but be careful! If
you stayed too long, the rowdy athletic
teams came in from practice; then you
were liable to end up being the receiving
end of a forward pass with a dinner roll.
Living in Area II certainly put you in
the center of things and not just in the
dining hall. Geographically it was conveniently located to classrooms, grocery
shopping, the MUB and the downtown
life. Besides all that there was plenty of
action that started right within the area
itself. If it was a hot night, then it's prime
time for a water fight or a frisbee game or
a cookout or for a party. And inevitably
the balconies of Hunter and Engelhardt
were overflowing with sunworshipp ers
and people watchers.
Of course there's a snowball fight celebrating the first good snowstorm. I remember it would begin in the quad -
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upper quad vs lower quad. Once we
were tired of bombarding each other,
someone would yell "Stoke" and the
chant would continue all the way over to
the eight-floor monstrosity. If we really
were ambitious, we trucked back over to
Area III and did our routine on Williamson and Christensen. Then as we made
our way back to our warm rooms, we
wou!d discover that Stoke had come to
return our visit. That was one night when
no one got any homework done. If you
weren't a participant, then you were
glued to the window to watch all the fun.
There was always something of interest occurring and not just in the quad.
Each of the nine dorms in Area II had its
own uniqueness and specialities to offer.
Hetzel Hall was known campus-wid e
for its annual Dance-A-Thon. There I
watched couples dance for forty-eight

hours (if they made it!) and through their
undying energy collected pledges to
benefit the Kidney Foundation.
Then when it came to studying, I recall the great atmosphere and surroundings of Fairchild's lounge. For study
breaks, Rick Bean was a few minutes
away in the MUB on Thursday and Sunday nights. You couldn't miss the Alexander Hall residents headed en masse to
take part in the MUB Pub Club every
week.
After all the day's activities, the best
place to go at midnight when you have a
hunger attack was the ever-popula r
Karl's in the quad. Every night for sixteen years students have lined up to enjoy the food and the wisecracks that Karl
dispenses from his van.
So no matter where you are in Area II,
you' re where it's at!
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I awoke to the sound of the Boston & chitecture which emphasizes triangular
Maine speeding down the tracks towards and other geometric shapes and parallel
Boston. I jumped out of bed, pulled on lines. These brick models of geometry
my sweats and left for my morning run.
provide a sharp contrast to the older ivyArea III was quiet, as usual, as I covered buildings of Areas I & II.
headed down the sidewalk past WilliamI've never been one for racing people,
son. Even during midday, there is not but all year I've been racing an eventmuch noise. Occasionally someone yells, the morning dumpster being emptied.
or "cranks" his stereo, but for the most I've finally decided that it's impossible to
part, Area III is a quiet place to live.
beat the garbage crew. Every morning as
As I continued, Christensen Hall, I reach Hubbard, the garbage truck is
Williamson's older twin, was now loom- there. In spite of the noise of the dumping before me. The short "B" & "C" ster, Hubbard's large glass windows and
towers were dwarved more by the sky- classy lounge make it popular with upscraping, 10-floor "A" tower. Rotten perclassmen while the two skyscraper
pumpkins still sat on a few of the many dorms are more appealing to freshmen.
juts and ledges in the dorm's modern arAs I ran further down the sidewalk and
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crossed the parking lot, I reached Babcock - the island. It's strange stony exterior with narrow windows helps it to fit
into Area III which is known for its
unique architecture. The fact that grad
students live there, however, sets it off in
an area of its own.
I left Area III and continued my run,
passing the already noisy quad & turning
onto Mill Road. After jogging through
the faculty development, I had made a
circle and was back at Hubbard. My
stomach growled as I passed the parking
lots next to Christensen. Some guys from
the floor were out on the basketball court
competing with some guys from Christensen.
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I finished my run by walking around
the oval between Williamson and the
mini dorms. The mini dorms are like a
village and could easily be an area of their
own, but their uniqueness helps them fit
into Area III perfectly. Each of these
dorms houses students with a common
interest and ties them together like a
family .
While I was eating breakfast in
Philbrook, I began to think of all the
great things Area III has going for it: the
unique architecture, the early morning
trains, the mini dorm community, a dining hall in the center of the area, a lot of
untouched nature, a strong sense of
pride by the residents in Area III , and
most of all, a quiet place away from the
hustle and bustle of the rest of the cam-
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Mini Dorms
"In the mini' s, you can grow and mature by living in what you believe in
through your projects and actions ," said
Woodruff House resident Karen Pyle.
"In my case it's a concern for the environment."
"The common interest bonds you together," said Sunny Klitsner, a resident
of Sackett House. "I know people in the
whole dorm rather than just those on my
wing.
These are two of approximately 300
students who are pursuing their own interest by living in the mini dorms. Located beyond Forest Park Apartments and
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behind Williamson Hall, the mini dorm
complex consists of six small dormitories
which house 50 students each.
The interest can be seen working in
the aqua-culture tanks swimming with
goldfish in Woodruff House , the environmental mini dorm; a foot reflexology workshop in Sackett House, the
Wholistic Health mini dorm ; a trip to the
Museum of Fine Arts in Boston for foreign students in Richardson House. In
Marston House, the special interest is
foreign language and each floor has its
own language either French, Spanish, or
German. For their outdoor interests the

students of Hall House built a canoe and
some creative artists of Eaton House
decorated bare walls with murals.
As a commitment to the theme of the
dorm and as a requirement for living in
the mini' s, students initiate these projects on an individual and group basis.
Moreover, the many projects, workshops, lectures and slide shows are not
only for those students living there but
the creativity, interest and knowledge is also for UNH and the surrounding community.
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Yahoo!
It's a celebration
Celebrate good times, come on!
Let's celebrate!
There's a party going on right here
A celebration to last throughout the years
So bring your good times and your laughter, too
We're goin' to celebrate your party with you

Come on now
Celebration
Let's all celebrate and have a good time
Celebration
We' re goin' to celebrate and have a good time
It's time to come together
It's up to you
What's your pleasure
Everyone around the world come on

Celebrate good times, come on!
It's a celebration
Celebrate good times, come on!
Let's celebrate!
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The Greek System - it offers
a whole different style of living
The Greeks. What do you think when
you hear that word? Some think of
drunkeness , mooning, and harassment.
But the Greek system here at UNH is
much more than that. It's parties, yes ,
but it's also friendship, participation, social service, and a chance to feel a part of
a larger group. Each of the fourteen
Greek chapters work not only to benefit
their members, but to benefit the university and community as a whole. Although they comprise only 10% of the
student body, they contribute much
more than their numbers show.
The Greek system offers UNH students an alternative lifestyle from the
humdrum dorm life or the hassles of offcampus living. Not only does it offer a
place to live right near campus, but it
offers a whole different style of living.
There are five components that make up
the Greek system and their philosophy.
They include service to the community,
social interaction, fraternity/sorority activities, university participation, and the
emotional involvement that comes with
living with members of the frat or sorority.
This past year was highlighted by

teamed up together to host a Halloween
party for the Big Brother/Big Sister program from Dover. Alpha Chi helped kick
off the Alumni Phone-a-than that helped
raise thousands of dollars for the U niversity. SAE, TKE, and AGR held a keg
rolling marathon to raise money for Cystic Fibrosis. There were many more activities like these, and the list could go on
and on. Raffles, nursing home projects

... but when the word goes out
that there will be a party at one of
the frats, non-Greeks from all
over campus come to get in on
the fun.

and day care projects, and helping out
with the Blood Mobile, were all part of
the effort put out by the Greeks.
All these service aspects go quite unnoticed by the majority of the students at
UNH, but when the word goes out that
there will be a party at one of the frats,
non-Greeks from all over the campus
come to get in on the fun. Although some
. . . only 10% of the student
people find the large block parties obbody, they contribute much
noxious, it's obvious that the majority
more than their numbers show. look forward to them every semester.
The parties are not just held because the
frats like to have parties, the frats earn
many community services sponsored by much needed money to help with the
the Greeks. Lambda Chi kidnapped all running of their houses. They also have
the presidents of the Greek houses and, parties between the sororities and framuch to her surprise, they kidnapped ternities that take on strange and outraPresident Handler too! They held them geous themes. There have been several
for canned goods they were collecting for nights when non-Greeks wonder why
the Easter food drive. Sigma Nu and DZ the streets are filled with brides, nurses
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from General Hospital, or people wearing the weirdest hats!
Parties are not always that crazy in the
Greek system though. Semi-formals are
often held on Founders Day, and of
course, the Pledge Dances are always a
special occasion. These dances are usually held some place off campus to get
away from the college atmosphere and
relax with a good dinner and dancing.
The word Greek can not be separated
from two special events looked forward
to by everyone on campus, Homecoming
and Winter Carnival. Each sorority pairs
up with a fraternity to build a float or
make a snow sculpture, although this
year no snow was to be had, unfortunately.
If anyone tells you, "Oh, a Greek is a
Greek," do not believe him. The frats
and sororities are as diverse as the people
in them. But one thing all the Greeks
have in comma~ is the feeling of belonging and the building of strong emotional

If anyone tells you, "Oh, a Greek
is a Greek," do not believe him.

ties to both members of their own house
and to others within the system. The
satisfaction that Greeks get out of serving
the community and forming these ties
can not be underestimated or forgotten
by anyone who has experienced it.
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Fools Rush Inwhat's it all about?
Rush: a great flurry of activity or press
of business, according to The American
Heritage Dictionary . But to the UNH
Greek system it takes on a different
meaning.
All the students interested in becoming a member of a Greek house, Rushee,
go through a series of parties and activities called Rush. This is a process that
introduces the Rushee to the house and
its activities and introduces the members
of a house to the Rushees .
Fraternity Rush is conducted over a
period of five weeks. The Inter-fraternity
Council, made up of an equal representation from each fraternity, determines
the dates of the first two weeks of open
rush. Open Rush is welcome to anyone
who wants to attend. After the two weeks
of open rush, each house closes their
rush because of a size limit. At this time
they conduct house cuts and invite back
only those who are most interested. After three more weeks of invitation-only
rushes , the fraternity gives a bid to all
those who are attending. This day of receiving bids is called Bids Day.
Formal Sorority Rush is much more
structured. It runs for a period of only
eleven days . The Panhellenic Council,
made up of an equal representation of
the sororities, governs formal rush.
There are non-alcoholic parties of
twenty-five to thirty-five minutes in
length, each having its own theme. The
rushes can attend parties at all five
houses for the first four days and then the
parties become invitation-only. Then
they are only able to accept three invitations. More parties are attended in order
for them to formulate their first, second,
and third choice. They have to narrow it
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down to two houses for the last night of
Rush - conclusives. At conclusives the
girls must decide which house they want
to join. After they make their decision,
they receive just one bid the next day at
Bids Day.
Bids Day includes the picking up of
bids and either accepting or rejecting the
bid. If accepted, they attend Bids Night
which begins with a ceremony where the
rushee becomes a pledge. The Sororities
then go on a specified route to all of the
nine fraternities. It is a time for dancing,
singing, unity and a chance to meet
pledges, brothers and sisters from all the
Greek houses . It is a night that is a special introduction to the Greek system
and is not to be forgotten .
The morning after Bids Night officially
begins pledging. Pledging is a time for
each prospective brother or sister to
learn about the house, its history, its activities and to become acquainted with
the members of the house.
Pledging includes such things as
morning raids where pledges get all the
brothers/sisters up at 5:00 a. m. to have a
party with a fraternity/sorority or just
with themselves. A good time is had by
all even though it can be tiring. Afterwards everyone is off to munch on
Dunkin' Donuts and other morning
goodies . However there is more to
pledging than just the social aspect.
Pledging also involves doing voluntary
pledge projects for the . house, service
projects for the community and favors for
the brothers and sisters. This demonstrates the devotion and enthusiasm of
the pledge class and helps them to realize what brotherhood/sisterhood is really
about.

On the other hand, the socializing is
prominent in evening raids between a
sorority and a fraternity. Once again
there is a theme which helps to provide a
relaxed atmosphere for getting acquainted.
Two very big events during pledging
are the pledge dance and the last week of
pledging. The formal pledge dance is
held at a nice hotel. This is a time for the
sisters/brothers to show their appreciation to the pledges. The pledges are formally presented to the group and awards
are given out. This provides a different
experience from the regular pledging activities. Each person brings a date and it
makes for a very enjoyable evening.
The second event that culminates the
pledging period is the last week of pledging or inspiration week. Each pledge receives a personalized paddle and
attempts to get the signatures of all the
members of the house on the back. This
week is a total concentration on the
house, involving getting the signatures
and other specific activities determined
by each house. At the end of this week is
the initiation ceremony.
Initiation is where the activities and
newly acquired knowledge all come together and the pledge becomes a brother
and sister. It is the most exhilarating feeling to be sistered or brothered up . After
all of pledging is past and you have fifty to
sixty new brothers/sisters that will be
friends for life, you discover the true
meaning of brotherhood and sisterhood.
Once you are a brother/sister you grow
in that feeling of fraternity and become
an important part of the uniqueness of
your house for which a new rushee will
come along and decide to join too!
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Pulled a wheelie on the
football field - Lost
University recognition.
Go directly to
SUSPENSION. Do not
pass Go. Do not collect
two pledge pins.

Couldn't make it through
an Around-the-World
party.
What a wimp!
Move back 4 spaces

Went to pledge dance
with most popular girl in
DZAdvance 4 spaces

Guzzled a beer in
two seconds Move ahead 1
space

The waterbed
sprung a leak Your night is all
washed up!
Move back3
spaces

Mom sent ten
alligator shirts for
your birthday.
Go ahead 1 space
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The Game of
Greek to Greek'
Winner: First to Obtain
69 Pledge Pins
To Get Out of Suspension:
Roll Doubles or
Free on Third Try

Could relate to Animal
House on a personal
basisGo back 4 spaces

'For the Partiers: Turn
This into a Drinking
Game - For Every
Step Back, Take Two
Gulps of Booze!!!!!!

Went to E.J.'s with too
many pennies! Passed out
behind the bar and had to
thumb home!
Move back 3 spaces

E
E

GO!!!
Collect two
pledge pins!
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Did an awesome
job stealing a
composite!
Moveahead2
spaces

Haven't learned
the·words to Bruce
Springsteen Move back2
spaces

Spent the whole
night squeaking!
What a Stud!
Moveahead3
spaces

R

F

D
G
E

Had to drink 3
cases of beer and 2
bottles of gin Sick for weeks
Go back 2 spaces

Finally turned 20.
Throw away your
fake I. D.
Move ahead 1
space

Helped an old lady
across the street fulfilled community
obligation for the
coming year.
Move ahead 2 spaces

Drank at Scorpio's instead
of studying for chemistry
exam - failed the exam.
Move back 3 spaces

Lost your pledge pin for
the third time.
Move back 2 spaces

The house float won at
Homecoming - and it
was all your design.
Move ahead 1 space

Met the Dream Girl of Pi
Kappa Alpha - a real
"10" Advance 4 spaces

Scoped the opposite sex
on B floor in the library.
Result: read 1 page in 3
hours.
Move back 3 spaces

K
A

E
G
N

I

Got your own pair
of aviator
sunglasses.
Move ahead 1
space

Still need 10 more
signatures in 2
hours.
Move back3
spaces

Went through
megakegs at your
outdoor party.
Move ahead 1 space

SUSPENSION
Another One
Bites the
Dust!!
Just Visiting
Haven't Been Caught Yet
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The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega are a diverse group of girls
brought together by our close friendships with one another.
Each of us is unique with our own interests. Some sisters are
involved in Freshman Camp, admission representatives, student ambassadors, resident assistants and a wide variety of
areas of the University. Alpha Chi is a place where we can all
come together and combine our efforts to work for a group we
all care about. It's fun times, long talks and most of all, a group
of girls who have a common bond of friendship .
Denise Beacham
Trish Brennan
M. J. Boardman
Cheryl Campbell
Priscilla Cloutier
LeeAnn Colella
Jennifer Conrad
Amy Covert
Robin Crawford
Loren Davis
Sherrill Davis
Renee
DeSaulniers
Cathy Diamantis
Sue DiFabio
Deb Dodge
Cindy-Lou
Duxbury
Ellen Erickson
Michelle Fahey
Cindy Feingold
Ellen French
Leslie Gifford
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Liz Grover
Joan Hansen
Amy Held
Laurie Herbst
Nancy Herdahurst
Beth Huckins
Lynne Juster
Sheila Kelley
Doris Kunica
Ellen Lakey
Martha Langevin
Sue Lapar
Judy Looney
Suzanne Mackin
Chris Maloney
Paula McCarthy
Maureen
McManus
Nancy Merrill
Prudy Minich
Maria Moalli
Jody Mooradian

Jane Murphy
Cathy Nelson
Joan Nicolais
Kathy O'Brien
Lucinda Packard
Sue Phillips
M.L. Pitts
Lynne Price
Deb Reed
Liz Riehl
Sue Safford
Wendy Smith
Laurie Sklepowicz
Lonni Stern
Joanie Stevens
Ann Sullivan
Donna Sullivan
Jane Trickey
Lynn Wiatrowski
Libby White
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Paul Ashnault
David Beakman
Claude Bisson
David Breig
David Bronson
John Brough
Chris Caverly
Colin Colby
David Conway
Wen dell Davis
David Ethier
David Foster
Richard Gill
James Gregory
Jeff Hollister
Mark James
Scott Keenan
Spencer Koromilas
James Long
Carl McClendon
Carl Newton
Robert Noonan

John Palmer
David Philbrook
Aime Ramsey
Douglas Ryder
Gary Smart
Al Smith
Don Stockman
Ben Turner
Michael Valenti
David Ward
Jon Whitehouse
Advisor:
Haven Hayes
Pledges:
David Beaudet
William Bennion
Scott Chrane
Chuck Metcalf
John Rodgers
Leo Roy

The college boys of AGR:
Two are stoned out in their car
Some are sitting at the bar
Three are wondering who they are.
Though they've classes, never fear
They rarely will refuse a beer,
At semester's end you may well hear:
"Will I pass my Sophomore year?"
AGR men share the trait
Of "study hard and party late".
Sorority girls don't often rate
As a brother's first choice for a date.
The men of Alpha Gamma Rho;
You cannot tell them what they know.
Beer kegs, empty now, will go,
But friendships made will always grow.
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The brothers and graduates of AGR will always remember
the friendships and experiences associated with belonging to
a Fraternity. However, we at AGR are firm believers that we
should not let our studying interfere too much with our
college "education". Some of the things that we will remember most about the academic year 1980-81 are: Homecoming
1980 . . . Bids Night ... Halloween parties . .. Block parties ... Zero Degree . . . "You're shut off!" .. . controlled
insanity ... the dance-a-thon ... road trips ... hockey
games . . . our unsurpassed intramural win-loss record ...
folding crescents ... the drunk tank .. . the drunk tank in

Plymouth .. . Phi Beta Upsilon ... "Crazy Chester" ...
latenight bullshit sessions on deck .. . "accidents" on deck
... "the system" . . . impromptu parties ... "Hell is for
children" ... the keg per day average ... the "king keggers" and the "dairy club" ... "I wish all the ladies" .
"The Kings Castration" ... the Torch run for Leukemia ..
the MUB PUB Club . .. Officers Training Seminar . .
Spring Weekend . .. Hell Week . . . "PLEDGE!!!!" ..
our advisor, Haven Hayes (thanks Haven) . . . allnighters
. .. awesome ladies teas ... FINALS ... Joe Bartee . . .
"sociable" ... and the Penthouse.
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Alpha Xi Delta is a group of individually spirited young
women, joining together to experience a complete wellrounded college education. As a small cross section of todays
women, we are dedicated to the advancement of all women
intellectually, socially, physically and of course philanthropically.
Our sorority is a self-sufficient, non-university supported
organization for women only. Our home is efficiently operated by the conscientious efforts of the officers and members
at large. This continuous responsibility has been a challenge
that has created accomplishment and pride.
- Alpha Xi Delta - Truth, Friendship, Justice

Deborah Aldrich
Liz Antonelli
Judith Bancroft
Cheryl Beleski
Laurie Bilafi
Diane Boutin
Patricia Bradley
Kelly Brown
Jean Burbank
Sheila Burke
Beth Callagy
M. J. Cardelle
Kathy Condit
Jennifer Crompton
Cindy Curtis
JoAnn Cyr
Suzanne Czongu
Sarah Dahil
Caroline
Dahlstrom
Peggy Doucet
Brenda Drivick
Mary Ducca
Virginia Everett
Elizabeth Ewen
Karen Fahey
Barrie Fee
Susan Folis
Robin Fowler

Carol Hansen
Lori Harriman
Suzy Harris
Cathy Heinze
Melissa Hostelter
Maureen
Houghton
Kristin Jen sen
Birgit Keller
Michele Kossman
Laura Lagasse
Mary Ann Leary
Amy Leubbers
Debbie Littlefield
Lynn MacFarlane
Susan Maloof
Carole Maravelias
Patricia McCabe
Eileen McCaffery
Debra McNeill
Sandra McNeill
Cynthia Meade
Julie-Ann Moore
Donna Morgan
Maura Moynihan
Kelly O'Brien
Paula Olsen
Julie Ostiguy

Robin Parsons
Mara Poitras
Mary Portalupi
Susan Prescott
Sarah Puffer
Karen Quinn
Susan Randacio
Jill Reddish
Linda Richard
Lori Richards
Jill Rifenburg
Mary Ryan
Christine Schmidt
Kathy Shea
Kathy Sheppard
Nancy Skelley
Nina Smith
Patty Smith
Jadine Stockley
Leslie Sullivan
Laura Swick
Meribeth Travers
Janice Triptow
Melissa Viard
Susan Wilder
Sandy Young
Jennifer Yount
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Teri Austin
Constance Baker
Susan Bell
Laura Berg
Elizabeth Black
Linda Blanchette
Anne Marie
Boudreau
Heidi Bradley
Collette Brooks
Kimberly Brown
Kathleen Burke
Carol Dallen
Pamela Dey
Annie Dillion
Deborah Duff
Janet Duff
Suzanne Fairchild
Martha Flanders
Rosalie
Frederickson
Karin Frederikson
Elaine Gouras

Patrisha Healy
Carla Hesler
Cynthia Heydon
Julie Hoss
Joanna Johnson
Mary Ellen Joyce
Inger Kaalstad
Kathryn Kross
Cynthia Kuehl
Susan Lasorsa
Nancy Laurson
Judith Lopez
Mary Jo Lyons
Christine
Macnamara
Patricia Marlette
Laurie Marrs
Jane McCormack
Molly McDonald
Lee-Ann
McQuade
Moira Milinazzo
Kathryn Moisan
Linda Mulcahy

Jennifer Nasson
Judith
O'Donoghue
Claudia Olney
Lisa Perlman
Lorraine Pitts
Jill Plank
Kathy Porter
Torii Powers
Heather Purdy
Kelly Sheridan
Susan Smith
Christine
St. Martin
Doris Steiger
Jean Sullivan
Janet Swett
Jocelyn Tetel
Jill Thompson
Karen Thompson
Tracey Tilson
Cindy Wagstaff
Nancy Walsh

Chi Omega is much more than a group of women that get
together once a week for a house meeting. Our sorority
provides each sister with a sense of belonging in this large
university. It's a place to feel at home and to build life-long
friendships.
Through the efforts of all the sisters, we are able to become our family away from home. From sisterly love to
sisterly fights, it's the fun, love and experience (good or
bad) that make life exciting and fulfilling . That's why we are
all proud to be a part of our family, Chi Omega.
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Delta Zeta took on a new look inside and out this year. The
house was painted and new greek letters were put up. But
most importantly is the new outlook that came from within
the house. Delta Zeta took a good look at what their purpose
was and began to work towards it with renewed vigor. The
culmination of this work was at Delta Zeta Province I weekend.
This gathering of all six chapters of Delta Zeta in the New
England area took place in April in Hampton. They gathered
to meet each other, attend workshops, and receive the province awards. Theta Gamma, the UNH chapter, received the
best pledge, best pledge trainer, best scrapbook, and the
most prized award- the Pride of the Province award, which
was shared with the University of Rhode Island.
The new attitude of enthusiasm has made Theta Gamma
draw close together in sisterhood and is being carried on
through our super fall and spring pledge classes . Congratulations DZ!!!
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Diana Agrodnia
Gina Barisano
Betty Bartlett
Deb Baum
Deb Birnie
Deb Byrne
Cathy Jane Cook
Lisa Cummings
Tamera Cuttings
Judy Davis
Denise Donegan
Janet Donnelly
Terri Duke
Deb Edwards
Donna Ellison
Tracey Eueleth
Michelle Fecteau
Beth Fidellow
Lori Fletcher
Mary Ann Fliss
Jenny Fox
Lisa Gamache
Emily Garrett
Cori Garvey
Kathie George
E. Gordon
Sue Grout
Cindy Guay

Laura Guptill
Lisa Hansen
Joanne Henley
Wendy Hill
Kathy Hines
Laurie Holloran
Kathy Hourihan
Betsy Jackson
Diane Jackson
Karen Johnson
Missy Johnson
Deb Joubert
Dawna Kelsey
Pam Kerr
Laurie Kidder
Deb Kimball
Phyllis Kipnis
Deb Kustes
Roxanne Lachance
Diana Larrea
Penny Lewis
Meredith Lorenz
Sandy MacQuarrie
Lori Manor
Kathy McSweeney
Sue Merrifield
Deb Metcalfe
Marsha Morris

Mary Ann
Mueskes
Sue Nagele
Kim Nelson
Tracey O'Brien
Beth O'Neill
Joy Parolisi
Deb Penney
Dawn Perry
Linda Sue Poznick
Claire Provencher
Kay Rossi
Jen Roussel
Ady Schlesinger
Sarah Siegel
Julie Somers
Jane Stevens
Holly Sullivan
Maureen Sullivan
Deb Syphers
Tricia Tatoni
Jane Tobin
Linda Trombley
Lauren Vail
Liz Wadolkowski
Mary Jane Walsh
Robin Walsh
Robin Witowski

The Beta Kappa chapter of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity is
not merely a social fraternity. It is a collection of sixty-eight
men of various backgrounds brought together in the pursuit
of friendship and brotherhood. Those of us fortunate enough
to have experienced life at Kappa Sigma have found it to be
both educational and rewarding.
Kappa Sigma means more than friendship: it is a lifelong
association. It is a society of brothers in which all members
can gain the most from their college years as each offers his
un_ique personality, knowledge and expertise to the group.
It 1s men of various interests and talents pulling together for
the common good. But most of all, Kappa Sigma is the pursuit of excellence.

Bill Austin
Jim Berry
Tom Bertrand
Barry Bliss
Bill Block
Chris Brouillard
Peter Burns
Joe Chelstowski
Walter Cheney
Greg Clark
Michael Coleman
Brian Coutu
Gregg DeVolder
Mark Dorfman
Patrick Duffy
Greg Elliott
Steve Elsemore
Const Engalichev
Jim Freeman
Gordon Fulda
Joe Gallant
Mark Germano
Richard Gitschier
Cris Goodman
Louis Goscinski
Mark Graziano
Doug Grout
John Haddock
John Haggerty
Ty Hall
Greg Hood
David Howley
Marc Huppe
Dan Hurley

Ken Kaplan
Dave Kass
Chip Kelley
Glenn Lavoie
Mike Lesniak
Dan Lord
Jim Louiza
Scott Lucius
Kevin Major
Peter Maloney
Gary Mazut
Jeff McAleney
Bill Morrison
Ned Norris
Carl Olson
Dave Ordway
Jeff Orr
Dave Paine
Kirk Rindfleisch
Clint Rumble
Rob Ryan
Doug Simon
John St. Germain
Peter Stocks
Charlie Temple
Tim Trask
Peter Wade
Ron Ward
Dave Webb
Dave Werner
Mike Weston
Dana Wiklund
Kevin Williams
RickWozmak
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A
Jonathan
Abramson
Michael Andrews
Douglas Bailey
Robert Balkus
William Balkus
William Barrett
Robert BeliveauJr.
William Bond
Shaun Callagy
David
Chandonnais
Todd Copley
Andrew Coull
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Kenneth Cullerot
Mark Danie
Thomas Diamond
David Doskocil
John Ferrie
David Finnemore
Richard
Finnemore
Jeffrey Gardner
Brian Healey III
Jeff Healy
David Hill
Jeffrey Hird

Eric Hockersmith
Gary Ilg
Andrew James
Mark Kanakis
Daniel Killiany
Matthew Krug
Mark Lawton
Brian MacDonald
James Maher
John Marcus
Daniel Marr
Christopher Mayo

Tom Michaud
Paul Morin
Edward Perrin
Paul Pinkham
Gary Pouliot
James Quirk III
Dana Richdale
David Ross
Thomas Rudzinski
Douglas Sampson
Benjamin Schwalb
Stephen Shannon

David Sienkiewicz
Joseph Silva
Kurtis Smith
Mark Smith
Brian Sullivan
Andrew Tappe
Patrick Thornton
Richard Unger
Jamey Wachta
Craig White
Thomas
Williamson
David Woznicki
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Cindy Brodeur
Heather Carroll
Sue Carter
Joanne Catz
Sue Chellis
Cyndi Cinsavich
Laurie Cole
Judy Corey
Donna Dayton
Carolyn Duch
Denise Duhaime
Maggie Dutch
Jan Freeman
Laurie Freese
Nancy Goldstein
Joanne Gorey
Cindy Gormley
Jennifer Grace
Laurie Gunter
Sue Hannas
Kristie Harvey

Diane Heinsius
Linda Hersh
Dale Higgins
Beth Holroyd
Deb Howard
Diane Jacobs
Karen Johnson
Emily Judy
Patti Kelly
Debi Knoff
Julie Lake
Genie Lambrukos
Kyle Lindquist
Gloria Lodge
Sue Long
Pam Marsh
Cathy McLeod
Anne Milligan
Louise Mills
Elissa Moore
Beth Newcombe

Missy Olney
Karen Purdie
Toni Rage
Marie Roache
Wendy Ross
Pam Roussos
Lauren Roy
Nancy Saul
Sharon Sawyer
Judi Sonsini
Karen Sorensen
Ellie Sterling
Nancy Stevens
Leslie Tait
Nancy Taylor
Debbie Walker
Tammy
Wasylyshyn
Claire Whelton
Laura Zukowski

Sisters are the chains that allow me to be free
Sisters are the mirrors that let me see me
They are half of my heart
They are worth far more than gold
They are kind, they are true, they're my sisters in Phi Mu
Though miles may come between us
Though our days may drift apart
We've got a bond between us
That keep us sisters at heart
Sisters are the friends that are with me when I'm sad
Sisters are the laughter that makes me feel so glad
You are half of my heart
You are worth far more than gold
You are kind, you are true, you're my sisters in Phi Mu
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Dave Aittaniemi
Dana Akers
Brian Aldrich
Walt Andrews
Jeff Angle
Andy Bauer
Bob Berliner
Mark Biron
Larry Brennan
Scott Briggs
Steve Buck
Brett Burbank
Greg Buzzell
Steve Buzzell
Dave Cadorette
Jim Carroll
A.J. Castellone
Dave Chenette
Joe Chisholm
Bob Coates
J.P. Colligan
Tim Crawford
Doug Crowell
Mike Cusack
Andy Davis
A.J. De Fusco
Steve Dempsey
Steve Duffiey

Mike Dutton
Bill Elcock
Tom Elwood
Mitch Evans
Jeff Feenstra
Mark Fichera
Tom Foley
Tony Grise
Paul Gustavson
Rich Haggerty
Howie Hamlin
Ed Hanley
Larry Healy
Jim Heffernan
Bill Herman
Scott Howe
Ken Jacques
Rob Jordan
Dave Kalil
'Ken Kiburis
John Knight
Greg Koutrelakos
Ken Krauss
Dave Lancisi
Neil Lehoux
Dan Levasseur
Scott Lincoln
Mike Long

Mike Macomber
Evans Manolis
John Marini
Mark Melhuish
Bud Morin
Dan Marreo
Dean Morrow
Scott Peckham
Dave Perry
Larry Rubin
Chris
Schmalbruch
Tom Skinner
Jim Smith
Tom Stecher
Bill Stone
Pete Stone
Joe Sudbay
Kevin Sullivan
Tom Swist
Rick Szpak
Rick Tardif
Andy Thibodeau
GaryTilbor
Tim Walker
Julius Wang
Dave Weisberg
T. Spencer Wright

Pi Kappa Alpha is a national fraternity located with its
trademark red fire truck on Strafford Ave. Pike is comprised
of active brothers who participate in many facets ofUN H . In
fact Pike was the winner of the all-campus intramural overall
championship during the 80-81 season . This helps to show
that the Pi Kappa Alpha brothe rs make it a strong house
through their wide-ranging achievements.
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J\lplfa
ZJipsilon
Jordan Ambargis
William Angevine
Michael Appleton
Steven Baker
David Bjork
Michael Bockman
David Burfeind
Frank Byus
Stephen Carberry
Thomas Clarke
Michael Cloutier
Mark Costello
Michael Costello
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Frank Dearden
Peter De Vries
Frederick Dey
Robert Douglas
Felix Eckhard
Keith Estes
Michael Evers
Mark Ferman
Timothy Finan
Tracy
Fitzsimmons
John Foerster
Todd Foley
Brian Fortin

Kevin Gagnon
Michael Galante
Peter Gibb
David Goode
Jeffrey Growney
Mark Hansen
Richard Harmon
Robert Hines
Edward Horton Jr.
Herb Johansen
David Kaiser
Paul Kerrigan
Richard Kiernan

Christopher
Lanterman
Mark LaRoche
John Lovely
Guy Marshall
Nicholas Meninno
Ron Moffette
Jonathan Mooers
William Mueskes
James Murray Jr.
Loukas N akos
Casey O'Neil
Mark O'Neil
Jonathan Peirce

John Phillips
Michael Picini
Philip Pierce
David Plante
Joseph Pongrace
John Porter
Sean Pyne
Steve Raymond
Robert Rea
James Regan
John Reynolds
Chip Rogers
Gary Rooney

Andrew Rowe
John Scuzzarella
Frederick Siemons
Daniel Stoneking
Michael Tringali
James Turner
James Walters
Thomas Watts
Steven Webersen
Sam Welch
Barry Westfall
William Wright
Todd Zappala

Rob Bakerian
Al Bednarz
Wayne Bednarz
Paul Blesse
Ray Brandin
Vince Brophy
Bob Burns
Drew Camerota
Bruce Cerullo
Geoff Coley
Jim Conely
Mike Conlon
Ben Corson
Jack Cummings
Rick Cusick
Bernie DalCortivo
Bruce Deary
Peter Dickson
Tom Dickson
Rick Donovan
Chris Douglas

Mitch Dugan
Dave Dutille
Don Eaton
Doug Emery
Brian Goudas
Frank Guadagnino
Brian Hayward
Jim Hendrix
Steve Hernandez
Bruce Huebner
Steve Ives
Ken Kearns
Dave Knieriem
Steve Kramer
Kurt Massey
Doug McAllister
Mark McGreenery
Marc Mercier
Gerry Miles
Bill Minor
John O'Keefe

Pat O'Neal
Philo Pappas
Randy Petagine
Al Phaneuf
Mark Prestipino
Paul Price
Roland Proulx
Skip Quinn
Mike Reed
Jim Ricciardelli
Karl Sakovits
Mike Shea
Bob Snell
Phil Spiro
Bill Stratton
MikeTamasi
Brian Tyler
Glenn Wilusz
Wayne Wilusz
Ken Wright
Dave Yale

Officers:
Geoff Coley - Treasurer
Rick Cusick- Vice President
Mitch Dugan - President
Bruce Huebner- Secretary
Sigma Beta Fraternity is located at 26 Madbury Road . It is
the only local fraternity at the University of New
Hampshire. This is an advantage in that it enables the fraternity to draft their own constitution and by-laws and thus
govern themselves, free of any outside national commitment. Presently, Sigma Beta has sixty-three active brothers
who regularly participate in all phases oflife at UNH including intramural sports, student organizations and student
government. Founded in 1921, Sigma Beta is proudly enjoying their sixtieth year on campus.
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Officers:
Kevin Donnelly - Recorder
Jeff Farnham - Lieutenant
Commander
Gary Piotrowski - Treasurer
Dana Rosengard- Eminent
Commander
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Steve Alfano
Jon Aliber
Henry Allen
Frank Bachilas
Jay Bishop
John Brandes
Mike Burnett
Mike Butterfield
Bernie Collins
Jim Cooney
Frank Daniels
John Dauphinais
Kevin Donnelly
Jon Dwight
Jeff Farnham
Bert Freedman
Craig Frey
Jerry Glynn
Rich Gust

Mike Hannan
Barry Johnson
Phil Johnson
Dave Kerkhoff
Mark Krauss
Jerry Lampert
Adrian Meehan
Frank Menez
Paul Mitchell
Rob Moore
Mike Pepin
Dave Perry
Gary Piotrowski
Greg Pope
Alex Reola
Dave Rodgers
Dana Rosengard
Pete Ryder
Todd Schell

Jim Sheeter
Steve Silva
Jonathan Smith
Tim Steuer
Dennis Thomas
Rich Thorpe
Tom Torr
Eric White
Sandy Wingate
Jeff Wolff
Rich Zampieri

Pledges:
Dave Beshara
Bill Kennedy
Jim Lee
Roy Lenardson
John Nay
David Wade

tUau
!{iiappa
~psilon
Randy Arends
Dana Argo
Jeff Baldvins
Herb Bergamini
Joe Bowe
Alan Bryant
Steve Chrane
Tim Curry
Sean Dalton
Jeff Degrechie
Paul Delore
John Dillingham

Rob Drinkwater
Scott Dudley
Roger Duke
Craig Floch
Joe Garafoli
John Garafoli
Rich Garneau
Ron Godoy
Tom Gwizdala
Eric Hanson
Rob Hanson
John Hatcher

Jack Hounsel
Gary Jewell
Andy Katz
Jeff Keohane
Rick Lee
Tim Leydan
Art Lindahl
Brian Lunt
Mike Lynch
Kurt Lyons
John Mangine
Dan McCoy

Mike McGinnis
Jim Mitchell
Rocky Morrelli
Sean O'Brian
Mike O'Conner
John Ostrand
Jeff Owen
Nick Palmer
Andy Penascovic
Kent Pennfield
Mark Phelps
Mark Porier

Doug Preston
Phil Psreares
Klaus Redemacher
Mike Sawin
Henry Shultz
Glenn Shuster
Wayne Simoes
Joel Sorofman
Jay Stewart
Jason Sundook
Dave Suther
Jack Terrill

Greg Urlwin
William Van
Daalen
Roscoe Van
Rossum
Chris Wallace
Tom Weigly
Stuart Werman
Ken Wilson
Scott Winslow
Mike Wyman
Paul Young
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Bad mistakes
We've made a few
But we've come through
We are the champions my friend
And we'll keep on fighting
till the end
We are the champions
We are the champions
No time for losers
'cause we are the champions
of the world

JJ

We Are
The Champions
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Crew
UNH crew is pictured as an aquatic David
competing in the Goliathan circles of eastern
college rowing. The men's club eight pulled off
the unheard of feat of defeating a large field ,
including most of the Ivy League rowing
powers, at the prestigious Head of the Charles
Regatta in October.
The men's lightweight boat finished fourth in
their race on the waters of Boston's Charles
River and the women's novice eight placed
first, but was disqualified for interfering with
another race while docking (oops! ).
UNH crew is a club, but they fight opposing
varsity boats tooth and nail for New England
naval supremacy.
Being a club sport has the initial disadvantage of the lack of varsity funding for equipment
and coaching positions.
John "Panama" Marshall and Liz Hills took
the generous funding of the Recreation Department and combined it with dedication and enthusiasm to put together a formidable armada.
The Recreation Department gives the Wildcat rowers approximately $30,000 for the
equipment and travel expenses incurred in this
preppiest of sports. That figure, though considerable, is dwarfed by the six-figure endowments that the athletic departments and alumni
associations of the wealthy private schools bequeath their rowers.
Other monies are raised by fund-raising efforts of the team itself, but trips such as the
Frostbite Regatta in Philadelphia are marked
by a steady diet of spaghetti and nights spent on
dormitory floors .
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Still, the "crewtons" come out at 5 a. m. to
run in the winter and spend their afternoons in
the fall and spring out in the water despite the
temperature or precipitation.
The fall season is where UNH usually makes
its presence felt. In 1980, the women won two
and finished second in the other to lead the
'Cats to victory in the Worcester Regatta and
the men's lightweight boat won both the Frostbite and Braxton races down in Philly.
The spring showings are good, but the lack of
indoor training facilities may show through a
bit, at least for the men .
In the spring of 1980, the results showed a
major improvement in the women's boats. Two
consecutive weeks in April, the lady rowers
swept races. The men turned the same trick on
April 25 with all four boats beating UMass. The
women registered one second in that race, finishing behind - UNH! The women's varsity
eight and junior varsity eight were in the same
race and finished 1-2.
The crew teams should be competitive for a
while, continuing to throw rocks from their
floating slingshots, but the only thing that
stands in the way of a promotion from the Dadvail class (Division II) to the Eastern Association of Rowing Colleges (Preppy Division)
seems to be money.
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Field Hockey
Three days of dramatic, pressure-laden
games capped the final regular season week for
the UNH field hockey team. Clutch play versus
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Bridgewater
kept the sticksters' unbeaten record intact and
earned them a # 1 seeding in the EAIA W Regional Championship. Runners-up to Connecticut in that tournament, UNH nevertheless
earned a berth in its first AIA W National Championship in Carbondale, Illinois on November
19-22.
The Wildcats 12-0-3 regular season record
confirmed dazzling pre-season reports which
predicted a "best-ever year."
Crowning the regular season was an especially gratifying 2-1 upset of #2-in-the-nation
Massachusetts. UNH was the first squad all season to mar the Minutemen' s 16-game record.
All-Americans and members of the U.S. under-21 squad, Carla Hesler (Lynnfield, Mass. )
and Cheryl Murtagh (Peabody, Mass .) teamed
for an awesome offensive clout that outscored
opponents 34 to 8. Hesler, a junior, was moved
from her link position to the forward line, and
there proved herself a dodging wizard, adding
five goals against Brown and a last-second game
winner versus Dartmouth.
Following up the forward line are intimidating defensive back Cathy Sauchuk (Danvers,
Mass.), Donna Modini (Rowley, Mass. ) and talented freshmen Laurie Leary (Canton , Mass .)
and Janet Greene (Wenham, Mass. )
Never noted for overwhelming strength in
the nets , this year Coach Jean Rilling finds herself blessed with a pair of stonewalling freshman goalies. Splitting playing time, Deb Cram
(Berwick, Maine) and Robin Balducci (Milford,
Mass. ) have a save percentage of over 93%.
The duo helped the team defeat nationally
ranked powers from Iowa, Delaware, Lock
Haven and Dartmouth.
Coach Rilling stands to lose an invaluable
corps of seniors. All-time leading scorer Gaby
Haroules (Lexington, Mass .) Murtagh, and
Patty Foster (Dover) close out their careers at
UNH with what looks to be the team 's most
successful campaign ever.
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Football
The 1980 UNH football team found themselves virtually eliminated from the Yankee
Conference title after the first three games. The
'Cats opened with a 20-10 loss to Connecticut, a
game they could have won. They followed with
an embarrassing defeat at the hands of
Michigan's Wayne St. (What is a Wayne St.?)
Then tough Boston University came into town
and shoved a 27-9 decision down the 'Cats
throats. Three games at home - three losses, a
dubious hat trick.
UNH now had to travel up Route 89 to Dartmouth to face the favored Big Green in
Hanover. First-string quarterback Denis
Stevens was hurt and Chris Collins, his backup, fell injured during the game. Freshman
Rick LeClerc, thurst into the fire, took over the
helm and led the Wildcats to a stunning 24-7
upset win, only the second UNH win in 19
meetings. Hollywood may be interested in the
script.
LeClerc, whose father played professional
football, is the All-American boy-type, graduating first in his class at Agawam (Mass.) high
school. Mild-mannered and courteous, all you
need is a "Happy Days" producer to find this
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UNH quarterback of the future and catapult
him to further fame.
Stevens came back to take over and lead the
'Cats to a string of victories that reached six,
before the traditional season-ending showdown with Massachusetts. In what a few short
years ago had been the deciding game of Yankee Conference football, the two neighboring
states battled to a result becoming all too common. Final: UMass 17-UNH 0.
What the season did produce was a team with
great rushing potential. Jim Quinn, the 'Cats
answer to a Nautilus poster, bashed his way to
887 yards despite missing game time with a
head injury and was ranked 5th in the nation in
rushing.
Curt Collins, 5'6 165 lbs ., scooted, wiggled
and wormed his way for 527 yards. Collins was
named ECAC Rookie-of-the-Year and proved
that you did not have to have an overactive
thyroid gland to play Division I-AA football.
Two massive offensive tackles, Ken Kaplan
and Jim Fitzgerald, weighing in at 6 1 , 265 and
6 1 4, 250, respectively, opened holes for Collins
and Quinn, and all three quarterbacks,
Stevens, Chris Collins and LeClerc shared
time effectively.
These offensive weapons worked well in the
middle of the 1980 season and they will be back
in 1981, a promising sign for the 'Cats.
The defense was led by co-captain Keith Reynolds at tackle and leading UNH tackler Linebacker Steve Doig.
A pleasant surprise was freshman linebacker
Dom LaMarra, who made good use of his first
solid chunk of playing time, nabbing two interceptions in a win over Townson St. (Md.)
Doig, LaMarra and the bulk of the offense, as
already noted, will be back in 1981 and all the
'Cats will have to do is remember the season
starts in September, not October.
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Men's Rugby
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CLUB SPORTS UNH CLUB SPORTS UNH CLUB

Women's Rugby
The UNH women's Rugby team has set a
tough act to follow in their undefeated inte rcollegiate title.
With a record of 5-0, the UNH club has
played and prevailed over other women's teams
including Smith, Holy .Cross, UConn and

UMaine this year.
"One of the reasons we are so good this year
is because there is a lot more experience now.
Some of us are back for our third season," Captain Joan Mealey said.
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Men's Soccer
The 1980-81 UNH soccer season can be
divided into two separate segments, the first
and very long part where the Wildcats went 110, and the second, and all too short part where
they went 2-0-1. It was a down and up season.
In September the future looked bright for
the Wildcats. They were coming off a 10-5-2
season and had a strong nucleus of ten letterman returning. To aid the cause, UNH had two
highly touted freshman joining the team; Tim
Lenihan, an all-state high school player from
New London, NH , and Jamie Walters, another
all-stater from Lake Forest, Ill. Their presence
was felt, but not immediately.
The Wildcats got a cruel foreshadowing of
the future when Southern Maine drubbed the
hooters 5-0. But all was not lost, at least not for
the Wildcat fans . Southern Maine showcased
three foreign stars, two from Jamaica and one
from England, who showed the Wildcats and
their fans how soccer was meant to be played.
Things got brighter on a gray day in Keene
where the Wildcats scored their first goals of
the year. Appropriately, senior co-captain Sam
Welch scored the first goal. John Cjaikowski
added two more scores to get the Wildcats a 3-1
win over state rival Keene St. George Gaillardetz, who played every game in goal for the
Wildcats, got the win. He was one of the few
Wildcats who played consistent soccer all season.
The University of Rhode Island, ranked 12th
nationally, came to Durham in late September
and quietly defeated the Wildcats 2-0 in what
despite the score, was perhaps the Wildcats'
best effort to date. URI featured highly praised
sweeperback Ken Murphy, and all time URI
leading scorer Len Mercurio who scored some
50 goals in four years at Rhode Island. The
Wildcats managed to silence Mercurio, but
Murphy controlled the flow of the game from
his defensive position.
The URI defeat was the Wildcats' four in a
row, all of them shutouts . The Wildcats were on
their way to learning the most basic soccer lesson; it takes goals to win . In games in which
they managed to score goals , and there were
only four, UNH either tied or won.
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UConn came to Durham on Oct. 17 ranked
#3 in the country. When they left, go going
home with a 7-0 shutout under their belts,
there was little doubt as to why the UConn
team was ranked so high. UConn was stocked
with talent. Leading the way was Joe Morrone,
winner of the Hermman Trophy, college
soccer's Reisman Trophy. Morrone was the
first player picked in the college soccer draft,
going to the Tulsa Roughnecks.
The Wildcats went 1-10 through October,
their only goals coming in the Keene St. win.
But in late October, the team began its second
half of the season that could be called "Oh
Youth and Beauty."
Head coach Bob Kullen pulled a changing of
the guard. Gone were a gaggle of unproductive
upperclassmen to be replaced for the last three
games by lean, hungry freshmen.
The move worked wonders for the Wildcats
who at that point were desperate. Middlebury
came to Durham on Oct. 25 and the two teams
played a sloppy game in a horrendous downpour. But those hungry young freshmen were
the difference. Jamie Walters and Tim Lenihan, remember those highly touted freshmen,
each scored a goal to power the Wildcats to
theirfirst win in ten games.
A couple days later the •W ildcats traveled to
Boston to take on Babson. Babson has been two
time NCAA Div. 3 soccer champions two years
in a row and they were riding high this season.
But the youngsters from up north caught them
sleeping and snuck back to Durham with a 1-0
shutout win. Scott Reither, probably the most
dependable player on the team scored a lone
goal, a header off a Sam Welch direct kick.
The season finished on another high note, a
tie with Dartmouth that raised the Wildcat
record to a season ending 3-10-1. The young
Wildcats finally scored some goals, and they
found that those goals won them games. So the
Wildcats bring a win streak into next year. Cocaptains Mike Colburn and John Foerster will
try to keep the momentum going for the team,
hoping to begin right where they left off- in
the second half of the season.
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Men 's
Tenn is
The UNH men's tennis team finished a disappointing winless season. The netmen never
were able to get up on their feet.
In the fourth match the netmen had high
hopes of returning with their first victory by
defeating the Maine Black Bears, the only team
they were able to overcome last season.
With the score tied at four, one match, number two doubles, was still in progress. Leading
3-2 in the opening set, Wildcats David Azzi and
Chris Freyermuth both retreated from their
net positions to chase down a well placed lob.
The two collided and in the process, Freyermuth received a severe charley horse in his upper leg area.
Freyermuth limped out the remainder of the
match, but his play was badly hindered. Maine
took advantage of his injury and coasted to victory giving UMO their first win of the year.
UNH once again thought that they could be
triumphant in their match with UVM, but as
usual something went wrong.
The Wildcats (0-5) weren't able to generate
any kind of momentum against the UVM Catamounts who clobbered UNH, 9-0.
UNH.droppe d three doubles matches, each
one in straight sets. A lack of communicat ion
plagued the doubles players, all of which didn't
play with their usual partner.
The 'Cats were only able to acquire one set in
its entire dismal showing.
Brutal breaks like these haunted the netmen
all season.
The loss to powerhouse BU ended UNH's
season at 0-6. In reference to the winless season, UNH coach Bob Berry muttered, "Let's
hope we don't have to go through another one
like this."
Let's hope that next season, the netmen will
have learned from their mistakes and
strengthened their self-confidence. Maybe
next year they'll get their long-awaited break.
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Long regar ded as a solid Division II New
Engla nd conte nder, the wome n's tenni s team
knew it neede d to brace for a beefe d-up 1980
sched ule which inclu ded Divis ion I heavies
Provi dence Colle ge and Brow n University.
Coach Joyce Mills had feath ered her nest as
best she could with freshm an recru its Lee Robinson (Grosse Point e, Mich. ), a nationallyranke d platform tenni s playe r, and Hillar y
Branch, one of New Hamp shire' s bette r high
school netter s.
Every one knew that the sched ule additi ons
mean t troub le, especially with senio r stalw art
' Muzzy Smith out stude nt teach ing, but no one
could have antici pated the 4-7 season that lay
ahead.
But not all was bleak. The doubl es team of
Lee Robinson and Winn ie Gutm ann (Pittsfield,
Mass. ) rippe d throu gh oppos ition for a perso nal
recor d of 9-2, bowing only to stron g foes from
Brown and Conn ecticu t.
In # 1 singles, Lori Holm es (Swansea, Mass .)
overc ame early probl ems in time to post a season mark of 5-6 against some of the nation 's top
collegiate players .
The squad will suffer no major loss to gradu ation, so the team would seem likely to pick up
wher e it left off this year, placin g in the top 20
among 42 teams in the New Engla nd Cham pions hip with its best effort of the 1980 season .
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Women's
Volleyball
For the women's volleyball team the '80 season (26-14) was a dramatic reversal from last
year's dismal 12-19 mark.
Early season play showed signs of another
frustrating tale for the volleyballers. A 2-2 split
at their own UNH Invitational and a 1-3 blow
out at Central Connecticut were posted by a
talented but underconfident UNH squad. All
the tools were there, yet nothing clicked.
Third-year head coach Jane Job knew what
the team's weaknesses were: blocking, defense
and an offense which must speed up. Tough
practice sessions were established to remedy
this.
One good note in the UNH Invitational was
the comeback of Ellen Grant who spent the past
two seasons on the bench with a back injury.
The standout senior paced the offense with
timely hits and key defensive saves .
"She's like the rock of Gibralter out there,"
said coach Job. "She never loses sight of what's
happening."
Injuries were a key to the poor showing in the
bout with Central Connecticut. Karen Baird
(the team's strongest spiker) was disabled with a
sprained ankle. Her injury along with others
hindered the team's performance despite the
display of excellent blocking.
Abruptly, the Wildcats got it together at the
UMass Invitational. Freshman setters Karen
Beardsley, Kelly Milligan, and back row specialist Cathy Burmeister combined with veteran hitters Karen Baird, Iris Rauscher and
Linda Martello to grab the consolation bracket
championship.
Later an easy win over Tufts let Brown catch
the 'Cats off guard. But then a turn around with
a winning streak of ten psyched the volleyballers to win the Wildcat Classic Championship.
With a good season and experienced
freshmen and veterans returning, next year's
team should do just as well.
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Woodsmen's
Team
UNH has had a Woodsmen's Team consistently for the past 9 years. The team is a group
of about 25 students with two men's teams and
one women's team , who meet in a small field
behind the field house to practice tossing pulp
(small 4 foot long logs), throwing axes, and sawing cookies (slices off the end of a log).
The UNH Woodsmen's Team then puts their
practices to the test in inter-collegiate meets
such as the one held at MacDonald's College in
Montreal.
UNH managed a respectable standing, with
the men's "A" team rating fourth of the 37
teams. Joel Stephanski and Gary Sredzienski
placed first in quarter-splitting. For this event,
a red dot is painted on the end of a short log. In
the shortest possible time, participants must
split this log into 4 separate, whole sections
with a bit of the red on each part.
Clyde King, also on the A team, was awarded
first place in the pulp piling competition. He
was judged on neatness and time as he moved a
small pile of pulpwood from one stack to another.
Other events UNH participated in include
the cross-cut event. The cross-cut saw is 6 1 long
with teeth on only one side of the blade and
wooden handles on each end. Each team is
divided into 3 pairs, and each pair must cut 2
cookies before passing the saw to the next pair.
The team with the shortest total time wins.
One of the more difficult events was axe
throwing into a bullseye target from 20 feet
away. One of the more skillful events, some of
the best throwers are women.
The water boil was one of the final events. It
is a timed event where each team is given a
piece of wood, an axe, matches, and a can of
soapy water. They must cut the wood, start a
fire, and boil the water. When the water boils
over onto the flames , the timer stops.
When asked about the Woodsmen's Team,
Margaret Fopiano, captain of the women's
team replied simply, "We're in it for the fun,
not the competition."
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Women's
Ice Hockey
What can you say about a team that has
everything? A team that is complete in every
sense of the word? The UNH women's ice
hockey team is just that. A squad that most athletes can't conceive of being a part of and that
coaches can only hope of obtaining.
The UNH women's ice hocl<ey team is undefeated in a 73-game, four-year collegiate period
and it's not because there exists a lack of top
competition. Granted, in its inaugural season,
women's ice hockey in the East left little to be
desired, but since then, top squads have
emerged. We're not talking about slapping a
puck around. We're talking about precision
skating, accurate passing, and specific defensive and offensive plays. Subtract the body
checking and tremendous speed we often see in
men's college hockey and you've got women's
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ice hockey.
Not only does this Wildcat squad have the
skills needed to be the top hockey power of the
East, it has patience, determination, and poise.
1980-81 season wins (there were 22 of them)
may have included romps over Cornell (12-4),
the University of Minnesota (11-1), and Princeton (13-2), but they also required come-frombehind victories over the Montreal Cougars
(4-3), Cortland State University (7-2) , the Minnesota Checkers (4-3) and Providence College
in the title round of the EAIA W Regional
Championships (7-4).
Against Cortland State University, the Wildcats' tenth game of the season, sophomore defenseman Cheryl Calder single-handedly
brought the puck down ice and slipped it past
CSU goaltender Julie Murray to put UNH up
by one at the tail end of the second stanza.
Cheryl Calder didn't score that goal on some
potluck shot. She used a combination of skill,
concentration, and physical ability that few athletes could possibly muster and besides that,
UNH was at a one-man disadvantage at the
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time.
En route to the Minnesota Invitational title
victory, the Wildcats faced a feisty Minnesota
Checkers club (an amateur league squad) in the
second round. The Checkers maintained a onegoal lead throughout most of the third period
until senior and all-time leading scorer Kathy
Bryant notched the tying goal with just fifty
second remaining in the game. Freshman linemate Robin Balucci tallied the game-winner
with just two and a half minutes gone in the
sudden-death overtime stanza. Did the Wildcats put together the strength to win that contest because they were afraid to have their
dynastic "WINNING STREAK" broken? On
the contrary; UNH won that game and all the
others because it likes to win. And who doesn 't?
Unlike several other teams, this group of athletes just happened to have what it took to win
consistently and it could be awhile before that
changes. Sure, UNH is losing Gaby Haroules
(leader in assists this season with 29), Kathy
Bryant (UN H' s all-time leading scorer with 110
goals and 145 assists), and goaltender Donna
Nystrom (two shutouts this season and a goals
against average of 2.11) to graduation, but look
who's there to make up for their absences.
There's sophomore Marcy Pannabecker who
finished the season as top scorer with 30 goals
and 23 assists including a six-goal performance
against Cornell, junior Diane Langlais, this
year's third-leading scorer, and freshman
standout Robin Balducci whose 21 goals and 18
assists copped fourth position in the season's
point production line-up. Add to that list the
fine defensive skills of sophomores Cindy
McKay, Cheryl Calder and Laura Brown, and
superior goaltending from freshman Kathy
Kazmaier (1.27 goals against average) and junior Lynn Walsh (1. 75 goals against average)
and another undefeated season and a third consecutive EAIA W Regional title are more than
reasonable expectations.
Coach Russ McCurdy' s consistent hockey
squads have attracted top high school and
league players from all over New England as
well as the likes of ABC World News Tonight
and Time magazine. The Wildcats received ample recognition from February 21st' s SALUTE
TO WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY and from the
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NH State Legislature which issued a proclamation commending the team's excellence.
The UNH women's ice hockey team is unbeaten in collegiate play, has the only two
EAIA W Regional Championships there have
ever been, and with victories over every Eastern college team , the strongest Canadian
squads, and the toughest teams the West could
provide, stands as the number one women's ice
hockey team in the country. But most importantly, the UNH women's ice hockey team has
brought a sport once dubbed "hopeless" into
top collegiate consideration as an exciting and
spectator-worthy sport.
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Men's Ice
Hockey
The 1980-81 UNH hockey team was a squad
tormented by a dual hunting. The spectres of
the two previous seasons cast an eerie, uncertain shadow upon the Wildcat's prospects. The
1978-79 version of the 'Cats produced Snively
Arena's sole ECAC Championship banner. The
blue and white tribute to Eastern College supremacy looked over the shoulders of coach
Charlie Holt's skaters during the disappointing
1979-80 season and continued its silent watch
on once again .
There was no reminder of the 79-80 squad
that finish ed out of the playoffs except for the
determined look on the faces of the upperclassmen. They were the players who had been a
part of the victorious ice dance in the Boston
Garden two years before and had e ndured the
previous season's em barrassment .
One constant throughout the joy and disappointment was goaltender Greg Moffett. The
senior from Brunswick, Maine who would lead
the 'Cats to their title as a sophomore would
suffer through a year of purgatory before reaching the playoffs once again. Moffett, who would
break goalie coach Cap Raeder' s school career
save mark, took over the full-tim e chores in
January and guided the 'Cats into post-season
play.
The co-captains for the 1980-81 juggernaut,
Dave Barbin and Sean Coady, had also tasted
"The Garden" and were hungry for another
bite. Barbin, a hustling forward, was the quiet
leader, a local boy from Exeter who had made
good. Coady, a bruising defensemen from Scituate, Mass ., was Barbin's antithesis. A tough
Boston-area Irishman , Coady made his presence known while protecting the slot in front of
the UNH cage .
The season started strong with a 5-1 start and
got flabby in the middle (like a lot of us). On e
January night in Burlington, Vermont, Holt's
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crew decided to shape up. Fresh off a victory
over Boston University, the 'Cats went on an 81-1 spree to come from twelfth to fourth place in
the standings. It was all part of an unofficial
"win two of three" policy. Obviously the 'Cats
were overachievers.
In the heat of the ECAC battle, the Wildcats
were almost assured a playoff slot and were in
hot pursuit of a home ice (top four) position.
Their spree had built the UNH icemen's confidence to lofty heights. In the streak, the 'Cats
had tied top ranked Clarkson 4-4, beaten Providence at PC, Maine at home and Northeastern
at the old Boston Arena. Entering the final
week of the season, the 'Cats were riding high
in fifth place and threatening for home ice.
Three consecutive losses, two in overtime, put
the 'Cats in ninth with one game remaining.
The second overtime loss , 5-4 to Providence
at Snively allowed PC the eventual ECAC
champs, into the playoffs . It took another 5-4
overtime win , this time by the Wildcats over
BU, to get UNH back in the playoff picture .
The 'Cats had taken the hard route to postseason play and as a result were forced to face
number one seeded Clarkson in their opening
round match.
Clarkson was the king of the regulation hill ,
with only two losses in OT and the tie with the
Wildcats marring their record. UNH would
now travel to Potsdam , N.Y. to engage the
Golden Knights in mortal combat in Clarkson's
turn-of-the-century ice palace. It was here that
Moffett gave a fitting farewell performance.
The senior turned aside 40 shots and was
reached only after a barrage of Clarkson power
play opportunities. The Wildcats nursed a 2-1
lead after almost two periods before falling 3-2.
Moffett ended his career with 2644 saves and a
large place in UNH hockey history.
The young team that went to Potsdam loses
only six players with seven of the top ten scorers
returning sophomores. Dan Forget (17-35-52)
and Andy Brickley (27-25-52) led the scoring
parade with linemate Chris Pryor (10-27-37) in
third. Freshman forwards George White (1619-35 and a cannon for a shot), Steve Lyons ,
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Dan Potter, Paul Barton and Ken Chisholm
stepped right in and played key roles. The kids,
along with senior-to-be Ross Yartzi, Ron Reeve
and '81-82 Captain Ed Olsen make for a strong
nucleus for the immediate future.
All eyes will be on Todd Pearson, who steps
into Moffett' s skates, but not out of his shadow.
After two years as a back-up, Pearson should fill
in admirably. The bad spirits of the past seem to
be exorcised and the UNH icemen should be
able to skate on their own merits. If that is the
case, then the banner that hangs over the ice at
Snively may not be lonely very long.
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Men's Skiing
The Men's Varsity Ski Team had another successfu I season this year as they carved their way
through national-level Division I competition
and sloppy, late-season conditions to p lace five
members into the 1981 NCAA National Championships.
Cory Schwartz, after four years of dedication ,
has become svnonvmous with vVildcat crosscountry racing. A second place at Saint Lawrence , a fourth at New Hampsh ire and
Vermont, and constant top-ten finis hes
throughout the year, despite a barrage of Olympic-level competition , have shown why Cory is
the nordic captain and well qualified to compete at the NCAA's.
Through the gates of the alpine runs, it was
junior Dave Kent who led in the point scoring
for UNH. At the icy Dartmouth Carnival,
where racers were crashing everywhere, Dave
maintained his composure to take a second in
the giant slalom and a third in the slalom, helping the team to grab third place.
Senior alpine captain and four-year veteran,
Pete Middleton won a twelfth place slalom and
a sixteenth place giant slalom finish at UVM to
qualify for the NCAA's early in the season . At
the Middlebury Carnival , however, Pete became a victim of the hazardous , wet conditions
and had a tragic fall which sent him to a Boston
hospital for surgery on torn knee ligaments. Although Pete missed the Nationals in his last
season with the Wildcats, we hope to see him
back on skis with the next snowfall.
Ironically, it was in that same precarious race
where freshman teammate , Matt Upton , took
advantage of his last chance by winning a ninth
in the giant slalom to secure a spot among the
top twenty-two NCAA qualifiers.
Senior Jeff Nawrocki capped off his fourth
consecutive year as an alpine Carnival team
member with several top-twenty finishes, and
just missed the NCAA's due mostly to the extraordinary level of competition this year.
The Dartmouth slalom was the showcase for
Shawn Whalen who bought his ticket to Utah
with a ninth place finish.
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In the cross country, Mark Webster showed
strong improve ment by finishing fifteenth at
the UVM 15 km . In the Vermont relay, UNH
snatched third place from Dartmouth partly
due to the brilliant 20:37 leg skied by freshman
Brian Deve reaux . Doug Gardner skied to a fifteenth at St. Lawrence and seve nteenth at
UNH , but was te mporarily put out of se rvice
after skiing "airborne" into a tree on a tricky
course at the Trapp Family Lodge.
At the Nationals in Park City, Utah , Cory
Schwartz found that high altitudes, coupl ed
with poor training conditions back east, left him
way back in fourty-first . Things looked better
for Dave Kent, who landed a fifteenth in th e
giant slalom . Shawn Whalen captured a nin eteenth place slalom finish to help place th e
team in twelfth place in the nation with a fourth
place spot in the east.
Indeed , with the potential to conte nd for a
national Division I championship, th e Men's
Ski Team deserves a great deal of atte ntion in
the near future . With the year-round effort and
enthusiasm put forth by the squ ad , they're
bound to get it.
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Women's
Skiing
They don't have a huge following, and
they're not undefeated. Yet despite relative anonymity, the Women's Varsity Ski Team is one
of the best in the country.
This year was especially exciting, as the team
immediately set their goals for the National
Championships. Bad luck struck early, however, as top alpine hopeful, Roxanne Cloutier,
was ' lost for the season to a knee injury. The
nordic squad and the alpine' s depth would have
to perform well, and they did.
Wildcat freshman Kelly Milligan won in Vermont, placed second at UNH , and third at
Dartmouth to help power the cross-country
team through the season. Senior Pam "Muzzy"
Smith also had a great year, with a fourth at
UVM and sixth places at both Dartmouth and
UNH.
Other nordic mainstays include Patty Ross,
who got a thirteenth at Dartmouth against
Olympic-caliber opponents; and Julie Wolny,
who passed the Dartmouth skier in the anchor
leg of the Williams 4 x 5 km relay to slot the
Wildcats ahead of the Big Green for the season.
On the slopes, it was Brenda Gravink, a senior from Lincoln, NH, who finished among
the top New England skiers at every Carnival to
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earn the headpin position for the alpine crew.
With sophomore teammates like Kris VanCuran, who got a twelfth at Dartmouth, and
Kelly Johnson, who captured fourteenth at the
UVM giant slalom, the Wildcats were able to
stay in full stride.
The season came to a peak at the Williams
Carnival slalom event, where rainy, slushy conditions prevailed. Gravink encountered problems and fell out of contention , leaving the
pressure on the rest of the girls to qualify the
team for the Nationals . Dierdre Lynch and
Cathy Greer both pulled through with clutch
performances, placing fourteenth and twentieth, respectively, thus sending the team to
Bozeman, Montana for the AIA W National
Championships.
UNH was prepared for the onslaught of new
skiing talent which met them out west. Muzzy
Smith won seventh place in the 7.5 km nordic
event, and was named to the 1981 AIA W AllAmerican Team . This helped tie the squad for
third place, and the alpine team landed a mediocre tenth place in the giant slalom. Day two
saw Brenda Gravink ski into twelfth in the slalom to rally the alpine team into fifth place and
raise her combined standing to fourteenth nationally.
The final results gave the Wildcats a sixth
place overall national ranking, and a prestige
which the UNH student body should esteem .
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Wrestling
They encountered difficulties , disappointments and defeats and lacked any remedies to
combat their problems .
The 1980-1981 UNH wrestling team consisted of more than 12 wrestlers - a full lineup
- for the first two weeks of the season's maiden
month.
Six
junior
transfers
initially
spearheaded a roster comprised of newly recruited members with honorable credentials.
But problems soon arose, and festered as the
season progressed. Problems that created
seemingly insurmountable hindrances plagued
the wrestlers who squeezed out a 3-17 record.
Injuries and misfortune infiltrated the Wildcat ranks and decimated the team. Five starting
wrestlers sustained everything from a knee pull
to a stretched back. Doug Unger (126 lbs.),
John Dillingham (142 lbs. ), and Joe LaCasse
(Hwt. ) all made short-lived appearances before
leaving the varsity ranks permanently because
of injuries.
Other starters found themselves warming
the bench for a while with minor ailments. To
coach Jim Urquhart, these injuries were the
reason for the poor record.
"It was all physical things," said Urquhart.
"Like the saying goes, you can't run the race
without the horses."
A number of other wrestlers quit the team
and further thinned the lineup. Combined with
the injured members , this caused UNH' s roster
to fall to an average of ten wrestlers after two
weeks of the season had elapsed.
UNH was forced to forfeit an average of two
weight classes each meet worth 12 team points,
because of its lack of numbers and could only
manage to defeat much weaker, Division III
schools - Massachsetts Maritime Academy,
25-20, Bowdoin College, 39-10, and Plymouth
State College, 25-22.
"You can't forfeit two weight classes and expect to win too often," said Urquhart. "It's like
any sport, you have to have the depth ."
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Not only did the 'Cats find it difficult to win,
they found it almost impossible to come close.
Opposing schools scored an average of33 points
a meet while UNH could only net an average of
14.
UNH did, however, have four standout
wrestlers in Kurtis Massey (134 lbs.), Randy
Petagine (150 lbs.), David Yale (158 lbs.) and
Frank Guadagnino (190 lbs.) who tallied records of 24-10, 17-3, 16-12-2, and 25-8 respectively.
Guadagnino tied the school record with his
25 victories set by Chet Davis during the 197980 season, and finished fourth in the New England Wrestling Tournament. Guadagnino also
registered the highest number of pins·this year
with four.
Massey and Petagine achieved third-place
honors in the New Englands. In addition to his
tournament accomplishment, Massey was
elected the year's most valuable wrestler and
holds the record for the fastest pin of 17 seconds.
"I thought overall he (Massey) came on the
most," said Urquhart. "Kurt was at practice the
most and really gave it his all."
Massey, as well as the entire 1980-81 varsity
lineup, with the omission of one, will return
next season. Urquhart hopes to fill the gaps in
the team and strengthen the lineup by recruiting high school wrestlers.
"We've got a solid nucleus returning," said
Urquhart. "We just have to get some kids to fill
the other weights."
Hoping to avoid some of this year's difficulties and disappointments, Urquhart plans for a
successful 1981-82 season.
"I think next year will be a big year for us,"
said Urquhart. "It's just that injuries and bad
luck killed us this year."
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Men's
Basketball
A few points here or there and things would
have been much different for the UNH basketball team. The Wildcats finished with a 7-19
mark, but the young squad was beaten nine
times by four points or less.
Freshman sensation Al McLain broke the
UNH scoring mark with 492 points. McLain
averaged 18. 9 points per game and was the
ECAC rookie-of-the-year. He was among the
top four freshmen in the country in scoring. His
l 7-for-20 shooting night led UNH to a 94-71
win over Colgate, a team that made the playoffs. He hit double figures in 24 of26 games this
season, including the final 18.
Key victories came over Colgate, Massachusetts, and Niagara. The Wildcats also upset an
undefeated Dartmouth team. But, the story of
the season was the close losses.
UNH lost by one to Vermont, Northeastern
and Harvard, and lost a second game to Vermont by two. Connecticut, Holy Cross, Brown
and Yale all beat the 'Cats by three points and
highly-regarded American University beat
UNH by four.
Sophomore guard Robin Dixon finished the
season with a 16-point average, including 30
markers in the Boston College game. He had 21
points in the 71-60 win over Maine.
Junior Jack Burns, who carried the Wildcats
through the opening half of the year, led UNH
in rebounding with 6.2 rebounds per game. He
finished with a 7.4 scoring average. His best
night came in the Springfield victory, scoring
15 points and grabbing 16 rebounds.
Also contributing to the Wildcat season was
sharpshooter Randy Kinzly, who broke the
school records in free throw and field goal percentage. Freshman Dan Nolan, a 6-6 forward,
came on strong towards the end of the season.
He collected 17 rebounds in the 94-66 trouncing of Massachusetts and hit double figures in
his final five games. He finished with 6. 7 points
and 5.2 rebounds per game.
With five seniors on the team next year,
maybe lady luck will throw some wins their way
this time.
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Women 's
Basketball
The basketball squad failed to advance to
playoffs, but the 13-9 Wildcat cage season still
held its share of glory. The young 'Cats won the
season opening New England Tip-Off Tournament, running their record to 7-0 before a sixgame late-season skid bounced them off of
EAIA W Regional contention .
An offense keyed by juniors Martha Morrison (Durham), Kathy Ladd (Newburyport,
Mass. ), and sophomore terror Theresa Redmond (Scarborough , Maine) recorded a 75-71
upset win over Biship's University, Canada's
top-ranked squad, as well as a 76-59 drubbing of
Dartmouth, the 12-state region's secondranked ball club. The ease of that final homecourt rout of Dartmouth doubled the UNH
hoopsters' disappointment at missing out on
their fourth straight regional playoff.
Promising efforts from sophomore guard
Linda Neilson (Sharon, Mass. ) and six-foot-plus
freshmen Denise Higgins (Wareham , Mass. )
and Gail Jackson (Westbrook, Maine) suggested that there will be not late-season slipups
in 81-82.

Gymnastics
It was a bittersweet year for the Wildcat gymnasts as their 11-1 record and third place regional finish fell short of qualifying the team for
nationals.
The team's scores built steadily over the season from winning the UMass Invitational in December to scoring the highest team total (140.1)
at the regional competition in Pittsburgh.
Although the team did not make it to nationals , two Wildcat gymnasts qualified as individuals to represent UNH at Salt Lake City,
Utah. One, a graduating senior, the other, an
up and coming freshman.
For senior Edie Sutton, it was a fitting end to
a brilliant career. She has graced the UNH gym
for four years, exciting audiences with her dynamic routines. She was a member of the only
gymnastics team from UNH to ever qualify for
nationals in 1978, while being all-east in the
uneven bar competition four years in a row.
Freshman Lucia Cancelmo is just starting
her collegiate career and has already made a
name for herself. Her powerful tumbling and
elegant dance inspired both her teammates and
the crowds. She is part of a new breed of gymnasts that UNH audiences will be seeing more
and more of.
It was not only the effort of individuals
though. The team relied on its competitive
depth to amass eleven wins , with their only loss
coming from a tough Michigan State team.
The Wildcats depended on junior Josie
Lemmi for her effervescent performances on
uneven bars and balance beam. Sophomore
Linda Drewry was a key competitor on beam,
and freshman Jayne Dean was a strong performer in the all-around , who just missed qualifying for nationals.
Only two seniors will be lost to graduation
and the prospects for incoming freshmen are
promising. Sophomore standout Gail Sweeney,
who was sidelined with a knee injury this season also hopes to be back in action next year.
For the 81-82 season, the Wildcats look forward to qualifying as a team for nationals.
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Men's
Swimming
The men's swim team broke 11 school records
and earned All-New England honors in
eight events in the New England Championships. The Wildcats closed out the regular season with a 4-8 record but finish ed in an
impressive 12th place at the New Englands.
In the opener with Holy Cross, the 'Cats took
first place honors in every event but one putting them in front to stay.
However, losses to BU, UVM, and UMass
occurred later in the season when several top
swimmers were absent due to illness or academic responsibilities.
In the New Englands, sophomore Ed Landry, who was involved in school records in all
four events that he entered, led the way for
UNH. Landry finished second in the 500-yard
freestyle and fourth at 200 yards. He also swam
the opening leg of the 800-yard fre estyle relay,
which grabbed eighth, and the 400-yard freestyle relay, which took sixth.
Freshman Al Stuart finished fifth in the 200yard butterfly, snapping the school record
there. He also took eighth in the 100-yard butterfly.
Landry and Stuart along with John Colbert,
Steve Ferranti, and Atilla Herczeg received
All-New England recognition for finishes in the
top six.
Tufts (third place finishers) and UNH had the
best drops in times of all teams. It was a great
way to end the season.
Ferranti, Wolff, Brett Cherrington, Cronaeur, Herczeg, Raduazo , and Wayne Wilusz
will all be lost to graduation but Landry, Colbert, Stuart, Warren and company should do a
fine job compensating for those absences next
season.
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Women's
Swimming
Hitting the waters in its. second straight
AIA W Division II National Swimming and Diving Championship, UNH's women's team
placed seventh and landed seven of its nine
competitors in the All-American ranks. Four of
the seven - Lisa Baldwin, Liz Page, Whitney
Semple and Ann Sullivan - are freshmen
while sophomore Carol Hickey and juniors Sue
Herskovitz and Kathryn Johnson are two-time
All-Americans.
UNH opened its season against the University of Vermont with one-two finish in the 200
yard medly relay which served as an example of
the dominance the Wildcats would hold
throughout.
Taking first place in the event was a team
composed entirely of freshmen: Whitney Semple, Lisa Baldwin, Liz Page, and Ann Sullivan.
Their time of 1:56.2 was what qualified them to
compete in the AIA W Nationals.
Baldwin's first place time of 32. 3 in the 50
yard breast stroke was her qualifying time for
Nationals, and Sue Herskovitz also qualified
with her 100 breast stroke time of 1: 10. l. This
all occurred in just the first meet.
Later in the season the "flu-stricken" Wildcats came within a single point of defeating
powerhouse Smith .
The 'Cats went into the final event (200 freestyle relay) down by a point. The finish time
indicated UNH had won the race by 4/100' sofa
second but a judges' decision resolved that the
race was a tie with Smith and UNH sharing the
event's points. Such a decision left the Wildcats
still behind by one and the meet' s loser by that
very same point.
"We all felt there was some bias involved.
Some of it was obvious which really made it
worse because there was nothing we could do
about it," said head coach Carol Lowe.
UNH later proved that they could beat Smith
when they placed third in the New En glands far
above the Smith team.
Overall the swim team gave their best. The
freshmen gave the team depth and strength.
With such a young team and the expe rience
from this season, it will be a definite asset next
year.
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Women's
Track and
CrossCountry
During the indoor season, UNH
women raced to fourth place in this
year's 33-team New England Track and
Field Meet, had 11 representatives in a
tough EAIA W Regional Championship
claimed by Penn State, and sent fleetfoo ted Nancy Scardina (Cincinnati,
Ohio) to the AIA W National Championship in Pocatello, Idaho. She finished
seventh in the elite 18-runner fie ld in the
two-mile run, lopping nearly 20 seconds
off the UNH team record in the process.
In the spring season under the direction of second-year head coach Nancy
Krueger, the 6-3 regular season Wildcats
copped an impressive sixth place New
England finish (19th in last year's), a
showing which included championship
performances from Nancy Scardina (first
in both the 1500 and 3000 meter runs)
and freshman Karen Dunn (first in the
10,000 meter run).
Scardina joined forces with senior
Muzzy Smith , Anne Lannan, and Sandy
Anderson for a blazing second place finish in the 4 x 800 meter relay . Also contributing to the Wildcats' 46 points (there
were only eight UNH points earned last
season) were Greenland's Teresa Wilson
in the 10,000 meter run (3rd); Sue
Kalled, Suzanne Horton , Liz Mooney,
and Aleshia Davis in the 4 x 400 meter
relay (sixth), and Davis in the 100 meter
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run (sixth). New school standards were
set in four events.
Scardina recently earned UNH's single point at the EAIA W Regional Track
Championships with a sixth place effort
in the 1500 meter run. The junior thin
clad was the only Wildcat to compete in
two regional events, her 10:16.6 in the
3000 meter run good enough for 13th
place . Team captain and senior Laurie
Munson copped a tenth place finish in
the 10,000 meter run just ahead of
Durham's Dunn (11th), while UNH's
fourth and final competitor, Anne
Miller, took 16th in the 3000.
Scardina was the only Wildcat to qualify for the AIAW Nationals. Scardina's
qualification in the 3000 meter run came
earlier this season at the Boston College
Relays , her 9:49.2 breaking meet, facility, and UNH team records . With her
return next season as a senior and the
improvement in the team as a whole, the
1981-82 season should prove to be worth
watching.

*******************
Rookie racers ignited the 1980 UNH
cross-country squad to a 4th-in-New England, 5th-in-the-12-state-Region showing. The harriers missed a shot at
Nationals after Harvard e dged them out
of 4th place at the EAIA W Regional

Meet.
Third-year coach Nancy Krueger
knew in the pre-season that her squad
was power-packed, and after the season
opener at the Penn State Lady Lion Invitational, there was not a trace of doubt in
her mind.
UNH's fleet feet finished on the heels
of last year's third-in-the-nation team ,
Penn State, although the course was 1.2
miles longer than the normal 5000 mete r
collegiate race distance.
Keys to the success reflect on freshman Theresa Wilson who finished 32nd
at the Regional meet, and transfer Chris
Bergeron, the top UNH placer at Regionals in the 28th position in a field of
126.
Together with senior co-captains
Cathy Hodgdon and Laurie Munson
(31st at Regionals), the quartet formed
the fast-paced nucleus of the team. Not
far behind were freshmen Kathy Brandell and Mary Ellen Rose.
Coach Krueger worked strategic wonders with the squad, training her harriers
to race as a close-knit pack, leaving little
chance for an opponent to slip in or by.
Coach Krueger loses both co-captains
to graduation, but the success of her
rookie troops points to a promising future for UNH cross-country.

Men's
Track and
CrossCountry
This year in men's track was like the
final chapter of an Horatio Alger story
where the poor boy with no chances
makes good . UNH does not offer any
scholarship money to track athletes , a
fact that has been reflected in UNH's
record in past years. In 1974-75 the combined record for indoor and ou tdoor
track was 1-12. In '76 the team picked up
two more wins and one extra los s.
The 1981 total was 12-5 and team
members have broken nine school records . "This is the best season in a very,
very long time ," said Coach Copeland as
he looked through the files to find a UNH

team with more wins or a better win-loss
percentage. He couldn't find one. " For a
combined total," Copeland said, "I guess
you could say that this is the best ever."
Success did not come easy for the 1981
Wildcats . "This is the most competitive
group of trackmen that I've been associated with," said the 35 year old Copeland who has been running track since
high school. "They responded well to adversity, injuries, and disappointing results in particular events, and they won
meets."
It was the long indo'-'r season that established UNH's track credibility. The
indoor squad set eight school records en
route to posting an 8-3 record , the best
UNH track record in history.
Sophomore Joel Dennis set and broke
the shot put record three tim es before he
peaked out at 54'10" in January.
Brian Sommers hit the triple jump for
46'9", setting a new record while helping
the 'Cats to beat UMass by two points.
Steve Smith set a UNH record by running the high hurdles in 7.4 seconds . His
time tied the field house record set in
1965 by UNH Coach John Copeland
when he ran with UGonn.

Billy Marcotte set the pole vault in the
pit and launched himself toward the
lights in a field house last winter and
crossed the bar at 15'6" for another UNH
record .
The UNH relay team raced around the
4x400 meter course in 3:20.5.
All New England distance runner
Dean Kimball ran 5,000 meters indoor in
14:24.1 then went outdoors and set a
10,000 meter record of 29:33.4.
Of 72 names on the winter track roster
only eight are scheduled to graduate in
1981. Only two of the seniors, Don Deroo and Tim Reever, were among the
Wildcats top 10 scorers.
Not only is success here to stay with
the UNH track team it is here to grow. "I
was not particularly pleased with several
of our times ," Copeland said. "We had a
good season but we can do better than
that. "
With all of the record breakers scheduled to return , the 1982 'Cats probably
will do better than that.

******************
Coach Copeland likes to separate
Cross-Country from Indoor and Outdoor
Track. "Cross-Country is tough ," Copeland said. "I saw a guy from UMass running a 6.2 mile course start vomiting at
around three miles . Rathe r than lose all
those body fluids he put his hand to his
mouth and swallowed it back. H e finished the race and his team won because
of it."
UNH went 4-2 in Cross-Country dual
meets and finished seventh in the New
England's. "For the fifth straight year in
a row," Copeland said, "we qualified
someone for the NCAA championships."
Senior Guy Stearns qualified for the national meet and was voted All New England in Cross-Country and in Indoor
Track.
"Cross-Country was dominated by a
large group of veterans," Copeland said ,
"seven out of nine lettermen were upperclassmen." And therefore the Class of
1981 will be surely missed come CrossCountry season next year.
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Women's
Lacrosse
It wasn't the most successful of seasons
but then, no one expected that it would
be. For the first time in UNH history,
the women's lacrosse squad failed to
qualify for post-season play.
For the 14th-year head coach Jean
Rilling and a team composed of several
new and inexperienced players, the 1981
season was a rebuilding year. The Wildcats were battling a tradition of success
from the start having compiled a 40-10-2
record since the 1976-77 season and
third and seventh place national showings in 1979 and 1980 respectively.
Produced in the squad's 5-3-1 showing
and an end-of-the-season peak, how-
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ever, were some pleasant surprises .
Freshman Deb Cram proved to be a
mainstay in goal during her first-ever
season. Cram's 8-0 shutout against
Springfield and a 27-save performance
against perennial powerhouse UMass
are indicative of future solid play. Endof-the-season defensive surges from
freshman Peggy Pike and juniors Cathie
Sauchuk and Melissa Madeira promise
added stability to next year's squad.
Seniors Gabrielle Haroules and Sue
Mellett along with juniors Carla Hesler
and Donna Modini provided the 'Cats
with the experience needed to top regional standout Dartmouth (12-4) and
match strengths with UMass (2-2).
Hesler, a mem her of this year's District
Lacrosse Team, surpassed last year's total of 14 goals in just three 1981 outings.
She shared top scoring honors with Haroules (31 goals).
Two eight-goal performances from

three-sport standout Haroules paced the
Wildcats to early season romps over
Bowdoin (18-3) and Northeastern (9-2).
Haroules, 1981 Women Athlete of •the
Year in the Team Sports Category,
finishes her illustrious athletic career as
UNH' s third leading field hockey scorer
and second leading ice hockey scorer in
1980-81. Modini made her scoring ability known as well , her six goals earning
her third-man~high goal production status.
The building has begun; the experience has been gained, and, together,
those assets should vault future squads
into that "winning tradition" once again.

Men's
Lacrosse
The UNH men's lacrosse team left the
Rodney Dangerfield image behind them
this year, especially after the spring trip
in which they opened with a 24-5 thrashing of Morgan State, suffered a close defeat to nationally ranked Washington &
Lee, came even closer to national recognition losing to power Virginia 11-9, and
then a sudden death overtime loss to
Delaware in 35 degree temperatures 1817.
But then luck bounced their way as the
'Cats won a double overtime decision in a
13-12 win over Loyola with Ace Bailey in
the goal. Junior college goalie Ed

Schwab played the next day in the championship against Maryland in which he
earned MVP honors with a 37 saves performance despite Maryland winning 198.
Back to back wins against Boston College (20-16) and Connecticut (23-3)
evened the stickmen' s mark at 4-4 before
a three game tailspin dropped them back
and out of the Northeast Title Championship possibilities.
The last of that downward trend, a 1815 loss to UMass was one of the best
games UNH has played in five years
coming from behind 15-10 to make it 1514 with more than four minutes left to go.
UMass went to its scoring machine and
pumped home two to take the momentum away and grab hold of the game .
Ace played goal again in that game and
had to contend with an uncommon sight,
4,000 screaming fans , a version of

Snively Arena watching on a hillside.
Rebound wins followed over Dartmouth (14-13) and a hapless Vermont
squad (15-3) as well as a nailbiter over
Bowdoin (12-10).
Tough luck followed UNH with a 2017 loss at Middlebury and then the second of a home series with UMass 16-11 in
Cowell Stadium .
Highlights
still
sparkled throughout the year though.
UNH has two very capable goalies in
Bailey (sophomore) and Schwab Qunior)
with plenty of time to improve even further.
The attack still has record setting and
breaking attackman Steve Glover who
broke his own mark for most goals in a
single season from his freshman year of
45 to 53. He also tied UNH's all time
scorer, assist, and season record holder
Honorabl~ Mention All-American John
Fay for points in a season with 74.
Fay who was sidelined for nine games
with an ankle injury finished his career
with an impressive 102 goals , and 127
assists for a 229 total.
Injuries sidelined six starters through
the season as well that would have made
a pivotal difference.
All in all, it wasn't a bad year, the best
was made of the situations that presented
themselves and the team played with
discipline and integrity throughout .
And with just four seniors graduating
in Mike Van Vleck (116 career goals),
Fay, Peter Leberman, and John Bonczek, next year could be another good
one.
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Baseball
The tale of UNH's 1981 baseball season
parallels the myth of Icarus, the young lad who
flew so high that the sun melted the wax in his
wings, sending him to an ignoble crash into the
sea.
The young team with only two seniors began
their flight in March when they won the Sanford Baseball Classic in Sanford, Florida.
The 'Cats, led by their crafty and wizened
coach Ted (Dedalus) Conner, continued to rise
as they returned north and racked up a 12 game
winning streak, two shy of the school record.
The team's apogee was reached in the first
game of a home doubleheader against UMass.
The 'Cats cracked five home runs in that game,
a new school record, prompting UMass coach
Dick Bergquist to say, "That's the best display
of power I've ever seen in collegiate ball."
Then came the fall.
UNH went out and dropped the second
game of that doubleheader by a 7-4 score, leaving their record at 15-2. Then came the tailspin
as the 'Cats dropped two to Rhode Island, extending the losing streak to three games.
They appeared to regain control when they
swept Dartmouth 13-2, 12-7 but they fell close
enough to earth so that the Black Bears from
Maine could get their paws on them .
Maine came to Durham rated # 1 in the New
England Coaches Poll with a record of 19-11.
UNH at 17-4 was rated #2. Maine justified that
rating by sweeping the Wildcats 6-2, 2-1.
The 'Cats continued to plummet when they
lost two to Vermont and the final ignoble splash
was heard in Storrs, Conn. where the 'Cats fell
out of the ECAC Division I Playoff 's picture by
losing two to UConn on the last day of the season.
Despite finishing with a 20-12 record the
'Cats were not selected for the playoffs because
of their 9-10 finish against Division I opponents.
Senior rightfielder and Captain Mike Salinaro led Wildcat hitters with a .419 batting
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average. His 44 basehits is a new single season
high at UNH and contributed to the new team
record of 281 basehits. Salinaro also slugged
five home runs, helping the team to a new season home run record of 21.
Tom Conner, the other senior on the team,
played flawless second base until the last inning
ofhis last game. Conner handled 111 chances at
the keystone sack before committing his one
error.
Conner and junior left fielder Paul LeCompte tied for the most runs scored in a season by crossing the plate 31 times . The team
scored 211 runs on 281 basehits. Both of those
totals are records which gives the 1981 Wildcats
four team and two individual records.
This year's pitching staff did not set any records however. Junior Andy Adams won his
first seven games but failed to tie the season
mark of eight when he lost his last two starts.
There was not one senior pitcher on this
year's team and there is plenty of young talent
waiting to bloom next spring. Sophomore Rick
Record led regulars with a 3.46 earned run average. Junior Tom O'Shea began this season
with a 2.42 ERA before having control problems. And freshman Gary Jewell came off the
bench when the team was in the midst of playing ten games in seven days and held Colby to
one run in six and two-thirds innings pitched.
Seniors Mike Salinaro and Tom Conner will
certainly be missed next year. But the 1982
team should be wiser and this time will not
cement its wings with wax.
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Softball
A lack of strong hitting contributed to this
year's not-so-consistent 9-8 softball season.
Doubleheader sweeps over the likes of Division I powerhouses UConn and Providence
College were hard to come by but so was the
case when UNH came up against Division II
counterparts. It appeared as though pitching
would have a fine hand in this year's outcome
but junior co-captain Mary Lou Bates (4-4 onthe season) and freshman Janet Greene (4-2 on
the season) came through with several clutch
efforts.
Fielding, furthermore, posed little problem
for the Wildcats, as solid defensive efforts from
senior first baseman Patty Foster (Dover),
Terry Birmingham (Lynn, Mass. ), and freshman Elaine Flanagan (Manchester) carried
UNH to a cumulative fielding average of. 919.
A .216 in the Wildcat batter's box was the culprit.
Through the inconsistency, however, came
some strong performances from freshman
Cathy Burmeister (.274 in 17 outings), junior
co-captain Beth MacDonald (. 318 in 17 outings), and from junior designated hitter Sue
Kasser (. 273 in 16 outings).
Fielding, pitching, and batting - the 198081 'Cats went two-for-three in those categories
and a three-for-three during the 1981-82 season
is more than a reasonable expectation.

Someone's looking for a goal
To bring a feeling to the soul
So he joins into a guild
To see just what they can build

It takes every kind of people
To make what life's about
Every kinda of people
To make the world go 'round

JJ

Every
Kinda People
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MUSO
President- Jon Feins
Business Manager - Mark McGreenery
Publicity - Diana Dempsey
Jazz Series & MUB Pub
Programmer - Eileen Maltese
Photoschool & Darkrooms - Dale Eva
Films Director - Patrick Brennick
Office Manager - Marianne Burns
Production & Security - Bill Khirella
Hospitality Director Christine Matchekosky
Arts & Lectures - Maureen Sullivan

The purpose of MUSO (Memorial
Union Student Organization) is to provide cultural, educational and social activities for all the students of the
University of New Hampshire .
With a staff of ten , M uso offers a film
series, jazz series, arts & lectures, darkrooms along with a photoschool and
schedules all pub functions.
Some of this year's accomplishments
include performers like Livingston Taylor and speakers like Ralph Nader and
William Belk, an ex-hostage.
Many hours of dedication and qualities
of leadership are what makes MUSO
what it is.
As a team, the staff works together and
serving the student body, they bring a
variety of productions to the campus
community.
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SCOPE
1980-81 was one of SCOPE' s most successful years. Under the leadership of
Jim Puglisi, SCOPE promoted eight
concerts that included Bonnie Raitt,
James Taylor, and the Rossington Collins
Band. SCOPE was recognized in regional industry magazines as having the
most successful concert program in New
England.
The other executives in SCOPE that
make the productions prosperous include David Carle, John Marshal,
Marshall Bowen, Jim Borsari, Sue
Brightman, and Brigette Beaudin. These
people were responsible for booking the
bands; the production work for the
shows, publicity, security, and the hospitality demands at the show. (Brigette's
haddock was better than most that is
served in Portsmouth.)
SCOPE's concept makes it possible
not only to bring to UNH the best possible entertainment for the students but
also the ability to expose UNH students
to the working world of musical entertainment. With the continued cooperation of both the students and the
administration, SCOPE will be able to
"have an evening with" continue here at
UNH.
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Sports Director - Dave Peterson
Public Affairs Director- Larry Jacobs
General Manager - Thomas C. Christie
Program Director - Russ Dumont
Music Director - Odd Bob Costa
Business Manager- John Otis
Technical Director - Garth Tolman
News Director- Joe Friedman
Chief Announcer - Suellen Seabury
Production Manager - Jill Arabas
Chief Engineer - Fred Portnoy

WUNH
On May 11, 1958, UNH radio began
broadcasting from the Memorial Union
Building as WM DR - an offspring of the
"Mike and Dial" show. Almost 23 years
later, the Freewaves has evolved into
one of the most respected college radio
stations in the United States. As a station
devoted to a wide variety of progressive
music, WUNH reaches a potential audience of 800,000 in New Hampshire,
Maine, and Massachusetts.
Today WUNH, at 91.3 FM, is the University non-commercial radio station, a
reputation the staff is very proud of.
Through student funds and pledges, the
station is able to broadcast straight music
with no commercials.
WUNH provides timely information
and news and various music programs,
including progressive rock, jazz, classical, and reggae. It is a place where students may come in contact with mass
communication by work experience at
the station.
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STVN
President- Jim Emond
Business Manager - Ed Koocher
Production Manager - Mike Guillett
Program Manager - Robert Douglas
Publicity Manager - Kelly Trotter
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The Student Television Network
(STVN) has just completed another successful year of its operations as a recognized student-funded organization at
UNH. The organization is involved in
videotape - a fascinating and practical
form of media that is expanding very rapidly.
The officers of STVN have worked
hard this year in the production and programming aspects of this organization.
Every year the organization strives to
improve its equipment and provide
more free programming for the students.
Some of the accomplishments this
year were the purchase of better quality
programming, a new Panasonic Color
Camera, a well developed weekly News
Show, promotion of the organization
through an increased number of videotape workshops, a campus-wide publicity campaign, and, of course, the
purchase of a Sony Projection Screen
System.

This year's list of programming included some interesting educational
movies, informational viewing and concert series, (such as the Student Body
President Debates, the El Salvador Debates and the James Durst Concert)
which were shown along with studentproduced tapes on the Sony Screen.
STVN' s new color camera aided the
staff in attaining more productions, including campus concerts, lectures, arts
and crafts, and special events.
With the purchase next year of a portable color deck and television, STVN will
be even more versatile.
Most students are astonished at how
easy it is to operate a videotape recorder;
the basics to operate all the videotape
equipment that STVN owns can be
learned in a simple workshop. Anyone
interested in creativity is welcome. The
goals of STVN cannot not be reached
without the support of UNH students.

Studen t
Press
Every university must have a variety
of publications to stimulate intellectual
and creative expression within its community. This university fortunately has
the Student Press which, though modestly equipped, serves that purpose and
we hope, appeals to the many tastes and
interests of our school community.
We publish several different types of
magazines. CATALYST, our current
events and general interest magazine,
won the 1980 Columbia University Press
Association award. Aegis is a poetry and
fiction publication, which includes interviews with local writers. Commentary is
a Theatre and Communications journal,
and Innervision is a photo journal that
displays the artistic talent of UNH photographers.
In addition to publishing these magazines, the Student Press offers technical
assistance to student groups interested
in producing their own magazine for the
benefit of the school community.
Membership of the Student Press organization includes an executive board of
nine, plus a number of volunteers. We
work in a relaxed, yet progressive atmosphere, in order to learn by experience
the details of the publishing world.

Commu ter
Advoca te
The University of New Hampshire
commuter newspaper provides an informational news, consumer and entertainment guide for the many off-campus
students.

\

\

Editor-in-Chief-Ju di Paradis
Managing Editor - Scott Wilson
Writing Editor- Jenny Hall
Photography Editor- Nancy E. Smith
Advertising Editor - Laurie Freedman
Accountant - Bob Burns
Circulation Manager - Martha
Chamberlain
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The
New
Hampshire
Editor-in-Chief- Rachel Gagne
Managing Editor - Brendan DuBois
Managing Editor - Lonnie Brennan
Business Manager - Diane Goi:don
News Editor- Laura Flynn
Features Editor - Kim Billings
Sports Editor - Bill Nader
Photo Editor - Barbie Walsh
Photo Editor- Ned Finkel
Advertising Manager - Chip Seger
The New Hampshire, the awardwinning student newspaper of the
university, publishes twice weekly
throughout the school year. Run completely by students, the paper publishes
news, sports and features of interest to
the university community. Over 50 students write , edit, typeset and handle
production.

Senior Key
President- Lynn Wiatrowski
Vice President - David White
Secretary - Patricia Hansen
Treasurer - Peter Leberman
Elections Chairperson - Kate Noble
MembersSandy Armstrong
Robert Betts
Margaret Briand
Amy Bristol
Karen Dawson
TaraDeneka
Rachel Gagne
Susan Galipault
Cynthia Gibson
Diane Gordon
Nancy Hayes

Sandra Haywood
Elizabeth Huckins
Catherine' Huot
Shirley Jackson
Karen Johnson
Joan Keller
Beverly Kushin
Sherrill Madden
Barbara McGrath
Joanne Pransky
Henry Roy
Valerie Warburton

Mortar
Board
President - Catherine R. Noble
Vice Presidents _:__ Beverly Kushin
and Steven DeVincent
Secretaries - Marla Binzel
and Jean Warburton
Treasurer - Mary Hammond
Historian - Sandra Armstrong
Elections Chairperson - Douglas Norton
MembersConstance Baker
Margaret Briand
Amy Bristol
Helen Brock
Randy Caplan
Julie Jo Cramer
Mary Dillon
Judy Eldredge
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Thomas Elwood
Laura Flynn
Louis Guercia
Cathy Hines
Toshinori Hoshi
Laurie Marrs
Sandy Paccassassi
Mary Sturrock

Senior Key Honor Society is composed of 28 senior ho.n or students. We
are an all-university society and membership is based on scholarship and leadership qualities.
Senior Key has one commitment that
it must fulfill as a student organization
and that is the UNH Class Ring sales.
Aside from this we are free to do anything we want!
This year we started out by producing
a survey to get the opinions of the Class
of '81 on the commencement ceremony.
This proved to be very effective! Two of
our members sit on the Commencement
Committee and the survey results were
presented to the committee and a lot of

thought was given to the improvement of
our ceremony.
We also assisted the administration at
President Handler's inauguration.
Our organization is altruistic in nature
- we made a donation to the Senior
Week Committee, Globe Santa and
helped at the student body presidential
elections.
Our big project of the year was the
production of a "Senior Survival Guide".
This is a gift to the seniors from Senior
Key. Its purpose? - to provide the seniors with some advice and suggestions
to help make their transition from college to the real world a little easier!!

Mortar Board is a national organiza- President, Dr. Evelyn Handler. On Notion of college seniors chosen on the basis vember 4, 1980 we sponsored "An Eveof academic achievement, leadership, ning with President Handler", which
and service to the community demon- allowed a back and forth exchange
strated in their previous college semes- amoung students, faculty, and our highters. Individual college chapters are est administrator in the dawn of her
charged with continuing leadership and term .
service to their community together durIn the Spring semester our chapter foing their senior year.
cused on the election of new members
Our UNH "Cap and Gown" chapter, from the Junior class into Mortar Board
composed this year of about fifteen active to continue in the Fall and Spring of
members, has chosen to carry these du- 1981-1982. This culminated in our initiaties out in several ways. For several years tion ceremony on April 9, where we also
the Mortar Board Used Book Exchange honored five sophomores for academic
has given us campus recognition. This excellence, and a community member
service allows students to sell their books for continuous service to the Durhamto other students while Mortar Board UNH community. The annual Mortar
members organize the process . The Board scholarship was also given to an
twenty percent profit Mortar Board incoming member.
takes in is put towards the annual scholMortar Board is a group of students
arship given to an incoming member of especially interested in UNH and with
Mortar Board at the spring initiatior the ability to respond to the needs of the
ceremony.
community. We have enjoyed our activiThis year it was felt that the UNH ties and hope the new initiates will concommunity might benefit from an infor- tinue our efforts.
mal meeting with our new University

SAFO
The Student Activity Fee Organization (SAFO) is responsible for the Qnancial ~spects of the SAF funded
organizations. Although we are not seen
putting on a concert or producing a
newspaper we are an integral part of all of
~he SAF funded organizations. In ess_ence the SAFO office makes sure that
the organizations spend wisely and only
when appropriate.
In the course of a_year over $400,000
filters in arid out of the SAFO office and
there are a few people that should receive recog~ition_for their valuable service. When an organization is behind the
scenes, like SAFO, a lot of individuals go
unnoticed and I would like to take the
time to thank them .
Ellen Devereaux, the Assistant Accounting Clerk, has been responsible for
ke~ping the financial records of 14 organizations up-to-date, and has done a
fantastic job. Her performance this past
year has been_e~cellent and we will miss
her as she is graduating.
Bea Hebert, the Accounting Clerk,
has so many things to do that I couldn't
list them here. I ~an say, however, that
she gets most valuable player this year.
Without her the office couldn't run on a
day-to-day basis. She makes many people happy generating their paychecks for
them on short notice along with everything else that she does. Thank you, Bea.
Of course I have a boss that makes sure
that I tow the line. Monty Childs, the
SAFO Treasurer has always been there
when we have needed him and has let us
make our own moves so the education is
still available for us. Monty, it has been a
pleasure to work with you and I am glad
we will be able to do it again.
And then there is me , Tim Miller, the
Business Manager. It has been a great
year in the SAFO office . I have learned
as much here in one year as I will in four
years of classes. I would also like to say
thank you to everyone that I have had the
pleasure to work with this past year. It's
been fun!
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Student
Senate
The Student Senate-at UNH is developed on the principle that undergraduate students have a basic right and
responsibility to participate in U niversity governance. Such participation
should encourage the development of
student expertise in the affairs of the
University, while at the same time placing significant responsibility on students
for their involvement with the setting of
policies and rules affecting their lives at
the University.
The Student Senate is composed of 46
elected senators, appointed council
chairpersons, and the student body president and vice-president. They are there
to provide for , to protect, and to represent the best interests of the undergraduate students.
Senators are elected annually by the
student body to serve a ont;-year term
beginning May l. The student body
president and vice-president are elected
annually, on a common ticket, to serve a
one-year term .

Juggling
Club
The UNH Juggling Club was established to promote the art of juggling
through teaching and performing.

Cool-Aid
Cool-Aid, located in Schofield House,
is a telephone hot line and drop-in service available to students and members
of the local community. If you need
couseling about feelings of loneliness,
drugs, sexuality or any other problem,
Cool-Aid is willing to help you . Fellow
students are there to talk to you .
The 1981 Cool-Aid staff totaled 26 active members with two coordinators, one
business manager, one secretary and
four committee heads. The members did
much more than just man telephones ,
they worked hard at advertising their
services in the New Hampshire, the
Commuter Advocate and on the radio.
The programming committee was responsible for promoting group rapport
between members - an important aspect in a group such as this .
A services committee updated office
referral information, and checked calls
coming in on answering services during

interim hours .
There was also a training committee
responsible for designing training schedules for new members . This involved
twelve hours of lectures from guest
speakers, and role-playing exercises,
among other things .
As an addition to the services, a Watts
line, donated by the Alcohol Task Force,
enabled Pease to call along with people
out of the local exchange area.
In short, Cool-Aid is a student and
community group that offers peer counseling, referral services and a hot line to
deal with questions representing the
spectrum of concerns. It provides university students the opportunity to serve
the UNH community. All calls are kept
confidential and anonymous. Hours are
set at the start of each semester.

Co-coordinator - Kathy Roy
Co-coordinator - Sue Zingesser
Business Manager - Robin Long
Secretary - Laurie Johnson
Advertising - Karen Shor
Services - Randy Schroeder
Programming- Jerry Smith
Training- Laurie Johnson
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AIESEC

Outing

Club
The New Hampshire Outing Club is
one of the largest student organizations
on campus, boasting 700 members, 200
of which are active contributors.
The Outing Club is headed this year
by President Mike Hearn and Vice President Andrea Asch. Their efforts to offer
the student body a chance to experience
the outdoors has been quite successful.
They have worked with their treasurer
Rich Haviland, Properties Director Rebecca Doucet and Director of Internal
Affairs Joann Stemmerman to coordinate
many different activities for their members and for the student body as a whole.
The Outing Club offers many camping
and backpacking trips throughout the
school year, including two freshman
trips every fall, a Halloween trip, a New
Year's trip and a sunbathing trip, among
others.
Two cabins are available for use on
these weekends. One is in Jackson and
one in Franconia; great spots for hiking
and skiing. But these trips are not the
only activities the O•1ting Club organizes . They also have outdoor programs
right here on campus, speakers, slide
shows and presentations. During Winter
Carnival Weekend they set up a crosscountry ski race and other ski games.
There is equipment available from the
Outing Club such as skis, backpacks, etc.
Also different activities can be organized
if there is sufficient interest and leadership. Canoe trips and rock-climbing are
some of the other outdoor experiences
that can be had.
This year many activitie_s got underway and the interest and enthusiasm was
hjgh. Anyone is welcome to join the Outing Club and participate in their program.
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AIESEC (a french acronym for Association Internationale des Etudiantes en
Sciences Economique et Commerciales)
is an international student exchange program that provides business-oriented
students a chance to gain practical experience.
At UNH, AIESEC seeks out businesses in the New England area that are
interested in providing temporary jobs
(from 4 weeks to 18 months) for foreign

students. For every student that comes
to the United States, one American goes
abroad. Three to four qualified trainees
go overseas from UNH each year.
AIESEC now has about 50 members,
the most since it began here at UNH five
years ago. Through this organization,
each of them has an opportunity to develop contacts and learn how to communicate better in a business setting
while also getting a chance to travel.

Senior
Week
The Senior Week Committee was
created last October to plan activities for
upcoming graduating seniors.
In the past, the first and only time a
graduating class had gotten together to
celebrate and/or reminisce had been at
the May commencement. This year, it's
different.
Many activities were planned including an evening at the MUB Pub and a
semi-formal at the Club Casino in Hampton.

Freshman
Camp
Co-Director- Mary Andrews
Co-Director - Stephen Zamierowski
Treasurer - Kenneth Wright
Secretary-Nancy Ritger
Public Relations - Kevin Owens
Theme Director - Susan Hall
Spirit Leader - Frank Wardley
Spirit Leader - Cathleen Nelson
Freshman Camp is an organization of
90 UNH students, reaching out to

freshmen to help make their adjustment
to school easier.
The spring semester is spent preparing for camp with weekly meetings,
fund raising events, and a weekend retreat at Rolling Ridge Conference Center.
Four days prior to the beginning of fall
classes 300 freshmen come together at
Camp Marist in Center Ossipee N.H.
These days are filled with activities,
some of which include, talent and non talent shows, dances, sports day, faculty
day, discussion groups, and studentproduced plays. There are also numerous recreational games and activities,
swimming, volleyball, frisbee, etc.

Freshman Camp provides the
freshmen with an opportunity tu meet,
not only many other freshmen, but also
upperclassmen, and some of UNH' s faculty as well.
Questions concerning academics,
dorm life, social life, student organizations, and sports, are answered, or clarified.
Although much of Freshman Camp
does provide the incoming students with
valuable information, it is the new and
lasting friendships that open people up,
and make the beginning of a new time,
more comfortable.
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Earth
Science

Club
President - Carol A. Russ
Vice President - Steve Abbott
Secretary- Sue Milnes
Treasurer - Diane Heineman
Graduate Advisor -Anna Burack
Faculty Advisor- Jo Lairce
The Earth Science Club is an informal
group of twenty geology and oceanography majors whose main purpose is to

Animal
Industry

Club
President - Kirk Pomeroy
Co-Vice President- Nancy Gaynor
Co-Vice President - Jeff Keyser
Secretary- Sue Swindlehurst
Treasurer - Fiona Brown
The Animal Industry Club is composed of five officers and three advisors
within the animal science department.
The number of members vary from year
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stimulate interaction between students,
grad students and faculty on a personal
and non-academic basis.
The club is a very active body, publishing a paper bi-weekly and holding
" Lunch Brunch" once a week.
The newspaper, "The Fossil Record",
discusses important issues and events of
the past and future along with a column
of quotable quotes and a comic strip or
two.
Lunch 6runch is an informal talk or
slide show given by students, faculty or
guest lectures ranging from treasure diving in the Bahamas to tips on applying to
graduate schools .
A store opened up this year, organized

and run completely by members, serves
to provide otherwise difficult to get field
equipment to anyone in need of it.
Field trips are always a big thing with
the club . So far there have been several
informal rock and mineral collecting excursions along with trips to the seashore.
The club is also known for its field trips to
the cooling tunnels of Seabrook.
One very important club activity that
is helped by the graduate students and
professors is career and graduate school
information; this information is usually
supplied as lectures.
Lastly our parties are the favorite pasttime of both the club and the faculty and
are planned for three occasions a year.

to year usually ranging from fifteen to
thirty.
The club was organized to fill the
needs of UNH students interested in
livestock, livestock products and related
agricultural industries.
Meetings are held twice a month and
provide speakers, films , etc. that are of
current interest to the agricultural field .
An example would be Dr. Tom Fairchild
- his topic being embryo transfers in
dairy cows.
The club also organizes field trips such
as transporting students to the Deerfield
Fair.
In the spring semester the "Little
Royal", a livestock show, presented for
all UNH students to participate or spectate.

If you are a full time student at UNH ,
you can prepare a horse, sheep, swine,
beef, or dairy animal to be shown against
other students in the show.
Official judges rank the classes based
on the ability of the student to fit and
show his or her animal. Trophies are
awarded to first place winner and the
overall winner, premier showman, is
picked at the end of the day . This student
must be able to show all species collectively the best.
For spectators and contestants alike
there is a milking contest and chicken
race.
All these Animal Industry Club activities are geared to promote agriculture
and provide a recreational outlet to the
student with an interest in livestock.

Alpha Zeta
Alpha Zeta has been an organization at
U.N.H. since 1903, yet many students
are not aware of its purposes and functions.
It is a professional service fraternity for
students in the College of Life Sciences
and Agriculture. Members include both
men and women who are honor students
and who show good character and leadership qualities. Membership in Alpha
Zeta is not only an honor, but a chance to
meet and work with people from all majors and interests within LS&A.
The major project for 1980-81 was Alpha Zeta's second annual Life Science
and Agriculture Career Day. On April

24, representativ es from 16 different
companies and agencies met with students to discuss their career options and
the job opportunitie s available to them.
Other activities for Alpha Zeta members included: an initiation banquet each
semester for new members, a trip to
UMass for the AZ BlueCoat Regional
Meeting, a work party to cut up and process an llOO pound cow carcass, and concession stands at both the Greenhouse
Open House and the horse show in May.
Though many of its projects are service-oriented , Alpha Zeta also strives to
promote fellowship among members .

Chancellor - Marla L. Binzel
Censor - Jeff Annis
Scribe - Ginger Atwater
Treasurer - Nellie Carpenter
Chronicler - Caryl McPherson
MembersDenny Albert
Rachel Blakely
Cindy Blanchette
Fiona Brown
Kathleen Brown
Maggie Brown
Susan Carter
Jean Chandler
Maria Clark
Wendell Davis
Steve DeVincent
Paul Dube
Linda Evanson
Winnie Gutman
Mary Hammond
Cathy Huot
Jean Keller

Chris Lee
Nancy LeRay
Morgan Long
Bob Lord
Karen Lubold
Donna Luedke
Bob Lutz
Marianne Mahar
Cheryl Martin
Maria Moalli
Dawn Morin
Claire Robinson
Wendi Rush
Carol Sauler
Carol Scott
Gary Stuer
Sara Sullivan
Jean Warburton
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Women's
Center
MembersLisa Palley
Tami Chiarella
Nancy Adams
Elaina D'Orto

TOSNOM
TOSNOM (The Organization for the
Study of the Nature of Man) is an organization which tries to teach students
about parapsychology through lectures,
workshops, and seminars.
This year TOSNOM sponsored lectures on near death experiences, psychic
photography, and devil worship. The
workshops included learning about acupuncture and massage. Probably the
most popular activity was the psychic fair
which offered a variety of topics such as
palm reading.
TOSNOM deals with areas of science
not usually covered by the major departments of the University.

Liz Pittaluga
Carolyn Everest
Tracey Seaver
Cory Hanna

The UNH Women's Center functions primarily as a drop-in center. It offers a library of feminist works , resource
files on issues pertaining to women , and

Students
for
Recycling
President- Tom Kaufhold
Vice President- Jill Vierus
Secretary - Diane Damish
Treasurer - Rose Mcisaac
Students for Recycling is a University
organization that is interested in and
dedicated to recycling. Our goals are to
educate students, faculty , and staff on
the benefits of recycling and to continue
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referrals.
The Women's Center also sponsors diverse programs throughout the year such
as the concert with Meg Christian.
The Center, run collectively by a core
group of 9 women, has a general goal to
improve the status of women on the
UNH campus.
The center exists to provide a space for
women which maintains a supportive atmosphere . Through this it strives to raise
the consciousness of women and men in
the ongoing battle against sexism.

recycling on a small scale.
With approximately 25 active members and a mailing list of over 100, Students for Recycling publishes a
newsletter bi-weekly.
Other methods of education are also
used including, running an info table ,
display windows, letters in the newspapers, guest speakers, and field trips.
A major drawback to our efforts was
the closing of the UNH Regional Recycling Center in October because it was
no longer "economically feasible". It is
our belief that people learn more from
hands on experiences so we've started
recycling computer paper and cans.
However, this is only the beginning!

Adopted
GrandParent
Co-coordinator - Robert Drew II
Co-coordinator - Amy Sousman
The Adopted-Grandparent Program
offers any student or elder a friend, a
one-on-one relationship of caring to be
shared in whatever way the two people
wish.
At present the program has 65 active
members who for many different reasons
choose to spend one hour of their week
with an older person in the area. The
older people also volunteer one hour a
week to spend with the students.
To help make other colleges and high
schools aware of the program and how
they could start one, AdoptedGrandparent Awareness Day was held
on April 25.

Food Co-op
The Food Co-op is an university organization which provides students and the
community with food at a lower price
through a cooperative effort.
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You
With the past at your back
Asked
For the chance to try
Once more
Well aware of the consequences
Should the dream fall through
You threw down your last defenses
Wanting to try something new.

Lessons learned are like
Bridges burned
You only need to cross them but once
Is the knowledge gained
Worth the price of the pain?
Are the spoils worth the cost of the hunt?

Borne
On the first warm winds of
Feelings newly found
Fly
But remember
Don't look down
Take as much as you think you ought to
Give as much as you can
Don't forget what your failures have taught you
Or else you'll learn them all over again . .

Lessons learned are like
Bridges burned
You only need to cross them but once
Is the knowledge gained
Worth the price of the pain?
Are the spoils worth the cost of the hunt?

Lessons
~4=-~-----.Y:=---------,__-t---+-----Lf=:;_t----t---Learned - -
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College of Liberal
Arts
It's hard to put a finger on the average Liberal Arts student, since
most of them are just "Undeclared". Certain majors you can spot however. Psych majors are the ones who talk to themselves while communications majors are the ones who spend fifteen minutes giving directions
for down the street. Most of them are quite "artsy", the type you see
floating to Murkland ready to converse in the classics.
How many times have they heard the questions, "But what are you
going to do with your major?" Too often; but they seem to ignore it,
remaining content with their own diverse directions, learning about life
rather than how to make a living.
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Pat Fleming
-energetic
and captivating
teaching style
"When the basis of truth for now and
always has been found - that is when all
the questions are answered - in the
field of communications, that's when I'll
leave teaching and find something else to
do," said Pat Fleming, instructor in the
Theater and Communications Department.
Fleming describes the discipline of
communication as expanding and "alive"
- it's exciting because it's continually
growing and changing.
Fleming has been a key participant in
the growth and expansion of the Communications Department at UNH.
When she arrived at UNH seven years
ago, there were three faculty members ,
nearly 300 students majoring in Communications, and at least 20 courses offered each semester.
Fleming said that as part of her hiring
she was to add the Communication Studies aspect of the curriculum which includes courses like "Language and
Behavior", "Gender and Expression",
and the "Psychology of Communication".
"They were looking for a female to join
the faculty , someone to teach women's
studies, who also had a fairly unusual
background - that's how they decided
upon me," she said.
Fleming brings a unique approach to
her teaching and in the process enthralls
and captivates her audience. She recognizes the influence of the Theatrical Arts
in the Communications field as she gesticulates emphatically, changes her facial
expression to meet the needs of the situation, and uses the inflections of her voice
to its utmost during a class session.
Pat Fleming never lectures to a class
- she talks to the class and then she !is-
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tens. "I want to point students in the
right direction so they can learn from
what they are doing not from what I'm
telling them - that's another nice thing
about this field, I don't have all the answers so I can learn from the students
too ," she said enthusiastically.
"My primary goals in any communications class I teach are to get the students
to think a problem through , gather information , and finally to synthesize the results," said Fleming. She added that the
content of the problem becomes the
means by which a student learns this· process.
Fleming's "Language and Behavior"
course is a perfect example of this process. In order to determine the influence
of language over behavior and the reverse, students participate in many specific exercises in order to find the general
ruling principle.
Fleming uses varying tactics and techniques to elicit the best possible results
from her students. She never tells students what the exercises mean - "that's
the students job."
The semester culminates in student
papers and presentations - designed
and carried out by the students. "This is

the exciting part because students realize how much they've learned and that
they've done it on their own," said Fleming.
Due to her personal vitality and her
unique approach, Fleming is one of the
most popular teachers at UNH. The feelings are mutual - Fleming said she gets
her motivation to teach from the students who she describes as enthusiastic
learners who achieve by leaps and
bounds . She says the best compliments
come from students who say, 'Tve
learned something no one ever thought
of before."
Fleming considers herself a perennial
student because she likes to think about
things . She is currently working toward a
possible summer of 1981 completion of
her Doctorate at Boston University in
Existential Phenomology - an interdisciplinary field which is a radical approach
to philosophy and the methods of philosophy.
"I can't imagine doing anything all my
life - if I did, I wouldn't want to do it!"
Obviously, all of the questions have not
been answered because Pat Fleming is
still here. For now, she says, "I'm
hooked on it."

Program Viewing
and learning process.
would focus on teachers - their personal
This message often becomes clear on experience with learning how they learn,
the rockface. "On that rockface, I was under what circumstances they learn
like the kid who can't understand a sen- best, and , as important, under what contence or do a math problem. I felt the ditions learning becomes difficult and
same frustration and anxiety that comes how they deal with failure at learning.
from not being able to do something,"
As a final outcome, the originators
said one participant who had failed to hoped that the participants would make
climb the rockface.
the links between their personal learning
The concept and initiation of this experiences and their classrooms full of
"What does rock climbing have to do unique approach to experiential teaching students who each have their own learnwith teacher education?" The rockface originated at UNH ten years ago as part ing abilities and limitations.
symbolizes the learning process while of a master of arts degree in the teaching
In 1973, (the first summer had been
the ropes represent the many diverse program. Education professors John used to plan and assess the program's popatterns oflearning.
Chaltas and Sid Eder wanted to create a tential for success) the program was adIsolated from the familiar University program which not only taught about vertised in the Durham area, as an
surroundings and the secure environ- teaching but stressed learning as well.
"adventurous summer program". Two
ment of the classroom, perspective and
To accomplish this goal, the two pro- hundred and fifty students ages 5 to 18
experienced teachers are forced into new fessors joined with former Outward joined the 35 teachers in the first sumpersonal situations which reinforce or ex- Bound director, Jed Williamson. Plans mer of Live, Learn, and Teach. The propand their understanding of the teaching were formulated for a program which gram encouraged both the teachers and

Live, Learn,
and Teach

- an adventurous
summer experience

the students to grow in the learning process and to assume responsibility for
their own learning. How is all of this accomplished in seven weeks?
The summer program begins with an
eight day orientation for the 35 teachers
in the Franconia Notch region of the
White Mountains . "This Wilderness
Week takes the teachers away from the
security and comfort of the University
campus where they can surround themselves with all of the familiar cultural
baggage of a community and places them
in an isolated austere environment

which will provide new learning experiences," said Jed Williamson.
Participants and staff members share
all of the daily tasks thus fostering a sense
of community and cooperation which is
vital since the participants will be teaching in units in the coming weeks .
New experiences like orienteering
and rock climbing offer participants the
chance to watch and evaluate their personal learning process. An orienteering
expedition can replicate many of the
characteristics of a classroom. Questions
of leadership, sharing knowledge, and

cooperation evolve as the group tries to
go from one spot to another with the help
of a map and a compass.
During this first week, the participants are formed into teaching teams,
given an opportunity to get to know one
another, learn to work in a cooperative
fashion, and begin to brainstorm themes
for the summer practical experience. According to Williamson, the themes are
constantly changing depending on the
personalities and interests of the team .
The next challenge is to convert
themes like "Sea, Forest, and Moun-
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Learn, Live,
and Teach (cont'd)
tains" into community-based and activity-centered programs of study for the
students. The curriculum development
occurs for the next ten days on the UNH
campus. The interdisciplinary teams investigate resources for their themes in
and around the community.
In just one short week, all of the brainstorming and ideas have become a core
curriculum with the final goal being- to
let the students learn as they experience.
The students arrive at Oyster River
High School, the summer program's
base for the next five weeks, and the
teaching/learning process which has
been stressed for the past two weeks is
put to practice. The teachers are encouraged by staff members to take responsibility and experiment with new
curricula, and modes on instruction .
A team of math and science teachers ,
determined to increase interest and understanding of how these subjects relate
to the environment outside of the structured classroom and textbook, planned
with their student a three-day trip
through the hills near Lake Winnipesaukee. The trip enabled the students and
teachers to get acquainted, helping to
destroy some of the myths which create
distance between teachers and their students .
Teachers and students explored mathematical concepts through map and compass work and scientific exploration
through observations of plants and animals. Students were given the responsibility for their learning by encouraging
personal observations and possible explanations .
The hot dry spell during the trip offered an excellent base for learning. Water supplies were not plentiful and
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students had to ration their consumption
while searching for a water source. This
activity spurred many que stions for follow-up work in the classroom in an attempt to explain the water cycle.
History, a subject often thought of as
boring and non-meaningful to many students , was brought to life by a team of
teachers who wanted to show students
that history did affect them and that
they were involved in the making of his-

tory.
Tapping local resources , the students
talked with selectmen, the town council,
members of the planning board, the police department in addition to attending
local meetings, reviewed local laws , and
sat in on sessions at the local court.
The summer's work culminated when
the student drafted a proposal to the
town for conducting a bikeway study
which was eventually conducted by the

local regional planning agency .
Throughout the entire summer program, there is an ongoing process of synthesis and assessment where teachers
examine the programs they have conducted on the basis of their students'
learning.
Williamson said that perhaps the biggest challenge, outside the summer program is to demonstrate that experience
outside the classroom is an integral part
of a school's curriculum and is not just
"time-out" from the real education of
learning the basics.
Observations and experience from the
first few years of the Live, Learn, and
Teach program culminated in the 1979
publication of Whiskers, A Guidebook to

of the learning process.
Since teachers do not have the perceptive whiskers of a cat, they must develop
these sensory perceptions in other ways .
One other \vay, according to the
program's philosophy is to face a new
learning environment and examine the
process. Live, Learn, and Teach helps
teachers develop whiskers.

Learningfrom Experience.
Williamson explains that whiskers are
a cat's sixth or seventh sense for experiencing the environment which surrounds him . Williamson concludes that
teaching requires a sixth or seventh
sense to face all of the varied dimensions

College of Health
Studies

Just what is a Health Studies student? OT, PT, PE, Med Tech,
Nursing ... all those students undergoing a rigid path of training
to enter the field of health professions. These students are learning to do everything that will make your life better. Think of the
gym teachers who forced you to learn square dancing, the nurse
who delicately forced the thermometer under your tongue . . .
All the sleepless nights they spend studying muscles and bones
will probably lead to thankless jobs and behind the scenes duty
work, so love a nurse, or OT, or PT ...
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Bob Wear
-unites the
university w ith
the community
Woody Allen said, "Those who can,
do; those who can't, teach ; and those who
can't teach- teach gym ."
Obviously, he had never met Dr. Robert Wear, UNH Associate Professor in
the Physical Education Department.
Dr. Wear can not only teach but do and
do better than most of us , young or old.
Despite what Woody Allen says, Dr.
Wear has a long list of impressive degrees, memberships , and publications to
his name, but more than that he has acquired a reputation and popularity few
professors attain . Not only are his
Weight Training and Conditioning
classes highly acclaimed by UNH students , but his DCE and Adult Classes
are over-enrolled with many more still
waiting to get in .
This tall, slim man of 65 possesses an
energy few of us have at 21. The reason ?
He is a champion of physical fitness. Arid
who can challenge him? He is healthier,
more energetic and busier than most of
his students! More than that, he treats
his topic of teaching in a very positive
manner.
"Each one of us is individual;" Wear
says, "when the Creator made each one
of us, He broke the mold ." And that, he
believes, is the key to physical fitness .
Each person must realize his own potential to achieve amazing results. "The
body does not wear out," he writes, "it
thrives on activity."
That's all well and good , say many discouraged individuals, but I never have
time to do something as dull as running.
This type of attitude is what Dr. Wear is
striving to change in his classes . He organizes them to include group activities
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done to music. "You can do almost anything to music," he says. And he's right!
Looking in on one of his weight training
classes, you can watch thirty people running, jumping, rolling and dancing, to
the BeeGees, or Donna Summer, or the
Doobies . The amazing part of it is they' re
smiling! He makes exercising fun by being innovative, and always doing something new and unusual.
"The thing is," he says seriously, "is
that the people who enroll in those
classes are the ones already interested."
So he has worked on improving not only
faculty involvement but also participation by community people; secretaries,
executives, sales people, mothers, and
anyone else who just doesn't have the
motivation to start exercising by themselves.
Dr. Wear, being as energetic as he is,
outdoes us all by holding an "early bird"
class on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings from 6-7. It's for business
people who can't seem to find any other
time to exercise. He also runs DCE
classes in the evenings and has written
books on fitness for the elderly and another booklet listing over forty exercises
you can do in a chair!
But why exercise, especially if you're
not overweight? "Unfortunately," says
Dr. Wear, "too many Americans are in

fact at least a little pudgy. And even if
you're not, exercising broadens your horizons .
"If you're in shape, you can climb a
mountain, go skiing, play baseball,
swim, anything that requires physical
energy, you can do it! " It also increases
the amount of oxygen in the blood
stream, contributing to a better sense of
concentration and a keener mind.
So according to Dr. Wear, the way to a
healthy mind is a healthy body, but the
way to obtaining a healthy body is not
that easy. Exercise must be individual,
just as each person is individual, but that
doesn't mean it can't be fun ; fun enough
to encourage his students to continue exercising long after they've finished his
course.

Program Viewing

Equal Access
atUNH

sis of physical or mental handicaps in all
programs which require federal funds.
UNH has been complying with this law
UNH is facing the challenge of provid- through the efforts of Handicapped Stuing equal access for handicapped stu- dent Services.
Alice Crow, the coordinator of Handidents. Equal access means more than
simply admitting qualified applicants capped Student Services, serves as a liaiwho are handicapped; it means making son between the handicapped students
all services, facilities, and resources ac- and the administration. She has seen an
increase in the number of handicapped
cessible to them .
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of students on campus which parallels the
1973 prohibits discrimination on the ba- increased services the University has of-

fered to meet the needs of handicapped
students. This year, for the first time ,
handicapped students have lived in oncampus dormitories .
A handicapped person is defined as
anyone with a physical or mental disability which substantially impairs major life
activities such as walking, hearing,
speaking, working, or learning.
Bill Knight, a political science major
who has been confined to a wheelchair
since a diving accident in 1976, defined
equal access in terms of his personal experience: "We pay the same amount as
everyone else - we should get the same
services. That means if I want to go to a
concert or a football game, I should be
able to get a good seat like everyone
else."
Knight said he has encountered hostility from people who feel that a lot of
money is being spent to accomodate a
small minority of the student population.
Both he and Alice Crow mentioned the
opposition of some students to the construction of a ramp at the front entrance
to the MUB. In reference to the temporary inconvenience that the modification
would cause other students, Knight said:
'Tve been imposed upon by an architectural barrier. Whatever slight problems
it (construction of a ramp) might cause
them , it isn't comparable to the extraordinary things I've had to do to get into
the MUB ."
The Handi-Van is one of the recent
accomplishments of Handicapped Student Services. The Handi-Van provides
transportation for permanentlY. and temporarily handicapped students. It brings
them to classes, jobs, hospitals , and
clinics . The van , which is equipped with
a hydraulic lift for wheelchair users , cost
$13,000. Alice Crow applied for the
money from the University's undesignated fund. Both Alice Crow and many
handicapped students mentioned the
need for a similar facility for off-campus
students . The Kari-van buses currently
cannot accomodate wheelchairs.
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Alice Crow stated that an important
function of the Handicapped Student
Services is to insure that handicapped
students' classes are held in accessible
locations. This can be accomplished in
one of three ways. The first , and most
expensive, is to modify the building. The
second option is to relocate the class to an
accessible building. The third alternative is the preferred one: priority scheduling. The schedules of liandicapped
students are run through the computer
first in order to guarantee that their

classes will be held in accessible locations.
The funding for Handicapped Student
Services is a problem, according to Alice
Crow. There is no designated fund . The
money for modifying a particular building usually comes from the budget that
the building falls under. Thus, the lift at
Huddleston was from the dining services
budget.
Bill Knight feels that the money is
there, but the priority is not. "Initially,
when they knew certain barriers had to
be eliminated, the office (Handicapped
Student Services) was responsive . It was
a new situation at first; it was the first
time students in wheelchairs had lived

on campus. After the basics were accomplished, the office grew less responsive ."
Bill Knight mentioned that he has complained several times about the lack of
adequate bathroom facilities for him in
Horton Social Science Center, where
many of his classes are located, yet nothing has been done . He feels UNH is doing the minimum to comply with the
1973 law.
Colleges are expected to show "reasonable accomodation" to the 1973 law.
This, according to Alice Crow, is a compromise between the needs of handicapped students and the university's
resources to meet the needs . Crow stated that the 1973 law didn't really take

effect until 1975 or '76 when guidelines
were given for its implementation. Universities were given no money to make
buildings and programs accessible. June
2, 1979 was the final date for postsecondary schools to be in compliance
with the law or showing "good faith", a
phrase that is open to interpretation .
Students and administration differ in
their opinions about the success of the
Handicapped Student Services program. Ronald Marquis, who was born
with cerebral palsy, was generally positive toward the program. His criticisms

included the need for an adequate ramp
at the MUB. The ramp that is currently
in use is too steep to be accessible to
wheelchair users . He also wished that
the sidewalks and paths were shovelled
and sanded better in the winter.
Ronald Marquis , who lives in Gibbs
Hall, relies on his metal crutches and the
Randi-Van to get around campus. He
found the UNH campus very large in
comparison to his single story high
school.
The most difficult aspect of being
handicapped is people's attitudes. "I live

in a double environment of the handicapped world and the normal world,"
said Ron . "I get respect from other handicapped people. But when regular people come into contact with me, they
don't know what to say; they don't know
what to do; they freeze. " His advice was
to "think of handicapped people as normal human beings and you'll get along
with them great."
Ronald Marquis and Bill Knight are
the pioneers in this battle. As Bill said,
''I'm looking to make life easier for the
handicapped students in the future."

Equal Access
at UNH (cont'd)
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College of Life
Sciences
and
Agriculture

Life Sciences and Agriculture seems to attract the type of student that
enjoys the outdoors. You have to like being outside when your midterm is a
cow or a pine tree. The LS&A student is best described as "earthy", especially after some of the botany and soils labs.
Students in LS&A perform many exciting, rewarding tasks , like insect
collection and identification. They find it easy to relate to the birds and the
bees, the flowers and the trees; after all, sleeping under a maple can always
be passed off as a bit of botany research.
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Progra111 Vie,ving

Test-tube
Foals?
Well,
Not Quite
In mid-April of 1980, the research department of Animal Sciences began a
new project called "embryo transplant",
which involves the removal of a living
embryo from a mare and transplanting it
into another that will carry it until it is
born.
UNH is the first University in the
Eastern United States to attempt the
embryo transplant with horses, according to Assistant Professor of Animal Sciences William Berndtson, Director of
the program.
The project was funded under a general university grant for such projects
given to the Animal Science Department.
''The first thing is that the two mares,
the donor and the recipient, have to be in
the same reproductive state," Berndtson
explained.
"They have to be at the same point of
the estrous cycle (the equivalent of the
human menstrual cycle). If they are not,
we treat them both with a hormone and
they soon go into heat at the same time.
Then, we mate the donor to the stallion
and daily palpate to determine when and
if ovulation occurred."
"Somewhere between the seventh
and tenth day after ovulation we attempt
to recover the embryo," he continued.
"In simple, this is done by sending a tube
into the uterus and inserting a solution .
We then drain the solution which has,
hopefully, the embryo within. It's put
into the recipient in much the same way.
At the time of transfer the embryo is
about one eighth to three sixteenths of an
inch in diameter.
The embryo does not immediately attach itself to the walls of the uterus but
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remains free-floating for about a month.
Matching blood-types is not a consideration because there is no blood transfer
from mother to embryo, only the transferring of nutrients."
In some ways the process is new, in
others it is not. It was first performed
successfully with a rabbit as long ago as
1890. The technique has been developed
to the point in other species that it is used
commercially.
In cattle the process is often used, and
UNH has twelve cows impregnated by it
in the university barns now.
But horses were not attempted until as
recently as 1972 and since then only
about 50 successes are known in the
United States. UNH is the first in the
Eastern United States to attempt this
technique with horses as Kentucky and
Colorado State Universities have also
used the technique.
"The problem which prompted the
development of the technique is that cer-

tain horses are able to undergo normal
reproductive cycles, they can be impregnated, but they are unable to hold the
unborn colt full term ," Berndtson said.
"This happens to many older mares.
They occasionally die from the hemorrhaging of uterus walls. The technique
enables us to get offspring from a desirable mare without the danger of this hemorrhaging.
"It was not developed to aid the horse
unable to give birth because of an inborn
birth defect," he continued. "That trait
should not be encouraged to be reproduced . What the technique is more
geared to is the athlete mare that, because of its athletic career, has missed its
best reproductive years. It could also be
used on a young mare that suffers an injury."
"We have transplanted one embryo
successfully here which is seventy-four
days old now," Berndtson said. "That
was from a Morgan , a UNH trademark,
on a regular riding program. The recipient is a half-Morgan."
There have been no "moral" confrontations on the technique in the way of
making it into a "test-tube horse" issue.
The American Quarter Horse association
as well as The Arabian Registry accept it
as long as the horse has been either incapable of giving birth for three or more
years or is fifteen years or older. Horse
owners are also limited to one such birth
a year.
"I think that the techniques are no
more complicated than those used in artificial semination," Berndtson said. "I
don't anticipate any unusual problems as
the genetics are determined at fertilization , which is done naturally within the
donor mare."

Beyond the Podium

Sam Smith
- keeping vitamins
entertaining
It's close to noon on Friday, an unusually warm and sunny day when it's
common to find more empty seats in a
class than full ones. But Professor Sam
Smith's class in Murkland llO is twothirds full and it's quiet. They want to be
there. And they want to listen .
He speaks frankly and sincerely into
the large microphone hooked on his vneck button-down cardigan. He is speaking of food, saying something about
studies of obese people finding that they
not only have fat children, but they have
ubese pets! The 200 students laugh and
Smith laughs with them saying he knows
it sounds crazy, but these are the facts .
Smith's lectures in his Animals ,

Foods, and Man classes evoke not only
humor, but inform and shock. There are
seven teaspoons of sugar in one can of
coke; lettuce contains 95 percent water;
iron , a mineral of which we need more ,
can be tripled in the amounts absorbed if
you cook in a cast iron skillet. His students learn that a potato is more nutritious than an apple, spaghetti is a better
meal for an athlete than a steak dinner,
and that one can actually increase their
academic performance by eating higher
protein foods.
Smith is enthusiastic about his subject
and his teaching radiates this energy. He
seems to "know everything" as Jennifer
Grace, a liberal arts major, puts it, "and

teaches what the average person should
know and needs to know." According to
course evaluations , students feel Smith's
course is a "useful, realistic, down-toearth science class."
When he was thirty, the now slim
Smith was a chubby two hundred
pounds . His doctor hold him he was
headed for heart disease, and with young
children to raise and support, Smith decided he would start exercising. He now
runs six miles a day . "The more you exercise, the more calories you can consume," he tells his classes.
Smith received his Phd. from Pennsylvania State University in 1962. He
teaches a bio-chemistry graduate course
at UNH in addition to his two sections of
Animals, Foods, and Man . He is a biochemist, not an animal scientist. Smith
"fell into" the teaching of the course in
response to the interest among students
for such a class.
Smith is also popular outside of class.
He is asked to speak in the dorms and
averages about one per week. Most of
the questions from the students who attend his lectures concern weight loss,
sports, and healthy snacks . Popcorn, he
tells them, is one of the best and contains
few calories if not heavily buttered and
salted. (Salt intake in the average American diet is between 5. to 10 grams dailyup to 10 times above the amount we need
Smith confirms .)
Students in Smith's class have positive
feelings about their professor. "He is dedicated to the idea of learning," junior
Penny Gill remarks , "and treats us as mature people."
"He cares about you as an individual,"
senior Chris Mayo says, "and it's a very
practical course." Another student
added, "One I've even talked about at
parties ." They find it interesting, and
many students even feel that it should be
a required course . It's informative and
useful, and Prof. Sam Smith , in sophomore Denise Wescott' s words , "really
knows his coffee cake! "
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Caveat
Emptor
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Whittemore School of Business
and
Economics
WSBE, which incidently rhymes with frisbee, is the home of many
three-piece suited would-be business executives. (No not the Agway
people or even Saladmaster.) If they' re not wearing their suits, however, you can still spot them from far away. They cringe at the mention of
any word beginning with "Quant"; know the GNP of Upper Volta and
the Dow Jones like the back of T-hall. These are the students ready to
breeze through yet another thrilling class of OB, Quant, Macro or Micro. And why do they do it? All so they can make it in the booming
business world.
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Washington
D.C.
Internship

confidence."
For the last six years, UNH has been
working in conjunction with the Washington Center for Learning Alternatives,
placing students in internships in Washington D.C. The possibilities for work
are as varied as the city itself. There are
"It takes a certain kind of person," says positions available in congressional ofLeslie Paddock, campus liason of the fices, executive agencies, public and speWashington D.C. internship program. cial
interest
groups,
national
"It takes motivation, initiative, and self- organizations, judicial agencies . . . the
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colleagues, whom they came to respect
and admire as well as to know. The "real
world" that they had been threatened
with for so long was challenging, stimulating, and wholly energizing. Socially,
many found Washington life to be an almost limitless series of events and opportunities. The great diversity of people,
the availability of all types of cultural attractions and entertainment combined to
give the city a flavor all its own.
Many Washington interns feel that the
program was the best experience of their
college career. It is difficult for them to
articulate all that they gained while
there, but most say that they came away
with a strong sense of where their career
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list is endless.
In exchange for a semester of "reallife" work, the student is given sixteen
credits and a world of new experiences.
"It's a definite success. Students really
learn things they can't get here, like how
to get by in a big city. Invariably they
come back more mature, and sure of
themselves," says Paddock.
From the beginning, most interns felt
they were treated professionally by their

,; ~

,

was going.
One student worked as a research assistant at the Carnegie Mellon Research
Institute, an organization studying energy use in transportation and in the industrial sectors of the economy. She
found the job to be both challenging and
exciting.
Afterward she stated, "My lifestyle
was radically changed while in Washington . And even when I returned to my
New Hampshire lifestyle the next year, I
was not the same person who had left. I'd
added immeasurably to my experience
and education to a degree that classroom
instruction could never match."
As competition for jobs becomes tight-
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er, the importance of field experience
increases. Certainly the Washington
D.C. internship supplies this exposure
as well as an opportunity to increase selfawareness. It is clearly a program well
worth experiencing.

Bey ond the Pod ium

John Be cke tt
-tea chi ng
stud en ts how
to think
"I don 't teach, I lead a studen t to the
brink of his intellig ence and then push
him off"

quiet demea nor, skillfully and almost unnoticeably leads his studen ts throug h the
mire of their "progr amme d" minds ets to
new areas of thinkin g. He helps them to
"listen with the third ear" and provid es
"sandp aper on the brain."
In trying to explain about teachin g
Professor Becke tt frowned. "It's difficult
to verbal ize," he said. "It's too obscur e
and many faceted." To him teaching isn't
lecturi ng a consta nt stream of facts being
poured into the studen ts, it's questi oning. Questi oning gets studen ts to break

UNH was, as Profes sor Becke tt says,
"one of the many accide nts that makes up
life.,,
And that was lucky for us , for he has
helped studen ts throug hout the Univer sity to expand and grow in a way that few
professors do. Profes sor Becke tt's objectives in teachin g are to excite and shock
studen ts into dealin g with a wider range
of ideas. As he sees it, it's too easy to limit
yourse lf to the world of Durha m, New
Hamps hire. You can expand beyon d
those limits by "unlea rning" the pattern s
that have been instille d in you from
birth. How is this done? Profes sor Beckett begins by making you aware that such
limits do exist at all. From there he
delves into eastern and orienta l modes of
thinkin g to illustra te that all culture s are
not alike. By compa ring the two, students begin to recogn ize their own "programm ing", and it's then that the
"depro gramm ing" can begin.
"It's a very unsett ling experi ence for
some studen ts," Profes sor Becke tt says,
"but that insecu rity can oft times be comforting too."
With all this upheav al, how do students deal with grades ? Well they don't
have to really. Profes sor Becke tt finds
grades as uncom fortabl e as studen ts do.
"How can you grade the openin g of a
mind? I grade becaus e I have to but I
don't like it." Throu gh a series of papers
and written analyses, the studen ts see for
themse lves their own change s and
growth. Does a New York Times article
seem the same to them at the end of the
course as it did at the beginn ing? Doubt ful.
UNH has been fortun ate to have a proe
examin
and
mold
nal
fessor like John Becke tt to tease our
out of their traditio
Col.
closely
more
brains and elicit questio ns. Sadly
their ideas and beliefs
adoof
ion
extens
an
ly
though , he is retirin g this spring. But as
lege can be "mere
as
UNH,
at
here
ally
he says, the course never ends, and so
lescen ce" especi
to
have
t
doesn'
it
but
the impac t of his teachin g will never end
isolated as we are,
n.
questio
to
He has helped open minds of
willing
either.
are
be if studen ts
steps
tt
studen ts, made them quesBecke
sor
UNH
Profes
many
And that's where
m.
tion author ity and promo ted intelle ctual
John Becke tt spent six years at MIT though t. With such a legacy behind him ,
before comin g to UNH, as well as teach- he will stay on here at UNH, foreve r
ing at the Univer sity of Chicag o, U niver- teachin g and expand ing the minds of stusity of Washi ngton , Univer sity of Hawaii dents .
and Colum bia Univer sity. Comin g to

Sound scary? Well , the proces s of
openin g a mind is scary. And that's just
what Professor John Becke tt in WSBE
tries to do in his course s, "Think ing
about Thinki ng", and " Manag erial
Thinking". This though tful man with his
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College of Engineering
and
When you think of the average Engineering and Physical Science
Physical
student, one word comes to mind, "techie". Who else would spend
countless hours playing chess with the computer or figuring out Pi to 15
Sciences
decimal places? Here you see the people that actually use the belt loops
on calculator cases, and the "EZ pocket" slide rules. They need them
both just to get through Calculus not to mention Physics.
For most students though, the long treacherous hours of hard work
pay off literally with a choice of many lucrative job offers.
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UNHin
Research
UNH is one of the foremost institutions in the nation participating in spacescience experimentation according to
Dr. William Webber, professor of
physics at UNH.
Space research at UNH has existed
since the early 1960's.
Professor Edward L. Chupp is
conducting gamma ray and solar activity
measurements .
Professor
Roger
Arnoldy, director of the UNH SpaceScience Center, has experiments aboard
rockets and balloons launched over such
regions as the Arctic, Australia, and Canada to study high-altitude sub-atomic
particles.
Dr. Webber has several experiments
on the deep-space probe "Pioneer"
launched several years ago by NASA, as
well as on the more recent "Voyager"
missions.
One experiment that will still be in operation on the Voyager is that of Dr.
Webber, focusing on the detection of
cosmic rays. On the way to the outer
planets, it has revealed much about the
makeup of interplanetary space, and no
less is expected when it has reached the
limit of the sun's influence.
But that is in the future. Right now
UNH is still involved with putting satellites in orbit around the Earth and balloons into the upper atmosphere.
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Present programs of the Space Science
Center span the globe and the universe.
Others include :
- cosmic ray detectors on Mt. Washington .
- detectors on rockets to study northern lights .
- measuring radiation trapped in the
earth's magnetic field and how it relates
to the northern lights .
"A lot of our programs are cooperative
with government and industry laboratories, other universities , and the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland," said Arnoldy.
UNH will also be involved with a
European space center in a project called
GRO , Gamma Ray Observation .
The more far-reaching projects must
wait for NASA decisions on the future of
the Space Program, which does not look
promising. There are tentative plans for
putting a satellite in orbit around Jupi-

ter, and another for interception of
Halley's Comet on NASA's schedule, but
both need approval by Congress, not
easy in coming.
Hope remains, though. Some while•
ago Congress scrapped a NASA project
which housed gamma ray experiments
by Drs. Webber and Lockwod of UNH.
After writing to President Carter about
the validity of the project, the professors
managed to get Carter to consider it personally, and it was eventually added to
the NASA budget once again.
What a shame if NASA should fall to
dust through the whims of governmental
bureaucracy. UNH had contributed to
the development of space-science in the
past; let us hope the tradition can be continued.

Beyond the Podium

Alexander
Amell

tant teach one of his classes .
And it's one of the reasons why he became the interim dean of the College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences on
August 1, 1980.
"As dean , I see my role as basically
trying to develop new programs in the
department, and strengthening existing
Chemistry Professor Alexander Amell programs," Amell said.
is a man who loves a good challenge.
Amell, 57, stretched his long legs in an
That's why he and his wife Allison take easy chair in his office in Kingsbury Hall,
off on the weekends to climb the New room 226. Red socks peeked out from
Hampshire mountains.
under his gray slacks, and his bow tie
It's why he never lets a teacher as sis- connected snugly the collar edges of his

-his door is
always open

oxford shirt.
Red socks and bow ties are Amell
trademarks.
"I wear bow ties simply because
they're more comfortable than regular
ties ," he said with a shrug. "But there's a
long story behind the red socks."
The story began over 20 years ago
when his son Alex Jr. was four years old
and he bought his father a pair of red
socks for Christmas because he was a Red
Sox fan. As the years wore on, the giving
of red socks became a tradition in the
Amell household and each of his three
daughters, Nancy, Jane and Rebecca
eventually had their turn on Christmas
day.
"The socks caused comments from
people I never expected and after a
while, it became a challenge to wear

them," he mused.
Since he began teaching at UNH in
1955, Amell said he himself has had
many opportunities to teach at other universities and has been offered administrative positions as well.
"But my wife and I made the decision
years ago to live in Durham ," he said. "I
like the academic community and
Durham is a fine place to live," he continued . "But the deciding factor was that
UNH was a really excellent school in
terms of overall education, and other
places just didn't match up. Occasionally
I'll hear a student downplay UNH and
they shouldn't. If they looked at other
places as I have, they'd see that students
do very well here and have very fine academic opportunities."
Before coming to UNH , Amell taught

at Hunter College for two years (while
Evelyn Handler was still there) and
taught at Lebanon Valley College in
Pennsylvania for one year.
He also spent time working at the
Brookhaven National Laboratories on
Long Island. A native of North Adams ,
Massachusetts , Amell received his B.S.
degree in Chemistry from the University
of Massachusetts and his PhD in Physical
Chemistry from the University of Wisconsin.
His outside research has been primarily in the field of chemical kinetics , particularly the effect of radiation on
chemical solutions. He spent some time
researching the use of drugs which could
potentially prevent radiation damage to
the healthy tissues of patients who need
radiation treatments for diseases.
The freedom to do his own research is
one of the reasons Amell turned to a
teaching career after graduating from the
University of Wisconsin.
"When I was in grad school, I thought
teaching would be a very dull profession," he recalled. "But I enjoyed it so
much as a student teacher that I knew I
wanted to go on with it. I enjoy most
teaching undergraduates and I think the
students we get here are good. Most
UNH students come here truly for the
education."
His enthusiasm for teaching comes
through not ~nly in his work, but in his
relationships with his students. He corrects tests himself and teaches all his own
classes eventhough he has three teaching assistants assigned to him .
"The tests are always ready the next
day too," said Chemical Engineering
maj_or Joe Doherty. "And he's always
available to help you. His door is always
open. ",
As an added bonus , he serves doughnuts and coffee to students who are taking his final exams .
"That goes back to my Hunter days ,"
Amell recalled. "I used to throw Christmas parties for the girls who were my
students. Now when I have a big lecture
class, and I can't supply doughnuts for
60, 70, or 80 students, I'll put a candy
cane on each one of their exams."
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Thompson School of Applied
Science
Familiarly known as T-schooler's and Tommy Tucker's you can spot
these students on campus rather easily. Look for green T-school hats and
red suspenders. These students learn by doing, doing what is anybody's
guess. Since their degrees are often in applied technologies , they are
often found doing fieldwork at Foss Farm, looking at trees in the ravine,
and pretending to identify wood while they' re actually playing with
blocks! They're only here for two years, so they do a lot of surveying.
They like chain saws too, so watch out.
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Roy Alonzo
-concerned
in students
If you plan on opening a restaurant and
you don't want to spend four years learning how to go about it, Roy Alonzo is the
man you want to see. Alonzo is an expert
in the field of food services and a professor at the Thompson School of Applied
Science.
Alonzo teaches courses in everything
from customer safety to how to open a
liquor establishment or design a theme
for an exclusive dinner restaurant. He
says that because of the small number of
students enrolled in Thompson School,
he gets to know his students "intimately". He adds, " Many times we also know
their strengths and weaknesses and can
help them with those weaknesses."
At the notion that Thompson School's
two-year programs are not extensive
enough for today's highly technical
world, Alonzo just shrugs. In fact , he
says, "I think T-School' s mission today is
more relevant than it has ever been."
In Alonzo's opinion, the success of the
Food Services Program at Thompson
School can be attributed to an "open
door policy" where students can walk in,
sit down, and talk with their professor
about anything that's bothering them regardless of whether it is course-related or
not. He says he feels, "a responsibility to
give (my) students one hundred percent." But adds, "I don't want that to
sound preachy or pompous . Most of the
professors I've met feel that way (too)."
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Alonzo has praise for both his students
and his colleagues. He says, "I think
there's a great deal of pride here at
Thompson School. There's pride among
the students and there's pride among the
faculty . (Faculty) pride stems from the
fact we're doing something meaningful
and helpful for the student, and the students are proud because they're on the
right track . .. they' re interested in what
they' re pursuing. "
Professor Alonzo's enthusiasm towards the people he works with rubs off
on them , too. Michael Dargy, a Thompson School graduate of the Food Services
Program, described Alonzo as, "a great
guy". He added, "In all the years I had
him , he was helpful and enthused about

what he was teaching. "
According to Alonzo, the two-year degree Thompson School offers is an "important alternative", especially to
students who "feel the urgency to get out
and start right away". He points out that
if a student feels the need for continuing
their education, they can always transfer
into the four-year program at UNH .
Alonzo does not feel, however, that such
a student should be penalized for those
transfers - and adds, "I think one hundred percent credit could and should be
given (to those transfer students)."

Program Viewing

Research
Greenhouse
Up on Horticulture farm there is a
plastic-covered greenhouse. It looks just
like any other greenhouse, you know,
with plants in it and everything. But look
again. In the evening a strange foam ,
starting from the front of the greenhouse
gradually encasing the whole thing,
squirts out and around inside the two layers of plastic. It stays there overnight until the first rays of morning creep over
"Horti Hill". Then, like magic, it disappears.
But it's not magic, it's an experimental
greenhouse using foam to insulate at
night. Proper utilization of this method
can save up to 40% in energy expenditure .
Regular greenhouses usually consist
of two layers of plastic. The space in be -

tween the two creates a cushion of air
that serves as insulation. This insulation
is fine during the day when the sun can
warm the air, but at night extra heating is
necessary.
With this special foam , however, the
insulation is sufficient enough to cut
down considerably on the heating requirements .
The beauty of the research greenhouse is that it is quite inexpensive. The
foam is produced by a motor installed in
the greenhouse. It is shot in between the
two layers of plastic and breaks down in
about four hours. The liquid solution,
which trickles down into troughs at the
bottom of the greenhouse, is then
pumped back into the motor and reused.
Professor Otho Wells , director of the
project, says the pump is relatively inexpensive, about $1 ,000, and with the rising cost of oil this inve stment can be
recovered in only one year.

"The idea was originated at the University of Arizona, but it can be better
implemented in the Northeast because
of the cold winters. The University of
New Hampshire has been cooperating
with them to try and perfect the procedure, with the help of grants from the
Federal Government including the Department of Energy," Wells says .
The research has almost been completed, and the next step, according to
Professor Wells, is to get a company or
corporation interested enough in it to
market it on a commercial basis .
"There are still some kinks in it," he
says, "mainly problems with leaking, but
those can probably be worked out."
The research greenhouse is not the
only research project that Professor
Wells and the University have been
working on quietly, without much recognition. They have also looked into the
possibility of using foam for frost protection, and on slitted row covers for faster
and better growing vegetables. "None of
these ideas are new," he says . " Many of
them have been used in other countries
for many years. We just have to adapt
them to our particular needs. "
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Life, so they say
Is but a game and they let it slip away
Love, like the Autumn sun
Should be dying but it's only just begun
Like the twilight in the road up ahead
They don't see just where we're goin'
And all the secrets in the universe
Whisper in our ears and all the years will come and go
And take us up, always up

We may never pass this way again
Dreams, so they say
Are for the fools and they let them drift away
Peace, like the silent dove
Should be flyin' but it's only just begun
Like Columbus in the olden days
We must gather all our courage
Sail our ship out on the open sea
Cast away our fears and all the years will come and go
And take us up, always up

We may never pass this way again

JJ

WeMay
Never Pass
This Way Again
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COLLEGE OF
LIFE SCIENCES
AND AGRICULTURE
Cynthia E. Alden
animal sciences
Brian A. Aldrich
forest management
Stephanie L. Andrew
childlfamily studies
Patricia Anzuoni
home ec: consumer studies
John A. Appleton
for est management
Michael J. Appleton
env conservation
Carmel M. Archambault
childlfamily studies
Jan ice J. Arsenault
animal sci/psychology
Robert P. Arsenault
biochemistry
Maura A. Attridge
env conservation
Virginia L. Atwater
animal sciences
Paul M . Ayers
forest management
Constance S. Baker
resource economics
Jane M . Bardolf
env conservation
Sheila M. Barry
child/family studies
Timothy D . Baybutt
forest mgmtladmin
Matthew D. Beebe
env conservation
Robert B. Betts
biochemistry
Marla L. Binzel
plant science
Paula S. Blakely
nutrition & dietetics
Wendy J. Blaufuss
an sci: pre-veterir_iary
Lori L. Bohenko
an sci: pre-veterinary
Jacqueline M. Bohi
nutrition & dietetics
Yvonne P. Bolton
env conservation
Susan M. Botello
home ec: consumer studies
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Life Sciences and Agriculture

Amy B. Bristol
educational multimedia
Peter M. Brodeur
forest resources
David A. Bronson
animal sciences/occ ed
Elizabeth Brown
animal sciences
Fiona M. Brown
an sci: pre-veterinary
Alan L. Bryce
general studies
Earline E. Burk
env conservation
Janet L. Butterworth
animal sciences
Christine M. Cammett
nutrition & dietetics
Charlene J. Cerier
childlfamily studies
Brett A. Cherrington
wildlife management
Amy L. Chomowicz
env conservation
Jacqueline A. Christi
nutrition & dietetics
Lynn J. Cohen
entonwlogy
Patrick P. Coughlin
plant science
Claire Cummings
animal sciences
Jane Marie C~neo
home economics
Rebecca Davis
animal sciences
Wendy A. Delaney
nutrition & dietetics
Lisa S. Dennison
general studies
Stephen John DeVincent
an sci: pre-veterinary
Melinda}. Dill
animal sciences
Corinne M. D'Onofrio
childlfamily studies
Lisa A. Dooley
plant science
Kenneth R. Dudzik
for est science
Teresa C . Duke
child/family studies
Donald M. Dunigan
an sci: pre-veterinary
Mary E. Dwane
child.Ifamily studies
Kathryn Ross Emery
child/family studies
Katherine G. Epler
animal sciences

Life Sciences and Agriculture
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Arthur W. Evans III
forest management
Peter W. Fait
fore st management
Nancy M. Faneuf
nutrition & dietetics
Joanne M. Farnham
childlfamily studies
Martha A. Fay
childlfamily studies
Daniel L. Fife
animal sciences

Nancy J. Finch
home economics

Lawrence J. Fine
community development
Bridgette L. Fisher
animal sciences
Maranda H. Forrest
childlfamily studies
Frances A. Galasyn
nutrition & dietetics
Christopher J. Gallo
animal sciences
Louise M. Caouette
nutrition & dietetics
Joy L. Gibson
home ec: consumer studies
Nancy R. Gilker
childlfamily studies
Susan C. Gilvar
childlfamily studies
Jodi R. Godfrey
nutrition & dietetics
Kimberly Bean Gogan
child/family studies
Lori E. Gordon
an sci: pre-veterinary
Torrey Leslie Greene
forest management
Bruce W. Grenier
community development
Linda D. Griffith
nutrition & dietetics
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Daniel R. Grisson
animal sciences
Mary C. Hammond
animal sciences
Patricia L. Hansen
nutrition & dietetics
Paula A. Hanson
child!family studies
Alicia M. Healey
hydrology/russian
Laurence D. Healy
occupational education
Lydia Pauline Hempel
env conservation
Walter M. Henderson Jr.
wildlife management
Christine L. Herzstock
nutrition & dietetics
Duncan L. Hilchey
occuaptional education
Kimberly A. Hodgkins
child!family studies
Denise A. Hodgson
nutrition & dietetics
Karl W. Honkanen
env conservation
Michelle Rene Horner
biochemistry
Gail G. Hoyt
resource economics
Jill A. Hunter
entomology
Catherine M. Huot
botany & plant pathology
MaryBeth E . Hurley
home economics
Diane M . Jacobs
nutrition & dietetics
Karen F. Johnstone
animal sciences
Joan E . Keller
child/family studies
David B. Kelly
an sci: pre-veterinary
Laurie L. Kidder
resource economics
David Kiley
biochemistry
Gerald M. Kirouac
child!family studies
John W. Knight
fore st management
Alayne T. Krantz
plant science
Gregory C . Lane
forest management
Martha G. Langevin
home ec: consumer studies
Janet E. Larson
an sci: pre-veterinary
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Mark Stephen Leahy
entomology
Janis Leavitt
childlf amily studies
Christopher J. Lee
an sci: pre-veterinary
Suzanne Leland
an sci: pre-veterinary
Laura G. Lewis
forest management
William G. Logue Jr.
hydrology
Morgan S. Long
an sci: pre-veterinary
Catherine M . Lowell
forest science
Karen L. Lubold
an sci: pre-veterinary
Belinda J. Lucy
nutrition & dietetics
Karin E. Lund
child/family studies
Robert J. Lutz
biochemistry
David F . MacDowell
an sci: pre-veterinary
Donna-Jaye Mack
animal sciences
Pamela L. Macukewicz
childlfamily studies
Alan E . Magnusson
env conservation
Tamorah J. Malette
childlfamily studies
Eileen M. Maltese
env conservation
Ellie A. Matthews
childlfamily studies
Patricia L. Mayzaka
home ec: consumer studies
Caryl Seeley McPherson
plant science
Sarah Mellin
an sci: pre-veterinary
Susan H. Mercer
an sci: pre-veterinary
Sally E . Merrill
wildlife management
Michael}. Meyer
forest management
Charles R. Miner
wildlife management
Mitch L. Moriarty
fore st management
Bar~ara;, ~orse
anima sciences
William A. Munroe
biochemistry
William T. Myers
general studies
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Beth H . White
an sci: pre-veterinary
Sarah J. Whitney
plant science
Leigh A. Wiggin
chifcl!family studies
Kevin D. Wilkinson
forest management
Fredericka J. Wolman
general studies
Anne E. Wolterbeek
botany & plant pathology
Richard W. Woodman
hydrology
Allyson L. Wroby
env conservation
Richard S. Wyman
env conservation
Joyce C. Young
child/family studies

SENIOR POLL
Highlights of UNH Years:
- Finally reaching graduation time and realizing
there is a hell of a
lot more yet to learn.
- The day after finals at
Nick's!
-Fridays!
-Weekends; each and every
one.
- Moving off campus (away
from dining hall food).
- College Woods, it's a
great and beautiful
escape from everything.
- Getting to know friends
who will be with me for

life.
- Making honors.
- The spirit which was
shown during UNH hockey
games.
- Everything between
getting here and
leaving.

Life Sciences and Agriculture
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COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES
Ellis C. Adams
mechanical engineering
Charles M. Alix
civil engineering
Mark H. Andrews
civil eng/bus admin
David A. Aniello
elec eng technology
Philip M. Anthony
math/computer science
Andrew W. Arsenault
mech eng: energy
Richard A. Baker Jr.
com scilenglish
Mark P. Baldwin
chemical engineering
Michael E. Barber
civil engineering
Allen C. Barnard
chemistry
Betsy E . Barnes
chemistry
George R. Beaulieu
elec eng technology
David S. Belknap
civil engineering
Nicholas A. Bellavance
mechanical engineering
Herbert G. Bergamini
science
Michael A. Biron
electrical engineering
Laurence N. Bohs
electrical engineering
Christine E. Bonne
math ed: elementary
John MacKenzie Brandes
mechanical engineering
Reed C. Breland
geology
Lawrence E . Brennan
mechanical engineering
Christian P. Brouillard
electrical engineering
L. Allen Brown
chemistry
Rosalie M. Brown
electrical engineering
Howard C. Button
electrical engineering
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Gerald D. Neiman
an sci: pre-veterinary

SENIOR POLL

LindaJ. Noel
nutrition & dietetics

Definition of a College Student:
- Someone who has managed to put off
the real world for 4 years.
- Partially crazed, slightly masochistic,
constantly impoverished, supremely
wise, all under 25.

Susan J. O'Leary
home ec: consumer studies

-An individual who is always behind.

Katrina J. Olin
child/family studies

- Someone who can tolerate standing
in lines .
- Someone who can survive all nighters,
bookstore bills, and St. Patrick's
Day at UNH.
Scott F. Orencole
biochemistry

- One who is either preparing for the
real world or escaping from it.

Joanne R. Palmer
home ec: pre-schooled

-A person wandering aimlessly through
the best years of their life, not
realizing it until it's almost over.

Catherine A. Pearce
child/family studies
Jean M. Peretti
nutrition & dietetics
Kathryn Ann Perkins
home ec education
Linda A. Peterson
nutrition & dietetics
Karen S. Playle
nutrition & dietetics
Robert W. Plourde
env conservation
Amy S. Posner
child/family studies
Dennis Joseph Pratt
biochemistry
Stephen S. Puksta
fore st management
Susan W . Randaccio
home ec: consumer studies
Timothy C. Rech
forest resources
LisaE. Reed
child/family studies
Karen A. Ritacco
animal sciences
Martha Ann Roberts
childJfamity studies
Claire L. Robinson
an sci: pre-veterinary

Life Sciences and Agriculture
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Edward G. Robinson
wildlife management
Elaine J. Rose
animal sciences
Sharon Ann Ross
nutrition & dietetics
Betsy L. Runstein
animal sciences
Pamela]. Russell
animal sciences
Jennifer R. Sabean
animal sciences
Nancy Sainburg
env conservation
Nancy A. Samuels
animal sciences
Carole Sanborn
childJfamily studies
Susan Bancroft Sanders
childJfamily studies
David H . Schubert
botany & plant pathology
Jodi L. Silverman
childJfamily studies
Robert G. Skenderian
an sci: pre-veterinary
Suzanne M. Smart
animal sciences
Alicia M. Smith
wildlife management
Patricia A. Stearns
biochemistry
Sara E. Sullivan
animal sciences
Judith A. Tallman
animal sciences
Pamela G. Tartsa
home ec: pre-school ed
Frank W. Thomas
hydrology
Mark A. Thompson
forest management
Ellen M. Thurston
botany & plant pathology
Denise Tiralla
childJfamily studies
Maricely S. Torre
animal sciences
Kevin]. Trasl<
animal sciences
Louise H. Waddell
childJfamily studies
Mary D . Wakely
home ec education
Becky Waldron
env conservation
Valerie J. Warburton
animal sciences
Kevin J. West
community development
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John R. Campbell
chemical engineering
Stephen S. Carr
geology

Patrick D. Castaldo
mechanical engineering
Donna L. Catero
math/computer science

Georgios Charos
chemical engineering
James M. Chickering
computer science

Joseph P. Chisholm
civil engineering
Thomas B. Clarke
electric/ engineering
Tom Claus
mechanical engineering
David A. Cole
geology
Terence A. Cole
chemistry
William D. Crean
civil engineering
Paul C. Dahlstrom
electrical engineering
Stephen Dakoulas
electrical engineering
Carol H. Dallen
chemistry
James S. Dana
mechanical engineering
Lynn C. Daniels
mathematics
Bruce C. Deary
mechanical engineering
Ronald A. DeBlois Jr.
civil engineering
Michael P. Decelle
electrical engineering
Scott E. Dempsey
mechanical engineering

Engineering and Physical Sciences
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Steven F. Dempsey
mechanical engineering
Richard P. Despins
mechanical engineering
John S. Deterling
mechanical engineering
Susan J. DiFabio
math/computer science
Joseph P. Doherty
chemical engineering
Kevin F. Donnelly
civil engineering
Denis M. Drapeau
mechanical engineering
Paul]. Dube
electrical engineering
Susan R. Dubois
electrical engineering
Cynthia K. Duda
chemical engineering
Susan J. Duffy
mathematics
Timothy P. Dunn
chemical engineering
James P. Dwyer
geology
Kevin D.Fairman
mech eng: energy
Scott E. Federman
chem englbus admin
Gerhard H. Fickenwirth
mechanical engineering
Alan J. Fougere
electrical engineering
P. Gordon Fulda
science
Daniel M. Gagne
computer science
David A. Gaseau
mechanical engineering
Sarah Ellen Goodrich
civil engineering
Marya E. Gorczyca
civil engineering
Matthew M. Gormley
electrical engineering
David A. Greer
mechanical engineering
James A. Grikas
mechanical engineering
Deborah A. Guilford
mechanical engineering
Kathryn A. Harrington
elec & comp eng
Stuart D. Hartford
civil engineering
Attila E. Herczeg
chemical engineering
William R. Hill
elec eng technology
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Dana R. Hodgkins
elec eng technology
John Patrick Hogan
geology
Lorri J. Holmes
mathematics
Brenda M. Horne
math/computer science
David A. Huebner
science
William J. [acobsmeyer
mechanica engineering
Pamela P. James
geology
Donna L. Jennings
geology
Bruce A. Johnson
mechanical engineering
Daniel 0 . Joyce
mathematics
Peter E. Karalis
mechanical engineering
Peter J.
Karamourtopoulos
math/computer science
Stephen D . Kendig
electrical engineering
David H . King
mech eng: energy
Richard W. King
civil engineering
David W. Klose
chemical engineering
Philip J. Kopp Jr.
physics
Virginia L. Kuczun
math ed: elementary
Cynthia S. Kuehl
math/economics
Donald A. Lachance
civil engineering
Marc G. Lamontagne
mechanical engineering
Michael P. LaRoche
chemical engineering
Karen J. Larson
geology
Charles N. Le Ray
computer science
Thomas W. Lear
mathematics
Artie L. LeBrasseur
civil engineering
John P. LeFebvre
chemical engineering
George W. LeMay
mechanical engineering
Holly M . Lessard
math ed: secondary
Nancy Jane Lessels
math ed: elementary

Engineering and Physical Sciences
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John E. Levkulic
civil engineering
Sandra E. Lewis
geology
Frederic J. Licht
civil engineering
David C. Likos
mathematics
Dave D. Litten
elec & comp eng

SENIOR POLL
Definition of a College Student:
- One who sits in the library (B
floor) pretending to study.
-A breed of human that struggles
for a number of years (sometimes
just four) against seemingly
insurmountable odds and still
manages to have fun .
-A person who actually pays others
to put himself to work in a master
game of memorization.

Michael E. Littlefield
science
Brenda S. Lorden
math ed: elementary
John P. Loughlin
mechanical engineering
John K. Machamer
mechanical engineering
Laurie M. MacKellar
mechanical engineering
Timothy J. Mackey
elec & comp eng
Robert W. Madea
mechanical engineering
Thomas F. Maguire
geology
Thomas W . Mason
mechanical engineering
Peter J. Maysek
mechanical engineering
John R. McCormack Jr.
computer science
DebraA. McNeill
computer science
Susan E. Milnes
geology
William D . Minor
electrical engineering
Dino A. Minuti
computer science
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-A person reaching, searching and
growing intellectually, pe rsonally
and socially, never seeing the
same thing with the same eyes!
- Transferring twice, changing your
major twice, and still not knowing
what you want to do when you
graduate.
- Someone who is poor and owns a
lot of textbooks.

Lynn M. Monica
electrical engineering
Melvin Mark Morrison
mech eng technology
Alan H . Moulton
mechanical engineering
Houssein-S eyed
Mousavi-Tavi
civil engineering
Michael/. Mowbray
chemica engineering
Michael F. Murphy
computer science
John J. Nachilly
electrical engineering
Douglas J. Norton
chemistry
Peter F. Nunes
geology
Gail M . O'Connell
civil engineering
Gia Pappas
chemical engineering
Christopher W. Pardus
geology
Cheryl A. Parker
computer science
Mark R. Pawlowski
env civil engineering
Mark C. Pelletier
civil engineering
Ann E. Perry
chemistry
Sanford L. Pflug
mechanical engineering
David E. Pinsky
civil engineering
MarkJ. Piper
electrical engineering
Daniel M . Poland
civil engineering
John A. Porter
math ed: secondary
Robert M . Porter
chemical engineering
David D. Randall
chemical engineering
Richard M. Ravenelle
chemistry
James G. Regopoulos
electrical engineering
Leslie Bruce Rintoul
civil engineering
Glenn Eugene Roberts
civil engineering
Gary E. Robinson
chemical engineering
Douglas J. Rowe
math/computer science
Carol A. Russ
geology
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Warren L. Scrivani
electrical engineering
Cynthia A. Smith
electrical engineering
Linda D. Smith
computer science
Charles T. Spyropulos
physics
Diane Sullivan
St. Laurent
math ed: elementary
Douglas J. Stanton
electrical engineering
Lonni B. Stern
math!computer science
Carl D. Sundheim
computer science
Joel M. Thomas
mechanical engineering
Steven A. U rsillo
mathematics
Mary K. Van Ullen
chemistry
Daniel A. Viscardi
civil engineering
Michael S. Vlahos
math/economics
MarcC. Vogt
electrical engineering
Richard T. Wales
elec & comp eng
Jack E. Watson
mechanical engineering

SENIOR POLL

Steven David Webber
mechanical engineering

Parting Words of Wisdom:
- Sometimes professors forget that students
enjoy a personable man as well as an
educator.
- Use your college years to experience life
to its fullest. We'll never again be in
such a diverse atmosphere with so much
to offer.

R. Harris Whitehead

mechanical engineering
Wendy J. Winslow
mathematics

-As the Wizard of Ox said to the scarecrow
"I can't give you a brain, but here's a
'
diploma."

Lauren L. Wiseman
computer science
Perry A. Yastrov
electrical engineering
Eileen M. Yeaton
geology
Brett Thomas Zerba
mechanical engineering
Steven C. Zuckerman
geology
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WHITTEMO RE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
AND ECONOMIC S
Laura A. Adams
adminlpsychology
Jonathan N. Aliber
administration
Deborah S. Allison
administration

r

Whitney G. Anderson
administration
Cada Asvaraksh
hotel administration
Jeffrey R. Belmont
hotel administration
David A. Berry
administration
James D. Berry
economics
Peter G. Blake
administration
Janice M. Blatt
hotel administration
Paul S. Blesse
administration
Jane E. Boissonneau
administration
Lynne A. Bolduc
administration
John R. Bonczek
administration
Edward A. Bonneville
administration
Gregory J. Borden
administration
Lee A. Bosse
administration
David R. Bouchard
administration
Steven S. Bragdon
administration
Scott J. Briggs
administration
Donald William Brown
administration
Judith A. Brown
administration
Edward J. Brunoli
hotel administration
Bryant S. Burns
administration
Stephen C . Buzzell
administration

Whittemore School of Business and Economics
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Sharon E . Callaghan
hotel administration
Che.ryl L. Campbell
administration
Charles A. Caramihalis
hotel administration
Timothy M. Cardew
administration
Frank Casale
economics
Ronald S. Chin
administration
Cynthia Cinsavich
administration
Donald P. Cirillo
economics
Peter D. Clark
administration
Ian Garry Clarke-Pounder
administration
Marianne Clement
administration
Gretchen R. Clifford
economics
Mark J. Coakley
hotel admin/economics
Donna M . Cokely
administration
Michael F. Colburn
administration
Jennifer J. Conrad
administration
Theodore P. Corcoran
hotel administration
Raymond E. Cormier
administration

l

ulie Jo Cramer
hote administration
Daniel L. Croteau
administration
Sara M. Dahill
economics
Frank A. Daniels Jr.
administration
Kerin E . Deedy
economics
Luke E . Demers
administration
Diana L. Dempsey
administration
Ellen J. Devereaux
administration
Charles G. Devine
admin/communication
Pamela A. DiPietro
administration
Robert C. Doherty
administration
Catherine L. Dole
administration
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Darlene A. Doran
administration
Joseph S. Dorison
economics
Barry J. Doyle
hotel administration
Francien H . Dubois
economics
Maryanne Duca
administration
Robert F. Dunigan
hotel adminlfrench
Michael B. Dutton
hotel administration
David M . Elliott
administration
Janice M . Emanuel
administration
Michelle K. Fahey
administration
David Downs Farrar
economics

~

Stephen G. Ferranti
economics
Mark Fichera
administration

~-~'

Robert S. Fisher
administration

I

Thomas J. Foley
administration
Jeffrey S. Fontaine
administration
Rand L. Ford
economics
Nancy L. Forsyth
administration
R. Bruce Frazer
administration

Laurie D. Freedman
hotel administration
Loretta A. Fritz
administration
Jean M. Gagnon
hotel administration
Susan M . Galipault
administration
Bruce R. Gandal
hotel administration
Joseph Garside
hotel administration
Stephen R. Gaumer
admin/ communication
Edward P. Gauthier
economics
Barry J. Gearin
administration
Jeffrey H . Geltz
hotel administration
Donald E . Gillis
administration

Whittemore School of Business and Economics
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Louise M . Girard

administration
Diane M . Gordon

administration

•
Peter S. Grant
hotel administration
Douglas C. Gray

administration

Nancy J. Gregory
hotel administration
Thomas M. Hamlin
hotel administration
Steven P. Hanlon

administration
James Michael Hannan

administration
Richard W. Harmon

administration
James D . Harnden

administration
James Harrison

administration
Marianne Hartmann

administration
Sherrianne Hartmann

administration
Ronald E. Hasseltine

economics
Harry B. Hedison

economics
Diane Leslie Heinsius

hotel administration
Cathy L. Heinze

administration
Joanne C. Henley

administration
Elizabeth R. Hilpman

economics/spanish
Stephen P. Hirons

administration
Lisa A. Hofling

administration
Dorothea E. Holden

administration
Lisa A. Hooper
hotel administration
Christy C. Houpis

administration
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Todd M . Huang
administration
Nancy H. Hubbard
economics
David A. Hull
administration
Jeannette V. Jardine
economics
Craig P. Jensen
adminleconomics
David M. Kalil
economics
Scott A. Kanter
administration
Cynthia A. Kaplan
admin/spanish
Terry A. Keane
administration
Patricia J. Kelly
hotel adminlenglish
Brian M . Kendrigan
administration
Daniel Keyes
administration
Sharon M. Kirouac
administration
Sandra B. Knorr
administration
Carol E. Knowlton
hotel administration
Spencer P. Koromilas
economics
Christopher E . Kosinski
administration
Nancy C. Kraker
hotel administration
Beverly J. Kristen
economics
Lynne Kurkjian
economics
Beverly J. Kushin
adminleconomics
Bessie L. Labanaris
administration
Peter W. Leberman
administration
Charles W . Lesieur
administration
Cheryl S. Lesieur
administration
J. Timothy Leyden
economics
Gregory W. Little
administration
Robert W . Loomis
administration
Brett S. Louis
administration
Gwenn E. Machell
administration

Whittemore School of Business and Economics
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Priscilla W. Macinnis
administration
Robert J. Mackey
economics
Norman D. MacLeod
economics
George L. Markos
economics
Julie A. Martin
economics
Cheryl A. Martucci
hotel administration
Jeffrey B. McAleney
administration
Joseph Jay McKenna
administration
Mark S. McKinnon
administration
Heidi Anne McMahon
administration
James Ross McMahon III
hotel administration
Lee-Ann McQuade
administration
Todd Means
administration
Patricia A. Mehron
admin/spanish
Richard A. Melgard
administration
JohnG. Mokas
administration
Donald F. Mollitor
hotel administration
Wendy A. Moore
hotel administration
Holly J. Mosher
economics
Robert R. Mulrenin
administration
James S. Murray Jr.
administration
William A. Nader
economics
Donald A. Nadreau
administration
Ronald J. Nadreau
administration
Wendy S. Near
hotel administration
Mark D. Nicolai
admin/eco nomics
M. Lee Nordblom
economics
Jeffrey T. North
administration
David B. O'Brien
administration
Thomas M. O'Connell
administration
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Jeffrey C. Orr
hotel administration
James F. Paradise
economics/philosophy
Dwayne D . Patterson
administration
Dawn E. Perry
administration
Susan J. Peter
administration
David J. Petersen
administration

SENIOR POLL

Philip L. Pierce
administration

Parting Words of
Wisdom:

Thomas H . Pierce
administration

- Wherever I am in 50
years, I will probably
look back and say those
years at UNH were the
best. And if I were to
play it again, I would
not change a thing,
except maybe registering
for 8:00 a.m. classes.

Kyriacos P. Polycarpou
economics
Peter C. Preston
admin/economics
Mark R. Proctor
administration

- Take advantage of everything! The entire world
is compressed into a
University campus and
I don't believe that
opportunities will ever
be more available.

Maryann A. Puchlopek
administration
Frederick P. Puksta
administration

- Take caution in understanding the value of an
experience for each has
a unique specialness.

Steven E. Quinn
administration

Iris E. Rauscher
adminlgerman
Jill M. Reddish
administration
Mark J. Rizzo
administration
Cynthia J. Roantree
administration
Mark Robinson
economics
John P. Rogan
hotel administration
Wendy K. Ross
administration
James J. Rossiter
admin/political science
David F . Roughton
administration
John S. Royal
administration

Whittemore School of Business and Economics
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Joanna A. Saltonstall
administration
H. Chris Schmalbruch
administration
Ronald S. Seger
administration

Robert E. Sevigny
adminlpsychology
Katherine M. Simone
administration
Martin F . Smith
administration:
Richard S. Smith
admin/economics

WayneE.M . Smith
economics
Joel D. Sorofman
economics
Richard William Souchek
administration
Cheryl D. Sousa
administration
Philip Eddie St. Germain
administration
Lisa M. Stepanek
hotel administration
William E. Stone
administration
Elizabeth G. Stotz
hotel administration
Eric S. Stotz
hotel administration
A. Bartlett Stryker III
adminlcommunication
Charles A. Sullivan
hotel administration
Gifford A. Swanson
administration
Richard R. Tardif
administration
Jon C. Taylor
administration
Jeffrey S. Thacker
administration
John B. Tilton
administration
Cynthia L. Tocci
hotel administration
Michael G. Troy
hotel administration
Joseph Trubacz
administration
Constance A. Tsiatsios
administration
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Charlene Tung
administration
Cynthia A. Turcotte
administration
Raymond E. Turgeon
administration
Melissa M. Tuttle
hotel administration
Mary J. Twitchell
administration
Michael F. Tyrrell
administration
James A. Vafides
administration
Joseph L. Valianti
administration
Alexander S. Wade
administration
Deborah Anne Walker
administration
Richard M. Wallis
administration
Scott B. Walters
administration
William David Ward
economics
Lawrence P. Westlake
economics
Timothy Scott Wheelock
administration
Edward P. Wiederhold
administration
Michael E. Wilber
administration
David J. Wilson
adminlpolitical science
Kenneth D . Wilson
hotel administration
Colleen M. Wimsatt
administration
Michael Raymond
Bouchard
management

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Linda M. Lavoie
management

Division of Continuing Education
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COLLEGE OF
HEALTH STUDIES
Deborah L. Atwood
medical technology
Cynthia M. Baker
nursing
Deborah A. Ballard
nursing
Monica A. Barrett
occupational therapy
Meredith Becker
nursing
June E . Bernard
nursing
Karen E. Bernier
communication disorders
Donna L. Bibbo
occupational therapy
Mary Jo Boardman
health admin & planning
Ivy M . Boggis
communication disorders
Kim M. Bosse
phys ed: teacher cert

Mary Ellen Brenan
health admin & planning
Barbara B. Brothwell
medical technology
Joseph M . Brown Jr.
medical technology
Kathryn A. Bryant
phys ed: teacher cert
Deborah M. Bukartek
nursing
Bonne L. Burnett
communication disorders
Annemarie T. Calhoun
physical education
Kristin A. Carlson
health admin & planning
Bruce A. Cerullo
phys ed: exer specialist
Ann M. Chalifour
nursing
Julie M . Choate
phys ed: teacher cert
Karen M. Comerford
health admin & planning
Cheryl A. Compos
nursing
Christine A. Cooper
occupational therapy
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Cheryle A. Cote
health admin & planning
Deborah L. Cox
occupational therapy
Gary M. Crossan
sports communication
Jaylee A. Crotto
nursing
Beth A. Curtin
communication disorders
Ruth E . Curtis
occupational therapy
Nancy E. Damon
phys ed: exer specialist
Tara K. Deneka
occupational therapy
Jill E. Dever
phys ed: teacher cert
Judith E . Didio
communication disorders
Deborah L. Dodge
communication disorders
Deb Dorr
recreation administration
Elayne M . Dudley
communication disorders
Cheryl L. Ellingwood
recreation administration
Lori J. Etheridge
nursing
Michael W. Ferguson
physical education
Patricia M. Ferraro
nursing
Deborah A. Fournier
communication disorders
Donna L. Fraser
health admin & planning
Karin Ingrid Fredriksen
nursing
Carl D. Gagnon
health admin & planning
Deborah M . Garger
nursing
Emily L. Garrett
nursing
Cynthia L. Gibson
nursing
Judith M. Glannon
communication disorders
Patricia M. Grant
occupational therapy
Brenda A. Gravink
physical education
Richard C. Guilmette
recreation administration
Laurie L. Gunter
occupational therapy
Sheri Jane Gurney
occupational therapy
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Holly A. Hamlin
occupational therapy
Lori Jean Harriman
recreation & parks
Joanne Harrington
comm disorders/psych
Kathy A. Harrington
phys ed: teacher cert
Jane A. Hebert
nursing
Cathleen A. Hines
communication disorders
Patricia A. Hogarth
nursing
Marianne E. Horan
medical technology
Elizabeth Huckins
communication disorders
Mary L. Hynes
phys ed: exer specialist
Shirley A. Jackson
nursing
Karen M. Janos
health admin & planning
Diane D. Jensen
recreation administration
Marilyn A. Johnson
occupational therapy
Stephen J. Kasabian
health admin & planning
Janice E. Kelsey
nursing

Elizabeth L. Kennedy
nursing

Deborah L. Knoff
occupational therapy
Monica A. Labrie
occupational therapy
Patricia A. Labrie
nursing
J eanAnn Lacasse
recreation & parks
Lauren G. Landau
health admin & planning
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Jayni L. Landschulz
occupational therapy
Suzanne E. LeClair
health admin & planning
Cindy B. Levine
medical technology
Michael C. Libby
medical technology
Donald C. Lichty
health admin & planning
Wendy S. LobdeJI
phys ed: teacher cert
Cynthia C. Longton
nursing
Donald E. MacAskiJI
park management
Jane A. MacDonald
medical technology
Nancy MacPhee
communication disorders
Susan C. Malavich
nursing
Laurie A. Marrs
communication disorders
Medora L. Matoska
health admin & planning
Janice P. McCarthy
occupational therapy
Mary Beth McCarthy
occupational therapy
Carol L. McCuJlough
phys ed: teacher cert
Nancy R. McIntire
nursing
Debra A. McLachlan
nursing
Stacey J. McMurphy
health admin & planning
Linda M. McMurray
occupational therapy
Laurie Susan MighiJI
medical technology
Susan F. MiJler
occupational therapy
Prudence B. Minich
phys ed: teacher cert
Maureen E. Molloy
health admin & planning
Maurine A. Morin
occupational therapy
Elizabeth H. Mudge
health admin & planning
Laurie A. Munson
occupational therapy
Nancy E. Murdock
occupational therapy
Kim L. Neskey
nursing
Susan J. Nielsen
nursing

Health Studies
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Catherine R. Noble
occupational therapy
Noreen L. Norman
health admin & planning
Sally A. Novell
nursing
Sandra A. Paccasassi
occupational therapy
Jo-Ann Paveglio
communication disorders
Susan E. Pelletier
recreation administration

SENIOR POLL

Mark A. Peterson
health admin & planning

Parting Words of Wisdom:
- You are here to learn; you can do it in the
classroom, but the most valuable things you
can learn are of yourself.
- Become involved in an extracurricular activity
early in your college years and keep it up.
Although UNH is large, it still offers an
opportunity to become dedicated to a cause and
to realize that you can make a difference.

Cynthia J. Petit
occupational therapy
Frank J. Petruno
health admin & planning

- To give up the pursuit of your dreams - that
is failure.
-When in doubt, drop!
- I'm not looking back - they may be gaining
onme.

Maureen K. Piecuch
nursing
Deborah L. Pinet
occupational therapy

- Nothing you do is irreversible. If you want to
change something, do it. It's never too late.
- Don't judge anything by your first two years.

Lorraine K. Pitts
occ therapy/psych
Debra A. Poire
health admin & planning
Gary R. Pouliot
phys ed: teacher cert
Anne E. Quincy
nursing
Ginette Rand
communication disorders
Peter C. Robarts
pe: teaching/ath training
Douglas S. Romano
phys ed: teacher cert
Maureen Rowan
health admin & planning
Ann Ryder
nursing
Denise M. Sheridan
nursing
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Joseph K. Spence
sports communication
Karen L. Stanilonis
medical technology
David B. Staples
med tech/microbiology
Linda L. Starkey
occupational therapy
Douglas J. Styles
medical technology
Patricia A. Sweeney
pre-physical therapy
Karen Anne Tankard
medical technology
Cynthia A. Tauscher
nursing
Heidi S. Tibbetts
communication disorders
Donna M. Tosi
medical technology
Kathleen A. Treakle
occupational therapy
Nancy J. Urcuioli
communication disorders
Mary A. VanRossum
nursing
Melissa W. Viard
recreation administration
Sally P. Vining
nursing
Lisa H . Vom Eigen
phys ed: exer specialist
Bonnie J. Voye
athletic training
Jane D . Wahlberg
phys ed: teacher cert
John S. Wardrop
phys ed: teacher cert
Lori J. Willis
comm disorders/psych
Karen E. Wilson
communication disorders
AnneL. Wood
communication disorders
Lisa E. Xanthos
nursing

Health Studies
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COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS
Jonathan Abramson
political science
Mark A. Adams
communication
Anne Allwarden
sociology
Janet G. Appleton
psychology
Sandra Kay Armstrong
microbiology
Patricia Ann Artus
psychology
David B. Auclair
political science
Anne H. Barach
psychology
Jane Barg
english
Sima B. Barmakian
psychology
Steven N. Barndollar
political science/history
Grace P. Bartolo
communication
Lewis T. Batt
history
Susan A. Bell
social work
Martin J. Bergeron
theater
Carol A. Berry
english teaching
Kelli M. Bertram
sociology
Tara E. Bickford
social work/psychology
Kim E. Billings
english
Deborah Birnie
psychology
Mark J. Blair
communication
Janice E. Blake
social work
Barry D. Bliss
political science
Davida L. Block
criminal justice
Michele B. Bogen
theater
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Liberal Arts

Denise R. Boisselle
communication
Lorraine A. Boudreau
comm/psychology
Catherine Y. Bowman
fine arts
Patricia A. Bradley
theater
Sarah J. Bradshaw
spanish
Paula J. Bradstreet
history
Beverly A. Breed
psychology
Jane Brennan
communication
Philip J. Bresnahan
zoology
Margaret M. Briand
english
Tracey A. Brock
social work
L. Collette Brooks
communication
Deborah Ann Brown
english
Joel D. Brown
english
Anne S. Burt
political science
Robin A. Butt
social work
Linda L. Byrne
microbiology
David M. Callahan
political science
Sharon H . Carrier
english teaching
Dennis G. Cauchon
english
Martha L. Chamberlain
history
David J. Christina
history
Janice G. Chuluda
psychology
Amber Lee Cilley
studio art
Shelley Clark
psychology
G. Rita Colby
theater
Karyn Lee Cole
english
Carolyn L. Collins
theater
Barbara P. Comer
communication
M. Kathleen Comiskey
english

Liberal Arts
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Caty T. Conley
poli sci/social work
Cathryn A. Conway
social work
Catherine D. Cormier
psychology
Suzanne Cornelius
theater
Bruce R. Cote
zoology
Sharon A. Cud_dy
spamsh
Elizabeth G. Cumber
studio art
Nancy J. Cundy
psychology
Kathleen T. Curran
french
Lee Cuthbert
political science
Loren E. Davis
communication
Paula A. Debski
music education
Kimberly DePalma
psychology
Bette J. de Steuben
biology
Lauren C. Dill
zoology
Mary T. Dillon
psychology
Marianne DiMascio
social work
Cecilia A. Dintino
theater
Jennifer DiStefano
psychology
Janet K. Duff
english
Michael C. Duff
history
Suzanne J. Duffy
zoology
Mary M. Duhamel
spanish
Amanda Plourde
Duquette
political science
Diane E . Duranceau
fine arts
John D. Durie
history
Mark J. Dussault
communication
Margaret E. Dutch
zoology
Jason H. Edwards
psychology
Sarah B. Edwards
zoology
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SENIOR POLL
Definition of a College Student:

,,

- One who goes to school & grows up incredibly.
- One who has a knapsack and walks a lot.
Judy E . Eldredge
communication
Joanne G. Ellis
communication
Donna L. Ellsworth
psychology

Keith M . Estes
anthropology
Robin Everitt
music education
Donna A. Fadley
sociol work
EmmaL. Fate
english
Karen J. Felber
english
Judi S. Fineblit
zoology
Ned H . Finkel
english
Laurie L. Fisher
political science
Janice A. Fitz
music ·
Maureen K. Fitzgerald
psychology
Laura M. Flynn
english
Brian D. Folker
english
Denise J. Foster
studio art

Jill E. Freeman
english"

Kelly A. French
communication/spanish
Christopher J.
Freyermuth
zoology
Linda Frisone
psychology
Annchen P. Gager
anthropology
Rachel M. Gagne
english
Marc W. Gagnon
sociol work

Liberal Arts
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DebraJ. Gahagan
social work/psychology
Susan E. Gannett
english
Kathryn E . Garipay
psychology
Cynthia L. Garvin
music education
Gary R. Gaulin
zoology
Catherine M. Gault
psychology
Lisa S. Geilich
studio art
Marianne E. Gionfriddo
psychology
Michael W . Gooden
studio art
Kimberly C. Goodreau
english
Alison Goodrich
communication
F. Emerson Gordon
spanish

Jeffrey W. Grace
linguistics
Scott M. Graham
psychology

Sue A. Graves
microbiology
Alan G. Greenwood
english

Paul F. Griner
history
Richard G. Gust
zoology
Jennifer D . Hall
english
Nancy Rae Haney
communication
Gabrielle Haroules
sociology
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Liberal Arts

Laura L. Hartop
french
Linda A. Hartunian
spanish
Elizabeth Hasler
english
Nancy E. Hayes
history
Carolyn G. Hayward
zoology
Brenda Marie Heath
psychology
Marc A. Hebert
music education
AmyE. Held
classics
Lynne Helfand
psychology
Douglas P. Hendrick
political science
Todd E. Henry
communication
Laurie E. Herbst
music: performance study
Dale L. Higgins
psychology
Heather M. Hill
history
Karen B. Hoffman
microbiology
Kimberly Holcombe
fine arts
Elizabeth D. Holroyd
communication
Sharleen J. Homiak
psychology
Jane E. Horlick
political science
Jacquelyn Hom
fine arts
Maria L. Hom
social work
Toshinori Hoshi
psychology
Deborah L. Howard
political science
LoriJ. Howard
english
Dawn D. Howes
psychology/spanish
Karen L. Hoyle
social work
Jan A. Huntley
english
Wendy J. Isham
music education
Karen A. Johnson
zoology
Robin L. Johnson
poli scilrussian

Liberal Arts
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Joan E . Jones
art history
Russell V. Jutras
zoology
Judith C. Kamakas
social work
Glen J. Kaufmann
political science
Elizabeth J. Keegan
social work
Arthur J. Keenan
microbiology
Richard J. Kelly
communication
Mary A. Kenison
social work
T. Michael Kennedy
political science
Kim E . Keyser
english
Elizabeth J. Kimball
russian
Elisabeth S. Kinney
english
John D. Klobucher
political science
Laurie S. Kossowan
zoology
Ellen M . Kunes
english
Lisa M. LaChapelle
psychology
Patricia M. Lane
zoology
Anne V. Langlois
english
Laurie L. Larocque
social work
Laurie B. Laufer
psychology
Terra Lee
english
Stephen E . Lemos
zoology
Brenda J. Lenz
microbiology
Robert T. Leonard Jr.
zoology
Diane F. Lerch
communication
David A. Levine
political science
Dawna M . Lieber
psychology
Lawrence C. Lindquist
political science
Gloria A . Lodge
social work
Patrick S. Logan
english
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Anita Love
history
John M. Low
english
Nancy E. Lowd
political science
Diana C. Lyons
english
Heather J. MacDonald
spanish
Sandy MacQuarrie
psychology
Susan E. Maloof
communication
Lisa L. Mancuso
studio art
Susan M. Mann
spanish
Debra J. Mansfield
social work
Stephen Martino
social work
Cindy I. Matt
english
James D. Mattson
english teaching
Patricia A. McCabe
sociology
Kevin J. McCarthy
criminal justice
Sarah J. McConnell
social work
Rebecca L. McDonough
english
Charlene A. McGhee
spanish
Joseph P. McGovern
psychology/sociology
Barbara A. McGrath
social work
Judith R. McGuirk
social work
Caroline J. McKee
communication
Peter H . Mekelatos
psychology
Dean D . Melen
psychology
Carol M. Merlini
spanish
Gail B. Merzer
musical theater
Christofher R. Messier
politica science
Alison B. Miller
communication
Anne M . Milligan
communication
John A. Millin
microbiology

Liberal Arts
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Leola A. Mills
social work
Louise S. Mills
english
DonnaJ. Minott
social work
Alice E . Moore
political science/history
Heidi Moore
psychology
Margaret C. Morse
political science
Martha L. Morse
spanish
Cathy Anne Muise
theater
Jill Ebba Neri
studio art
Elizabeth J. Nielsen
political science
Jere P. Norman Jr.
political science
Nancy E . Notis
communication
Donna E. Nystrom
music education
Christine M. O'Connor
political science
Patricia A. Oliveira
communication
Peter V. Oliver
psychology
Thomas A. O'Neill
zoology
Randall T. Pabst
social work
Dianne M . Paci
communication
Susan Panzik
political science
Judith M. Paradis
english teaching
Susan R. Paxman
english
William M. Pearson
english
George F. Perry
geography
Janet Eva Louise Peter
english
Carolyn M. Pfundstein
english
Geralyn M . Phinney
psych/child & family
studies
Cynthia L. Pierce
english
Lori A. Pilotte
social work
Kathleen A. Pirog
social work
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M. Katherine Placey
english teaching
Jeffrey Pollard
psychology
Joanne Pransky
psychology
Virginia L. Pratt
history
Edward F. Prescott
political science
Katherine L. Preston
english teaching
Cyndee L. Prew
english teaching
Wendy L. Purdy
english teaching
Katherine L. Putnam
english
Brenda A. Quiet
social work
Russell J. Quinn
music: performance study
Karen Reinauer
english
Bonnie L. Rentsch
fine arts
Yvette Restani
german
Lori A. Rhodes
social work
Lauren A. Richardson
studio art

-

Allyson Ricketts
sociology

NEW·
HANPSHIRE
=--~~~ . 1
•- -; -~

Elissa F. Riggio
psychology
Veronica J. Riley
german
Sherienne K. Rist
commlpsychology
Candy J. Ritch
fine arts
Curtis John Robinson
english

Liberal Arts
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Ellen L. Robinson
comm/business mgmt

Lisbeth M . Robinson
social work
Kenneth C. Roemer
musical theater
Leah M. Rogers
psychology

Paul 0. Rohart
zoology
Eleazar Romero
liberal arts

Dana Rosenberg
communication

Anne-Marie Rounds
art history
Jennifer G. Roussel
psychology
Henry J. Roy III
psychology
Maria A. Russell
spanish
Marlene Russo
psychology
Christopher J. Ryder
zoology
Susan Safford
communication
Richard D. Sawyer Jr.
sociology
Sharon Newton Sawyer
art history
Louise A. Schimke
english
Elizabeth A. Schindler
english teaching
Susan J. Schirl
psychology
Linda M . Schneider
psychology
Robin S. Schneider
theater
Cathryn Wyman Schubert
zoology
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Christopher J. Schuyler
poli sci/economics
Lori E . Schwartz
social work
Kathi M. Scrizzi
english
Patricia C. Semken
art history
Steven P. Sgrulloni
social work
Kathleen Patricia Shea
communication
Terence M . Shea
english
Karen J. Shor
social work
Paula M. Sicard
social work
Dawn M. Sidway
spanish
Debra S. Simmering
political science
Robin Ann Skinner
anthropology/classics
Cynthia P. Smith
psychology
Jonathan E. Smith
fine arts
Susan P. Smith
social work
Nina L. Smith
social work
Mary A. Snow
english
Linda F. Sokolowski
psychology
Deborah A. Spira
psychology
Vicki J. St. Germain
fine arts
Jennifer G. St. Lawrence
history
Lauriann Stanley
psychology
Joanne C. Stavola
psychology
Thomas D. Stecher
communication
Michael G. Stone
spanish
Lisa A. Stroebel
studio art
Joan T. Stylianos
english
Leslie A. Sullivan
communication
Mary M. Sweeney
studio art
Johanna Szarek
communication

Liberal Arts
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Richard R. Szpak
political science
Karen M. Tassinari
music education
Charles R. Taylor
geography
Nancy B. Taylor
social work
Sharon E . Taylor
psychology
Faye A. Tenney
english
Dana B. Tessin
anthropology
Ella Sweetland Thomas
russian/communication
April Dawn Tilbury
fine arts
Robin L. Tobias
studio art
Elspeth A. Troost
microbiology
Melissa M . Turner
english
Brad L. Upham
biology
Kathleen Mary Varney
psychology
Martha M. Varney
english
Dianne P. Vatcher
social work
Elizabeth A. Wadolkowski
microbiology
Deborah M . Walker
social work
Elizabeth Ann Walker
communication
Nancy Walsh
communication
Steven R. Walsh
criminal justice
Cynthia M. Weagle
communication
Deborah A. Weeks
history
Pat Weisberg
english teaching
Janet Wells
anthropology
Charlene M. West
english teaching
Meg Terese Whiston
english teaching
Brenda Whitmore
microbiology
Lynn C. Wiatrowski
psychology
Andrew Christopher
Wiesner
psychology/economics
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Julie L. Williams
communication
Maura E . Winston
political science
Robert W. Wiseman
zoology
Jeffrey S. Wolff
zoology
Patricia F. Woodbury
classics/english
Mary Elizabeth Yokich
psychology
Jane Rachel Young
political science
Maureen A. Young
poli scilrussian
Sharon B. Zagorski
social work

Betsy Zig Ziegler
sociology

Liberal Arts
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THOMPSON SCHOOL
OF APPLIED SCIENCE
Jeffrey A. Anderson
civil technology
Bradford K. Beal
applied animal science
Gregory R. Berg
applied business mgmt
Marshall B. Bowen
food services mgmt
Michael V. Der Bogosian
food services mgmt
Susan W . Eliason
applied animal science

Jane Marie Flynn
applied business mgmt

Jeffrey M. Good
applied plant science
Donna L. Grusell
applied animal science
Kimberly Hanson
food services mgmt
Jason S. Hiltz
civil technology
Jeffrey P. Hollister
civil technology
William P. Janelle
civil technology
Marilyn E . Jewett
food services mgmt
Janet L. [ohnson
applied anima science
Scott Michael Knowles
civil technology
Kathleen D. Langelier
applied animal science
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Thompson School of Applied Science

Nadine P. Lawler
food services mgmt
Nicholas S. Meninno
civil technology
George G. Munz
food services mgmt

William S. O'Brien
applied plant science
Kathleen L. Otash
applied business mgmt
Margaret Nina Ranucci
food services mgmt
Heather A. Remillard
applied plant science

Janet M. Rimkunas
applied plant science
Karen J. Ring
applied animal science
Stuart P. Rogers
applied plant science
Brian A. Rowe
applied animal science
Howard M. Ruderfer
food service mgmt
Joel D. Runnals
civil technology
Jeffrey M. Ryder
civil technology
David J. Scanlon
applied plant science
Kenneth D. Smith
applied plant science
Nancy E. Smith
fore st technology
RudolfF. von Strasser
applied plant science
James M . Tarleton
civil technology
Craig C. White
civil technology
Eric J. White
civil technology
Katie A. Yesmentes
applied plant science

Thompson School of Applied Science
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COLLEGE OF LIFE
SCIENCES
AND AGRICULTURE

Charles S. De Villafane
resource economics

Sarah Burnham Johnston
animal sciences

Cynthia Marie Meade
home ec: consumer studies

Richard Joseph Doherty
forest management

Sharon E. Croto Josephson
forest management

A~ari/- Beekman Meader
an1ma sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Kathleen Alice Donahue
entomology

George Robert Junior
animal sciences

Christopher Henry Mende
fore st management

Ginny Darlington Eliason
botany & plant path/eng

Philip E. Donhauser
entomology

Rosemarie L. Kaminski
biochemistry

Peter Collins Merrill
animal sciences

Ellen Mary Thurston
botany & plant pathology

Robert W . Drinkwater
env conservation

Scott Calkins Keenan
env conservation

Leisa June Mingo
animal sciences

Bachelor of Science

Joyce Elaine Faigel
nutrition & dietetics

Std,hen Craig Kenney
hy rology

Roberta L. Reese Mongeon
home ec: education

Clifford Lee Albro
plant science

Barbara Susan Farr
env conservation

Christine F. King
env conservation

Charles A. Moreno
fore st science

Edward William Ambrogi
env conservation

Carolyn Louise Farr
resource economics

John C. Kowsz
hydrology

Patricia Anne Morley
animal sciences

Walter Alexander Anacki
occupational education

Daniel S. Fitzgerald
resource economics

Paul J. Krusic Jr.
fore st management

Susan Ellen Morrissey
botany & plant pathology

Katharine F. Ayer
animal sciences

Kim D . Wilson Foreman
plant science

Roberta Pauline Lachut
animal sciences

Caroline P. Mudge
nutrition & dietetics

Thomas Alan Barker
animal sciences

Kathryn Joyce Foster
occupational education

Michael Paul Lambert
biochemistry

Barbara Joan Murphy
biochemistry

James Arthur Baron
community development

Norman Edward Frani
env conservation

Karen Ann Lawson
child/family studies

Katherine Jane Murphy
animal sciences

Bruce Donnivan Bartel
env conservation

Nancy Lynn Frechette
child/family studies

Marjorie E. Layman
plant science

Robert John Murphy
plant science

Gary F. Bartlett
env conservation

Mary Elizabeth Freeman
general studies

Gay Nina Leavitt
plant science

Suzanne Denning Neill
biochemistry

Edwin L. Batchelder III
env conservation

Wendy A. Gadbois
animal sciences

Arthur F. LeClair
general studies

George Michael Newton
community development

Joseph Wilfred Belanger
env conservation

Mark Roy Ganzer
animal sciences

Jay Newton Leech
animal sciences

Leslie D. Nichols-Ring
env conservation

Lucinda Hollace Berry
home ec: consumer studies

Ellen Joy Garber
botany & plant pathology

Elizabeth H. L'Homm e
animal sciences

Opubo Deripoko Ogaji
child!f amily studies

Bonnie Marie Bethune
env conservation

Judythe M. Gatchell
nutrition & dietetics

Robert Alan Lilljedahl
wildlife management

Marisa Angelina Oriti
botany & plant pathology

Michael A. Bockman
resource economics

Katherine Helga Graham
animal sciences

Evangeline A. Lincoln
child/family studies

Sandra Burbank Ortman
nutrition & dietetics

Elizabeth Anne Boynton
biochemistry

Laura Lincoln Graves
hydrology

Steven Patrick Long
for est science

Charlotte L. Ouimet
home ec: consumer studies

Victoria Brendler
childlf amily studies

Margo Rebecca Gray
an sci: pre-veterinary

Anita Jean Longan
nutrition & dietetics

Joanne Ruth Palmer
child/family studies

Sally Ann Brewer
env conservation

Ann Louise Harding
animal sciences

Kathi Carver Longwell
animal sciences

Ronald Charles Pembroke
plant science

Margaret Mary Brodeur
env conservation

Jennifer Lynn Harlow
occupational education

Judith Grace Lopez
nutrition & dietetics

Kimberlee A. Persons
general studies

John Henry Burke III
forest management

Kenneth William Harlow
biochemistry

John Robert MacArthur
env conservation

Florence Anne Peterson
botany & plant pathology

Robert Lansing Caley
env conservation

Elizabeth Comer Henry
home ec: consumer studies

Michael John Mack
env conservation

Ann L. Petroski
animal sciences/ace ed

Robert {- Capobianco
entomo ogy

Linda Susan Herrick
environmental conservation

Robert Stanley Mackey
env conservation

Carole Anne Pierce
child/family stud/admin

Cheryl Ann Caswell
soil science

Lisa Anne Herrick
animal sciences

Nancy Marie Maculiewicz
botany & plant pathology

Carol Ann Piotrowski
animal sciences

Diane Elizabeth Champy
an sci: pre-veterinary

Susan Hilton Hobbs
nutrition & dietetics

Sherrill J. Madden
env conservation

W~nd! A?n Pitman
antma sciences

Nancy Ellen Chandler
animal sciences

Susan Elizabeth Hogarty
child/family studies

Daniel W. Maravell
animal sciences

Charles Otto Puth
resource economics

David Alan Christopher
plant science

Karen Elizabeth Howe
hydrology

Joseph Pane Marcucci
community development

Ruth Ellen Quigley
dietetics

Marcus Roe Colley
animal sciences

Janet P. Howgate
child/family studies

Susan H. Martindale
child/family studies

Rocco R. Raduazo
biochemistry

Johanne P. Cournoyer
animal sciences

Verna Kinne James
home ec: consumer studies

Charles Dean Mattson
occupation education

Bruce Gordon Ramsay
fore st management

Katherine Anne Crotty
nutrition & dietetics

Linda J. Jeffrey
general studies

Hope Ives Mauran
forest manageme nt

Ann Reid
biology

Gloriann Crowe
animal sciences

Peter Soren Jensen
soil science

Dianne Marie McCann
community development

Gisela Riess
child/family studies

Timothy Mika! Cunnien
occupational education

Marguerite Johnson
animal sciences

Cathleen E. McElligott
nutrition & dietetics

Nancy Lynn Riley
env conservation

Karen Ann Davis
home ec: consumer studies

Richard Alan Johnson
env conservation

Dennis M. McKearin
botany & plant pathology

Glenn C. Roberts
fore st science
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Elizabeth L. Robinson
an sci: pre-veterinary

Victoria L. Wells
childlf amily studies

Heather Locke Wing
geology

Brewster S. Butters
physics

Janice R.C . Rosa
child/family studies

Beatrice Sylvia White
wildlife management

James Gerard Cam pbell
physics

Kenneth R. Rose Jr.
hydrology

Lauren Marie Whiting
child/family studies

Bachelor of Engineering
Technology

Judith Anne Ross
an sci: pre-veterinary

Susan Yvonne Wilder
home ec: consumer studies

Lisa Jane Roulx
animal sciences

John Lowell Woodcock
fore st .science

Suzanne Rita Rdi
child/family stu ies

Kathleen Ann Woodcock
resource economics

Wendi Lee Rush
plant science

Richard Joseph Wozmak
hydrology

Ellen Katheryn Russell
biology

Judith Ann Wright
community development

Colin Jerome Sanborn
botany & plant pathology

Pamela Jane Wright
child/family studies

Vincentia Ann Sassano
nutrition & dietetics

Barbara Hutchinson Yager
community development

Christine B. Savignano
nutrition & dietetics

Hillary Phelps Young
home ec: consumer studies

Virginia Gale Schaffer
env conservation

Kathe Anne Zappala
biology

Charles Michael Scimone
an sci: pre-veterinary

Cynthia Jean Zoller
child/family studies

Gregory John Shott
biology

COLLEGE OF
ENGINEERING
AND PHYSICAL
SCIENCES

Ellen Elizabeth Slutz
wildlife management
Timothl, James Spinney
entomo ogy

Floyd Joseph Backes
elec eng technology
Nicholas J. Conti Jr.
mech eng technology
Sheldon C . Holm es Jr .
elec eng technology
John Francis Maher
mech eng technology
Brian Dennis Martin
elec eng technology
Douglas Steven McBride
elec eng technology
Peter Alan Mongeo n
elec eng technology
Rodney J. Ou ellette
mech eng technology
Scott Harry Prescott
elec eng technology
Roger Lesli e Shaw
elec eng technology

Thomas L. Cantor
chemical engineering
James A. Cassidv
chemical engineerin g
Kamolnai Chaixani en
chemical engineering
Thomas Allan Champagne
civil engineerin g
R. Bradfo rd Chase
computer science
Andrew A. Chen
chemical engineering
Pauline Christie
chemical enginee rin g
Robert Scott Clav
electrical engin ee rin g
Brian Wavne Clogston
civil engin eering
Timoth, Charles Coffn
chemical engin ee rin g .
Michael Robert Com is
mechanical engineerin g

Bachelor of Science

Mitchell Paul Cond,lis
computer science

Bruce Warren Adams
env civil eng

Tina M. Servetas Conwa,·
computer science

El-Hachemi Aliouche
electrical engineerin g

Jam es Michael Crothe rs
civil engi neerin g

1

Gary Paul Stevens
env conservation

Bachelor of Arts

Ste hen Robert Allen
geo og y

Thom as Warren Davis
computer science

Carla Ben ton Strai~ht
an sci/nutrition & iet

Paul Lawrence Ayers III
mathematics

John Henry Ankiewicz
geology

James A. Deros ier
env civil eng

Marie Louise Straiton
animal sciences

Michael Bryon Coolidge
chemistry

Donna Lynn Ashford
civil engineering

Michael Joseph Driscoll
civil engin ee ring

Elizabeth Sutton
nutrition & dietetics

Mary Elizabeth Dacey
science

Robert James Baglev
mechanical engineering

James Joseph Eggers
co mputer science

Mark Alexander Sutton
hydrology

Maura Ann Fitzpatrick
geolog y

Catherine A. Baldasaro
math/eco nomics

Douglas D. Eisenh aue r
co mputer science

Caroline Mary Tarca
an sci: pre-veterinary

Katherine D. Gallotta
mathematics

Michae1/ohn Beliveau
chemica engineering

Tahar Elkorchi
civil engin ee rin g

Gay Susan Tardiff
nutrition & dietetics

Roy Leonard Goldstein
geology

Abderrahman e Benguerrah
mechanical engi neering

Carol Ann Emen·
env ciUl eng

Candace Shaw Thayer
nutrition & dietetics

Charles A. Grasso Jr .
science

Daniel Felix Boisclair
mechanica l engineeri ng

Jam es MacDonald E men
geology

Jane Marie Thibodeau
env conservation

Denise Marian Greig
geology

Farid Bosli
elec eng/eco nomics

l\farie Theresa Ennis
civil enginee ring

John Edward Thompson
wildlife management

Hugh William Harn ey
mathematics

James Calvin Bosworth
chemcial engineerin g

Hassan 1\1 ustafa Ezzeddine
civil engi nee ri11 g

Robert Stephen Thornton
env conservation

Douglas R. Hendrickson
math/geogra phy

Normand He nry Bouche r
electrical engineering

Darrell Da,id Fee
electrica l e11gi11 ee ri11g

Lay Michael Towne
otany & plant pathology

Kevin Dean Kimball
chemistry

Mohamed Boudjelal
electrical engineerin g

Linda Ann Fiddes
mathematics

Susan Lee Tuttle
botany & plant patholog y

Edward J. LaCoursie re
physics

Edward Charles Bourgoin e
electrical engi nee rin g

Sandra Jeann e Filion
chem ical enginee ri11 g

Mary A. Valliere
biochemistn;

Janet E lisabeth Larson
chemistry

James Stephen Brackett
mechanical enginee rin g

Alan James Fougere
electrical engi11 ee ri11g

Thomas Josef.h Vasta
occupationa educa tion

Philip E. McGraw
chemistry

Kenneth Paul Brewe r
chemica l engineering

Timothv Allan Frechette
civil en€!, in ee rin g

Jennifer Diane Vetter
wildlife management

Robert P. O'Neil
chemistry

Ernest Charles Brewster
mechanical e11gi nee ri11 g

Kristen D"Ette Fusia
civil enginee rin g

Lydia T. Villanueva
wildlife co nservation

Mary Ann e Platek
science

Michelle Marie Brisse
chemica l engineering

Thomas Brendan Gage
geology

Robert Allen Vinton
env conservation

Marl Elizabeth Pratt
mat e11w tics

Craig Victor Brue ngger
mechanica l enginee rin g

Michael Joseph Gagnon
computer science

Anita Shirley Ward
child!f amily studies

Michael E. Shevlin
scie nce

Patrick John Burke
civil enginee rin g

Robert Alfred Galli
mechanical engin ee ri11 g

Gail Marie Webster
home ec: education

Sara Jane Sullivan
mathematics

Timothy Stewart Burke
mecli a,{ical engin eering

Timotln- Charles Gehlin g
chemical e11gin ee ri11 g
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Thomas Mark Gerrish
chemical engineering

Raymond Joseph Lan za
elec & comp eng

Scott Crawford Rose
geology

Douglas Richard Winter
chemical engineering

Mark H. Gilkev
mechanical engineering

Beth Ann Le Blanc
chemical engineering

Michael A. Russo
electrical engineering

John Joseph Wolf
geology

Guy Christian Giroux
computer science

Jean Pierre Le J acq
mechanical engineering

Elbert E. Rychlik Jr.
chemical engineering

Jean Alice Young
computer science

Louis Robert Gobin
env civil eng

Robert P. Levesque Jr.
civil engineering

Mark Anthony Sawtelle
computer science

Roger P. Goldenberg
geology

Brian F. MacDonald
chemistry

Michael Charles Schagrin
mechanical engineering

David S. Goodwin
chemical engineering

Patrick Thomas Maney
mechanical engineering

David Alan Schrier
physics

Jon Earl Graham

Kenneth C. Marsden
math/computer science

James H. Sevigny
geology

Bachelor of Arts

computer sci.ence

Kathy Jean Grant
computer science

Michael Richard Marston
math/computer science

James C. Seward
math/economics

Abderrahmane Benguerrah
economics

Marv Arlene Grass
mathematics

Dennis M. McDevitt
mechanical engineering

Robert Lee Shappell
civil engineering

Jeanne Louise Bergeron
economics

Wilberta Lee Grav
math/computer science

Edward F. McDonnell
elec l- comp eng

Ronald Warren Sheppe
electrical engineering

Donald Paul Bouchard
economics

Eric Hansen
computer science

Robert Francis McGrath
chemical engineering

Michael James Shumway
civil engineering

Thomas Matthew Boyle
economics

Robert Edward Hart
computer science

Anthony Paul Mele
chemical engineering

Margaret Ann Silvers
mathematics

Stephen Fredrick Burnside
economics

Donna Marie Hebert
mechanical engineering

Djamel Meziane-Tani
chem engleconomics

Donald Gordon Slade
chemical engineering

Paula Ann Casey
economics

Michael Jon Hemmert
computer science

Peter Simon Michaud
computer science

James Gow Sleeper
civil engineering

Mary Christine Cronin
economics

Craig Alan Herring
computer science

Mark Steven Micucci
civil engineering

Bruce N. Smith Jr.
mechanical engineering

William Vincent Daley
economics

Marshall Cooper Hewitt
geology

Felix Ramon Miguens
chemical engineering

Carol Ellen Smith
math/physics

John Alan Deputy
economics

Peter Jon Hodgkins
electrical engineering

Saeid Nasser Miremadi
mechanical engineering

Christopher P. Smith
mechanical engineering

Susan R. Drain
economics

Christopher John Hoen
geology

Michael A. Morin
electrical engineering

Robert Cary Solomon
elec & comp eng

Michael Paul Ebbs
economics

Thomas Joseph Horan
chemica engineering

Wayne Steven Morrison
computer science

Mark Maddison Steeves
mechanical engineering

Marie Patricia Glynn
economics

William M. Howdeshell
electrical engineering

Paul John Musante
chemical engineering

Mark Robert Stuart
math/economics

David John Greenlaw
economics

Shawn William Hughes
civil engineering

Sean Hugh O'Brien
elec & comp eng

Eric Paul Stucker
mechanical engineering

Gregory Hodge
economics

Stephen David Hume
mathematics

David Lawrence Osborne
math/computer science

Brion P. Szwed
civil engineering

Michael J. Iacopino
economics

Robert Prescott Hunsaker
geology

David Alan Ouellette
computer science

Gary Vaughn Thompson
elec & comp eng

Walter T. Jepson Jr.
economics

Belinda J. Hutchins
env civil eng

Wendell Scott Palmer
electrical engineering

RuthAnn L. Thompson
civil engineering

Peter William Jones
economicslpoli sci

Kathleen A. Irvine-Bosworth
env civil eng

Whitney Jon Parker
civil engineering

Jonathan P. Towle
civil engineering

Gary J. Krasnov
economics

Kenneth Raymond Jacques
chemical engineering

Richard J. Patterson
civil engineering

Herbert T. Ueda Jr.
env civil eng

James Clay Larrabee
economics

Terry Eugene Johnson
mechanical engineering

Steven Lee Pellerin
mechanical engineering

George Oliver Villanyi
chemical engineering

David Wilfred Lavoie
economics

Cynthia Caldwell Jones
chemistry

Paul Francis Pietryka
elec & comp eng

Robert Arthur Viveney
computer science

Robert J. Mercure
economics

Ansis Juris Kalnajs
civil engineering

David Curtis Potter
chemical engineering

Jeanne Karlin Walz
math/economics

Djamel Meziane-Tani
economics

Thomas Marcus Kegel
mechanical engineering

Miguel Nestor Powers
geology

Robert F. Watkins Jr.
civil engineering

Steven R. Norman
economics

Kenneth Joseph Kestler
mechanical engineering

Mark Pritchard
chemical engineering

RalQh E. Wegener
civi engineering

Peter J. Pingitore
economics

Joseph P. Kilpatrick
chemical engineering

Robert A. Puchlopek
mechanical engineering

Cindy Lee White
civil engineering

Dennis James Ranson
economics

Paul Gregory King
chem englbiochem

Daniel A. Quinlan
electrical engineering

Gregory Allen White
electrical engineering

Syed Anvaar Rasool
economics

Donald Joseph Labonte
computer science

John Dennis Quinn
mechanical engineering

Scott David Whitney
elec & comp eng

Peter S. Tandy
economics

Marc Henry Lang
elec & comp eng

Timothy C. Raup
computer science

Ann Margaret Willi
computer science

Jane E. Tonery
economics

John Alan Lantagne
electrical engineering

Barry Bennett Reinhold
physics/comp sci

Perry Scott Williams
electrical engineering

Terence G. Tracy
economics
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WHITTEMORE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS AND
ECONOMICS

David N. Weisberg
economics

Bachelor of Science
Christopher Bertrand Achorn
administration
Richard Anthony Alafat
hotel administration
Edward James Albro
administration
Christopher Bartlett Allen
administration
Erah E. Andrews
hotel administration
Mark H. Andrews
administration
Nancy Gail Antonopoulos
administration
Eugene Curtis Avery
administration
Carol D'Arcangelo Bailey
administration
Deborah Key Baker
administration
Catherine A. Bannan
administration
Ronald L. Baron
administration
David George Barr
administration
Roslyn D. Beaupre
administration
Allen F. Bednarz
administration
Mark Bell
administration
Douglas C. Berry
administration
Sally Anne Gould Blanchette
administration
Susan Maria Brightman
administration
David Gunnar Broms
administration
Roger W. Brown Jr.
administration

Ernest George Craig
administration

Kevin Dean Haddock
administration

Doreen Marie Lawless
adminlpsychology

Kenneth Lee Crepeau
administration
Anne Marie Crotty
administration
Paul Francis Cummings
administration
Robert Michael Daley
administration
Nina L. Rosa DeGasperis
administration

Michael Halligan
administration
Camela Jane Hamlin
administration

Michael Jerome Lawless
administration

Mark Standish Hanks
administration
Gregory Alan Harisiades
administration
Chris Bradley Harrington
administration

Daniel Joseph Leavitt
adminlpoli sci
Stephen A. Lemire
administration
Leo Henry Levasseur
administration
William Edward Long
administration

Jeffrey J. DeG rechie
administration

John Howell Hatcher
hotel administration

Alan David Lord
administration

Thomas Edward DeLozier
administration
Donald Charles Doane
hotel administration
Dana Gardner Doe
hotel administration
Mary Jane Driscoll
administration
Diane L. Dubois
administration

Lawrence Oliver Herman
administration
Robert Edward Higley
administration
Wendy Ann Hill
administration

Harold E. MacBride
administration
James G. MacVane
administration
Alan Turner Mackey
administration

David Presscott Hodgdon
administration
Jeffrey Allen Hodgdon
administration

Michael K. Marchese
administration
Robert E. Marchewka
admin/psychology

George J. Dufour Jr.
hotel administration

TimothJi James Hogan
hotel a ministration

Richard Joseph Marooney
administration

Linda Sue Dustin
administration

Kenneth W. Holdway
administration

Neal Robert Dwelley
administration
Christopher James Ellis
administration
Thomas Vincent Elwood
hotel administration
Elizabeth Carol Ewen
administration
John W. Fay
administration
Frederic H. Federman
admin/economics
James Vincent Ferrini
administration
David Charles Fine
hotel administration
Larry T. Fleming
administration

Peter Garrett Horan
administration

Warren J. Marr Jr.
hotel administration
Susan Elizabeth Martin
administration
Simone Diana Masse
administration

Jack Henry Hounsell
administration
Brett Daniel Houston
hotel administration
Sarah Bronwyn Hughes
administration
John Lawrence Hunt
administration
Rebecca Ann Isakson
admin/spanish
Richard K. Jansen
hotel administration
Kathy Sue Johnson
administration
Philip Bradford Johnson
administration
Ricky Lawrence Jones
administration

Arion Atherton Chaffee
administration
Charles Towle Cheney
administration
John A. Clements Jr.
administration
Chester William Coffey
administration
Russell Bernard Coit
administration
John Douglas Cole
administration

John William Flynn Jr.
administration
Patricia Margaret Flynn
administration
Kathy Ann Fokas
admin/health admin & plan
John Stuart Gardner
administration
Robert H. Gartland
hotel administration
Steven R. Genestreti
administration
Norman Douglas Gerasin
administration
David George Gerow
adminlenv conservation
Michael Young Gnecco
hotel administration
Chis Todd Goodman
administration

Ernest Harry Collier
administration

Christine Peirson Griggs
administration

Elizabeth M. Kent
adminlpsychology
Daniel Thomas Kerwin
hotel administration
Charles Douglas King
administration
Knute Halvor Klefos
administration
James Michael Kott
administration
Matthew Wayne Kurylo
hotel administration
Irwin A. Lampron Jr.
administration

Carolyn E. Cossette
administration

Lawrence R. Guay II
administration
Edward Alfred Guidotti
administration

Dana F. Lancaster
hotel administration
Scott David LaValley
hotel administration

Robert Alan Burns
administration
Elizabeth A. Cacciola
administration
Michael James Casimiro
administration

John Cousland
administration

Robert Allen Jones
administration
Robert J. Jordan Jr.
administration
Scott Arthur Judd
hotel administration

C. DoJ;las Mattern
hotel a ministration
Catherine Ridsdale McCall
administration
Scott H. McChesney
administration
John F. McConvey
administration
Patricia Ann McGrath
hotel administration
Wallace M. McRae
administration
Mark Anton Mears
adminleconomics
Michele Beth Meister
administration
Stevenlohn Millen•
hotel a ministration
Donald Richard Miller
administration
Sandra Leigh Miller
hotel administration
Patrick Anthony Mion
administra/ion
Brian Gilbert Moore
administration
Daniel Anthony Marreo
hotel administration
Ronald E. Morris Jr.
administration
Cynthia Marie Mulica
administration
Jessica Lou Nasson
administration
Joan Ellen Nicolais
admin/art history
Cafoui E. Nyatepe-Coo
administration
Mark Joseph O'Hearn
administration
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Peter John Ohlenbusch
administration
Mark Todd Osler
administration
James Robert Oswald
administration
Jeffrey Dana Payson
hotel administration
Eric Rolf Pettersen
hotel administration

Andrew M. Van Vleck
administration

Tracy George Plante
administration

Nancy Jean Walker
administration
Thomas Harold Weigley
hotel administration

Judith Ann Pamper
administration
Mark Philip Prestipino
administration
Francis Leo Quinn
hotel administration

Robert F. Vance Jr.
administration
George Oliver Villanyi
administration
Michael Alan Waghorne
administration
Peter Whitney Wagner
administration

David Winsor Wilde
administration
Scott Daniel Willis
administration

John Stephen Rafferty
administration

Joanne L. Wirick-McCoy
administration

Joseph B. Reilly III
administration
Howard Russell Richards
administration
Donald Robert Roy
administration
Kimberly Anne Roy
administration
Lynne Marie Russell
administration
John David Rydin
administration

Martin Hal Witzburg
administration
Jacob Seth Wolpe
administration
Donald Leroy Wood
administration

Michael Salinaro
administration
Donna Marie Schneider
administration
Charles B. Schooler Jr.
administration
Terry Patrick Schrepfer
administration
Michael E. Serieka
administration
Nikhil Seth
hotel administration
Holly Randall Shinn
administration
Jacob Elia Shulman
administration
Lee Walton Skinner
administration
Bernard A. Smith
administration
David Parker Smith
administration
Scott Woods Spalding
administration
Mark Edward Speidel
administration
Nancy Elizabeth Spoerl
administration
Pamela Ann Steeg
hotel administration
Mark Robert Suomala
administration
Robert Paul Sweeney
administration

Nancy Lee Woodburn
administration
Coline MacRae Woodworth
administration
Anne Therese Wroblicka
administration
Gregory Peter Xiggoros
admin/psychology
Bridrt Mary Yule
hote administration
Timothy D. Zachman
administration
Brian Ernest Zappala
administration
William Jon Zink
hotel administration

SCHOOL OF HEALTH
STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
Jane Ellen Anderson
occupational therapy
Richard John Andrew
health admin & planning
Karin May Arneberg
health admin & planning
Marcia M. Arthur
communication disorders
Karen M. Babinski
nursing
John Albert Bagonzi
phys ed: teacher cert
Francis Ford Barth
phys ed: teacher cert
David Warren Beattie
nursing

Carol Ann Traynor
administration

Joan M. Bell
health admin & planning
Diane Marie Bergeron
nursing

GerardJ,ean Truchon
hotel a ministration

Carol Ruth Berry
nursing

Judith Ann Vachon
administration

Jeanne M. Berube
nursing
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Susan May Bonne
nursing
Jane Elinor Boyle
phys ed: teacher cert
Claudia Mary Brand
phys ed: teacher cert
Dianne Frances Brooks
phys ed: teacher cert
John Charles Burri!
phys ed: teacher cert
Scott Winfield Burrill
phys ed: teacher cert
Scott Lee Buttrick
health admin & planning
Mary Anita Churchman
nursing
Eileen Mary Condron
nursing
Sherrill Lee Davis
recreation administration
Kathleen S. Demers
communication disorders
Lorraine Josephine Demers
communication disorders
Francis James Doherty
phys ed: exer specialist
Michael John Durning
recreation administration
Daniel Alan Estee
health admin & planning
Jeanna M. Evangelista
health admin & planning
Lenore Beth Favenesi
occupational therapy
James Harold Fredrickson
phys ed: exer specialist
Shelley Ann George
nursing
Ann Elizabeth Gilmore
nursing
Leslie Earl Glover
park management
Mark Edward Gori
phys ed: teacher cert
Anthonyj,ames Grieco
health a min & planning
Florence A. Guimond
nursing
Vicki Lynn Haight
nursing
Gwen Elizabeth Hampson
occupational therapy
Kathryn Ann Hansen
nursing
Cindy Marie Heath
phys ed: teacher cert
Lee Lindsey Hunsaker
sports communication
Lawrence Mark Hurwitz
phys ed: teacher cert
Paul Gaspar lngui
phys ed: teacher cert

Martha Susan King
nursing
Judith M. Kinley
nursing
Janet Alva Kinnier
nursing
Carolyn Louise Knight
health admin & planning
CKnthia Dean Kuehl
p ys ed: exer specialist
Gerald Allen Larson
phys ed: teacher cert
Barbara Allen Lewis
nursing
HenrA David Lipman
healt admin & planning
David Scott Loehle
phys ed: teacher cert
Nathaniel Harriman Lucy
phys ed: teacher cert
Thomas Patrick Lynch
sports communication
Claudette L. Mahar
nursing
Eleanor Anne Marchak
nursing
Sheila Mary Martland
nursing
Christopher Don Mayo
recreation administration
Jeffrey D. McAllister
park management
Lisa Annette McMahon
phys ed: teacher cert
Maureen McNulty
park management
Susan Jean Mellett
phys ed: teacher cert
R. Gerard Miles Jr.
sports communication
Debra Rohr Minnon
nursing
Tecla M. Mires
communication disorders
Sister Barbara A. Molloy
nursing
DebraJ. Morin
occupational therapy
ChristopherJustin Mott
recreation a ministration
John F. Munson
recreation administration
Cheryl Ann Murtagh
phys ed: teacher cert
Bernadette B. Nal
health admin & p anning
JoAnne J. Neary
sports communication
Lillian Ann Paige
nursing

Arnita Kapoor
health admin & planning

Toni Lynn Passerman
recreation administration
Leland Guy Pope
phys ed: teacher cert
Kathleen E. Quinn
occupational therapy
Cynthia Anne Rowins
nursing

Kevin Paul Keenan
recreation administration
Michael M. Kilmartin
health admin & planning

Kathleen Ann Sanborn
phys ed: teacher cert
Janet Ruth Schur
nursing

Cynthia Jean Johnson
nursing
Suzanne Elaine Johnson
nursing

Carolynne Mae Shinn
nursing

Gregory Bastianelli
english

Denise E. Cadorett
social work

Karen Jean Dawson
zoology

Alan Fitch Skelley
phys ed: teacher cert

[?an Heather Batchelder
inguistrcs
Robert Stephen Baum
geography

Deidra Cairns
social work

Diane Y. Delisle
social work

Mary Sylvia Caldwell
philosophy

John Ralph Beaudoin
zoology

Michele Anne Califano
communication

John Wortham Diehl
english
Robert G. DiFranco
studio art

Polly Anne Stimson
communication disorders

Judith Lynn Beaulac
social work
Kathryn Ann Beebie
psychology

Richard Lawrence Dobson
zoology

Sandra Lynn Taylor
occupational therapy

Carl Mark Belanger
psychology

Patrick E . Callaghan II
history
Keith Stephen Callahan
zoology
William E. Callahan
psychology

Steven Scott Taylor
sports communication

Susan Jane Benedict
communication

Fernando A. Campos
political science

James Frank Donahue
political science

David Henry Thibault
sports communication

Kathleen Anne Benenson
art history

Randy Hal Caplan
microbiology

John James Donnelly
political science

Jane Wing Toomire
communication disorders

Edward Robert Benjamin Jr.
political science

Daulin Ann Carlson
political science/english

Darlene Donovan
communication

Jane E. Truncellito
phys ed: teacher cert
Peter Carleton Tufts
sports communication
Robin Lee Van Norman
park management

Clifford Mark Berger
french

Carmelle M. Caron
english

Rosemary Dooda
communication

Jill Ann Bernier
social work

Bridget P. Carr
english

Alfred J. Bissonnette
psychology

Fred Yates Carter
communication

James A. Doolittle
philosophy
David Russell Douglas
history

Edwinna C. Vanderzanden
nursing

Mark R. Blackwood
zoology

Matthew J. Cegelis III
communication

Car'(/ Holmes Dow
eng ish

Linda M. Watters
nursing

Donald Edward Blaine
zoology

Janet Pia Centenari
psychology

Katherine Helen Dowd
music theory

William J. Wharff Jr.
phys ed: teacher cert

Deirdre Cushing Blair
anthropology

Brenda Jean Chabot
communication

Katherine Helen Dowd
music theory

Jeffrey Bond Wheeler
pre-physical therapy

Marion Ruth Blair
english

Alexandra A. Chaltas
linguistics/spanish

Christopher Gibbins Duffy
zoology

David Lee Young
health admin & planning

Pamela Jane Blais
philosophy

Rhonda Joan Cherry
social work

Stephen William Duffy
communication

COLEGE OF LIBERAL

Kathleen Mary Boisvert
communication

Judith Gail Clark
communication

Vicki Lee Durant
social work

Susan May Boodney
communication

Addison W. Closson
political science

Bachelor of Arts

Mary Smfhe Borden
microbio ogy

George B. Collins
geography

Elizabeth Anne Abear
psychology

Cheryl Ann Bourassa
anthrolhistory

Jean M. Collins
social work

Nancy M. Adrien
microbiology

Karen Louise Bowker
social work

William 0 . Collins III
zoology

Sarah Margaret Aicher
theater

Kathryn J. Condit
political science

Peter Ames Akerman
geography

Tamra Lee Bowman
english teaching
Betsy Charnan Bray
social work

Jane Elizabeth Eberle
communication
Eve Virginia Edelstein
studio art
Barbara Ellen Eggers
history
Gregory Peter Ellis
political science
Susan Averill Ellsworth
psychology

Ann Patricia Condon
history

Tarran Janiece Estes
english

Diane E. Alexander
english

Bruce Michael Brenner
political science

William Robert Cotton
psychology

Cynthia Olive Eynon
social work

Harry John Alexander
history

Helen Jane Brock
zoology

Sarah Ann Cowie
social work

Douglas David Fadley
zoology

Howard H . Amidon III
english

Cheryl Ann Brown
political science

Deborah Ann Fairclough
theater

Beth Ann Anderson
philosophy

Nathaniel F. Bruning
english

Timothy C. Cowles
english
Ralph F. Cox
history

Wendy Lee Farley
philosophy

Melissa Gail Arnold
zoology/psych

Linda May Bryant
psychology

John William Critchett
political science

Mark Emerson Favorite
psychology

Barbara Ellen Austen
history
Linda Ann Averill
social work

Rosemarie Walker Bubar
psychology

Greig P. Cronauer
communication

SOCIO

Maura Jean Buckley
theater ·

George DeForest Crosby
spanish

Kathleen Finnerty
social work

Dana Frederick Ayer
political science

Gary Albert Burns
history

Susan Jane E. Cunniff
communication

Waltraud I. Fischer
special education

Karen M. Babinski
psychology

Richard Alan Burr Jr.
political science

Jane Marie Custeau
english

Patrick [oseph Fleming
politica science

Bruce Alan Backofen
communication

Patricia J. Bushway
political science

Judith Ellen Cutter
social work

Arthur C. Fontaine
english

Deanna Bastianelli
social work

Colleen Ann Byrne
social work

Kenneth W. Davis
english

Jill S. Ford
english

Deborah Liza Skelley
phys ed: teacher cert
Roberta Therese Slaby
nursing
Theresa F . Smith
nursing

ARTS

Paul Arthur Dionne
philosophy

Elizabeth Ann Dollinger
art history

Dm1~las A. Fecteau
ogy
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Kare n Churchill Ford

Sandra Wvnne Hayward

Peter James Lane Jr.

english

english

history

ps ychology

l\1ichael Thomas Fove

Denald E llen Hi enkle

John Tayloe Langhorn e

Susan F. Mille r

Carmen Z. Miller

political science

history

english

psychology

Vickv Elizabeth Fovtho

Ellan Kiere Hitch

Susan Elizabeth Lashar

Lori Jean Minte r

communication

co mmunication

psychology

english

Donna L. Francoe ur

Susan Hodgkinson

Steilhen Frank Lauziere

Melinda Sara Molan s

f rench

english

stu wart

psychology

Rachael Lena Fregeau

Mark F. H olden

Kevin James Law

Donna Jean Mongeon

f rench

communication

english teaching

sociology

Ch ristine Marie Frawlev

Ell en Frances H olmes

Nancy An n Lawton

Katherin e Fairfield Moody

english

theater

comm/psychology

political science
Jonathan Win ston Moore

Amy Crampton Gair

Donald W . H ovey Jr.

Stephe n A. Lem ire

art history

history

sociolog y

political science

Pri scilla A. Gallu p

Ravmon d Edward Hu bb e

Gary Levy

Thomas Moore

sociolog y

english

zoology

political science/history

Cvnthia E lle n Gates

Joanne P . Hukee

Philli~ R. Lewis

Mary Ann Moran

political science

micro iolog y

english/social work

Diane Laura Gehru ng

Gregory vVarren Hun t

Gayle H ele ne Li ndsay

D ebra Ell e n Moskowitz

theater

russian/poli sci

psychology

linguistics

social wo rk

Linda Jane Gell man

social work

Mark Chri stian Hunt

Elizabeth D . Little

Karen Kellihe r Moyer

history

english

social work

Randv L. G ibson

Sarah Ann H ydorn

Valerie Paulat Ll oyd

John William Mu elle r

political science

studio art

english

geography

Rob ert Joseph Gibson

Arthur Nathan Illman

Robyn Jeanne Lord

Patricia Starr Mulle n

zoolog y

english

theater

theater

James I. Glasse r

Ann Marie Ives

Mark Ernst Luebbers

Nina Maxine Mulligan

political science

communication

english

social work

Elaine Louise Godu t i

Donna Marie Ivey

Michael Matthew Lyne ss

Cathleen H ele n Mulvey

communica tion

studio art

english

social work

Kimbe rlv Ann Godwin

Ronald Wayne Jacques

Philip Anthon y Lyons

Jame s Morgan Mun sey

political scienee

english

history

Michele Lou ise Gosselin

Jennifer James

Jean M. MacPhe rson

Martin James Murphy

english

english

psychology

zoology

politica(scie nce

Blair William Gourl ev

political science

Sarah W ells James

Lynn Marie Madore

Hannah Morison Murray

art history

social work

theater
Thomas Victor Mu zzey

Dana Andrew Je nnings

Virginia A. Mahan

political science/eco n

english

political science

psychology

William A. Grant Jr.

Kimball Whitting F . John son

Elizabeth Damon Maharrey

Pamela Nataloni

english

english

communication

social work/psych

Lauri /i ean Graves

Richard Fred erick John son

Carri Beth Mahon ey

Cynthia Nathan

englis 1

classics

psychology

social work

Jason L. G reb ste in

George Ronald John ston

Martha Jane Mahoney

Karen Sue Neary

english

english

french

psycholog y

Richard Arthur G roleau

Timothy Jone s

Elisabe th Robbins Marcucci

Ke nne th Hunte r Neill

psychology

Martin Francis G race

history

political science

psycholog y

Richard Wavne Groton

Kathy Elizabe th Jordan

Lorraine Martin

Donna Ma.rie Nelson

spanish

social work

social work

english

Mary Eil een G uest

Elisabe th A. Jorgensen

Joseph Albe rt Massa

Nancy Anne Nichol s

co mmunication

anthropology

theater

psychology
David Hunt Nicke rson

Kevin Alan G uver

Frances A. Kahane

Katherin Lee Matte rn

sociolog y

microbiology

english

history
Christine Marie Nihan

Sharon Lynne H alev

Paul Keegan

David James Matthews

history

english

political science

psychology
Laurin Lee Noel

Marjorie Worthe n Halle

Martin Shaun Ke lly

Debra L. McConn e ll

psycholog y

english

communication

psychology
Jane Fairbanks Norris

Mauree n A. H allora n

Tina May Ke nyon

Richard Jarvi s McCready

spanish

communication

englishlclassics

social work
Michael John O'Grady

Julie Lynn H am

Francis George Keough

Kie rnan James Mc Manus

psychology

sociolog y

political science

Ruth Ellen Hamm e r

Joanne The resa Kirby

Susan Woodward Mead

Laurie Jean Olson

psychology

studio art

psychology

communication

history

Kathleen Ann Hardy

Howard Earl Koiles

Laura Kathleen Meade

Kathryn Josephine O ' Mara

social work

history

communications

communication
Edward Francis Orlowski

Alane Harrington

Diane Eli se Kolle r

Philih Shirkey Me ldrum

german

psychology

psyc olog y

psychology

Vale rie Ann e Harrington

Aimee M. Lambe rt

Donald William Me rkey

Charles Otis

sociology

psychology

english

political science

David Brian Hartne tt

Alison C . Lambe rt

Dian e E li zabeth Me tayer

Beth O'Toole

history

communication

sociolog y

sociology

Kurt Walther H astin gs

Michael B. Landroch e

Richard K. Mikszenas

Kathleen Mary Ott

spanish

english

history

english
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David Lee Ottinger
english
Sarah Anne Ouellette
english

Delight Carol Rothery
english psychology

Victor John Temple
zoology

Paul Roger Beaulieu
fine arts

Mary Patricia Sabourin
english

Danae Louise Bennett
fine arts

Cammi L. Oyabe
psychology

Nancy Ogden Samler
psychology

Sara Jackman Carroll
fine arts

Lisa Claire Palley
social work

Leslie Dow Sanders
english

Darryl Charles Thompson
history
John Richard Thompson
theater
Laura Ruth Thompson
psychology

Martin A. Paquette
studio art

Denise S. Saucier
psychology

Tracy Alice Tilson
communications

Betsey Annette Garand
fine arts

Rita Therese Pare
psychology

Denise Lynne Savard
theater

Deborah Ann Trask
english teaching

Brenda Joy Garand
fine arts

Christopher Tod Parent
communication

Richard A. Schlesinger
communication

Susan Elisabeth Turner
studio art

Nancy Elizabeth Leslie
fine arts

Marty Ray Parks
history

Carol Ann Schreck
zoology

Ann Leslie U zdavinis
communication

Barbara Brown Marshall
fine arts

Lawrence John Peach
english

Mefo Susan Searles
pe ormance study

Alan Henry Vafides
psychology

Karin L. Mattson
fine arts

Christine Alice Perkins
social work

John Edward Shallman
french

Dennis ;ames Viola
politica science

Carol Lindsay Menard
fine arts

Jan A. Perreault
social work

Kimberly Shaw
english

Ann Carol Voltz
social work

Mark Richard Ruddy
fine arts

Michael Van Petrides
political science

Robert E. Shaw
political science

Marina T. Vyrros
spanish

Lydia Marie Staab
fine arts

Shirley Philbrick
politica science

Mark Daniel Shea
psychology

Janet Lee Walker
political science

Bachelor of Music

Susan Carole Phillips
psychology

Grace Marie Sheehan
studio art

Laurie Ann Walker
studio art

Anita Ruth Pounder
studio art

Linus Peter Sheehan
english

Carol Ann Westwater
geography

Joni Lhnn Praded
englis

Kathryn Elizabeth Simons
psychology

William Jay Weyrick
psychology

Gregorlc Mark Pratte III
psycho ogy

David Christopher Skinas
anthropology

Christopher Allen Wharff
english

Kevin Marc Provencher
english teaching

Laurie Ann Sklepowicz
communication

Kathleen L. Wheeler
anthropology

Daniel Francis Quealy Jr.
english

Ellen Elizabeth Slutz
theater

David Master White
zoology

Albert Francis Raine III
anthropology

Joseph Daniel Small
theater

Karyn Ruth White
communication

Brian W. Ray
philosophy

Cathryn Elizabeth Smith
english

Julia B. Whitehouse
english

Subir Ray
zoology

Gerald Allen Smith
psychology

Judith A. Whitham
zoology

David Alan Renaud
political science

Gregory Reiss Smith
history

Mary Elizabeth Willett
psychology

Michael Francis Renaud
history

James Frederick Smith
sociology

Jamie Elizabeth Wilson
linguistics

Judith Ann Rhines
communication

Brett William St. Clair
english teaching

Linda Rose Wilson
english

Glen Bernard Rhuda
political science

Lisa Marie St. John
social work

Michael Christopher Wilson
history

John Allan Rice
zoology

Thomas James St. Onge
political science

Terri Sue Winters
music history/social work

Suzanne Michele Rifenburg
social work

Sharon Lynn Stangroom
anthropology

Mary Elizabeth Wisher
english

Cheryl Elsa Riley
studio art

John William Stevens
psychology

Donald Lee Wohlfarth
history

William Frank Riley
communication

Judith Gould Stevens
social work

Jocelyn Ann Robinson
history

Lorelei Stevens
english

Cathryn Ann Wyman
zoology
Germaine Georgia Yeager
english

r

Terry Anne Rogers
psychology

Eileen Stewart
english

Louise Brooks Rolston
english

David Craig Stockwell
zoology

Mark Donald Romprey
political science

Steven David Young
psychology

Elise Andkjar Freda
fine arts

Barbara Dower Cook
music education
Ken Raymond Crowell
music education
Kenneth Wayne Elliott
music education
Christopher William Erbe
music education
James Robert Gray
music education
Charles A. Hall
music education
Ruth Sylvia Koomruian
organ
Patricia L. St. Laurent
music education
Michael David Straw
music education
Margaret A. Wade-Jappe
music education
Richard Scott White
piano

Bachelor of Science
S. Bridget Hambrook
biology
Phillip Wilcox Hammond Jr.
biology
R. Tod Highsmith

biology

hay David Jamron
iology

THOMPSON SCHOOL OF
APPLIED SCIENCE

Judith Ann Yurek
social work

Associate in Applied Science

Mary Clare Sturrock
spanishlrussian

James Dennison Zellers
studio art

Cheryl A. Ames
applied business mgmt

David Marc Rosenfield
political science

Jan Clare Sullivan
psychology

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Cheryl L. Anderson
applied plant science

Janet Barbara Rossi
social work

Emily Seabury Suter
communication

Mary Jane Bascom
fine arts

Kevin C. Antonucci
civil technology

applied b11si11ess mgmt

Michael R. Desrosiers
civil technology

Sandra J. Lord
applied animal scie11ce

Theodore Alfred Tichy
forest technology

Winona Jane Baile,·
applied a11imal scie11ce

Donna M. Difrancesco
applied plant science

Lisa A. Lucchesi
food services mgmt

Stephen Mario Tirone
applied plant science

Douglas E. Baih·
forest technology

[anet B. Donnellv
applied plant science

Elizabeth Ann Marcotte
applied plant science

Bradford A. Towle
civil technology

Cvmantha J. Ballou
applied lmsiness mgmt

Susan Marie Donovan
applied business mgmt

Beverly A. Markey
applied plant science

Richard D. Tremblay
forest technology

Carol E. Barringer
applied µ/ant scie11ce

Maura E. Dowd
food services mgmt

Brian E. Martin
forest technology

Christopher Tsakiris
applied business mgmt

Theodore E. Bartkus
applied animal scie11ce

Peter J. Dur~in
forest techno ogy

Yves J JP. Martin
applie plant science

Cynthia B. Wagstaff
applied business mgmt

David C. Beane
cidl tech110/ogy

Tracv B. Estano
applied animal science

Robert E. Mathew~
civil technology

Jon S. Wakeman
forest technology

Douglas A. Beard
food sercices mgmt

Theodore T. Everitt III
civil technology

Christopher V. Maxtone-Graham
food services mgmt

Van Osborn Webb
forest technology

Charlene A. Beaulieu
applied µ/ant scie11ce

Craig S. Farnham
applied business mgmt

Marv Ellen McGee
applied business mgmt

Marcy L. Weeks
applied business mgmt

\lartin N. Bemis
applied pla11t science

Paul T. Flvnn
applied business mgmt

Peter C. Merrill
applied animal science

Jeffrey F. Wells
forest technology

Rannoncl E. Benjamin
applied plant scie11ce

Douglas S. Foster
applied business mgmt

James S. Milne
applied plant science

Markus Wetterhorn
forest technology

Tern· D. Bennett
forest technology

Michael John Frarv
forest technology

Sara Mittelmann
applied business mgmt

Brenda Lee White
applied animal science

Jolene Benoit
applied animal science

William V. Gardocki
applied plant science

Lyse Diane Mondor
applied plant science

Karen Marie Whitney
applied animal science

Joanthan Henn- Bixb,·
applied business mgml

Glenn Arthur Gobeille
food services mgmt

Deborah Anne Monette
applied animal science

Joanna Wicklein
applied plant science

Patricia E. Bolduc
applied busi11ess mgmt

Sarah Ellen Gonve
applied business.mgmt

Mark M. Moynihan
food services mgmt

Martha S. Wills
applied business mgmt

James R. Bo,·e
forest tech110/ogy

Ian R. Gordon
food services mgmt

Pegfiy M. Nelson
app ied animal science

Debra L. Brown
applied µ/ant science

Cvnthia J. Greene
food services mgmt

Marr Lee O'Brien
app ied animal science

Elizabeth Weatherby Brown
applied plant science

Abbie A. Guerette
applied animal science

Bruce W. O'Neil
applied plant science

Christopher T. Brunelle
forest technology

Randall W. Haight
civil technology

John R. Palmer
applied animal science

Associate in Arts

Jennifer Kav Burke
applied animal science

Diane Josie Haley
applied animal science

Kimberly Ann Perkins
applied animal science

Marianne Alenson
management

Laurie A. Burns
applied animal science

Jovce M. Hart
food services mgmt

Linda J. Petersen
applied business mgmt

Patrycia Toof Barnard
accounting

Scott \V. Carbonneau
cidl technology

David P. Horton
forest technology

Robert D. Pickett Jr.
applied business mgmt

Noreen Agnes Biehl
general studies

Edward P. Carter
applied animal science

Elaine Hussey
applied plant.science

J ulieanne Pietz
applied plant science

Gail M. Branca
management

Stephen N. Cavanaugh
applied business mgm t

Deborah J. Irvine
applied animal science

Stephen S. Pol tack
food services mgmt

Richard Joseph Bridges
management

Patience M. Chamberlin
applied plant science

John B. Irving
applied business mgmt

J. Scott Reynolds
civil technology

Karen Anne Bristol
management

Lane W. Chenev
cicil technology

Tami M . Jabar
applied plant science

Thomas J. Ritchie
forest technology

Steven Harry Bryant
real estate

David R. Conwav
applied animal science

Dianna D. Jamieson
applied animal science

Anthony Satenza
civil techno ogy

Mary Lou Lindsay Chag
general studies

Karin Cooke
applied plant science

Susan Gaye Jarosz
applied animal science

Jane E. Sargent
forest technology

Martin Joseph Chagnon
management

Kathleen A. Crowlev
applied plant science

Simon B. Johnson
applied business mgmt

Louise Crow Searle
applied animal science

Stephen Gary Coakley
general studies

Katherine Marv Cullen
applied animafscience

Jennifer A. Joncas
applied plant science

Gerald B. Seiler
food services mgmt

Jan L. Collier
merchandising

Lisa A. Cummings
applied plant science

Maureen E. Kelly
applied business mgmt

Michael H. Souther
applied plant science

David Corneau
management

Laurie A. Cunningham
food services mgmt

Wayne R. Kettlewood
forest technology

Joel M. Stefanski
for est technology

Charlene Marie Curtis
general studies

Michael G. Dashner
civil technology

Jeffrev E . Keyser
applied animal science

Jeff Stevens
applied animal science

Christine Gloria Dargie
general studies

Janet L. Davidson
applied animal science

James R. Langlois
civil technology

Joan M. Stevens
ap"'1lied animal science

Donald E. Fillebrown
management

Janice D. Demetrv
applied business mgmt

Gloria Gail Letendre
applied animal science

Rudolph F. van Strasser
applied plant science

Margaret Forisso
management

Wavne J. Desfosses
applied business mgmt

Jack Levinson
food services mgmt

Richard C. Sturgill
applied business mgmt

William John G. Fortier
criminal justice

Garv Shemavon Azarian

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING
EDUCATION

Roberta Fotheringhame
child/family studies
Andre Joseph Gray
management
Beverly Stafford Haas
criminal justice
Larry Alan Hamer
criminal justice

Daniel Archambeault
management
Ann Marie Arsenault
education
Daniel G. Beaulieu
management

Estelle Gould
art history

Susan A. , Rheault
management

Scott A. Goulder
management

David Paul Ripley
management

Beefo Johnson Gray
pe arming arts

Alan Douglas Robinson
management

Robert Raymond Guerin
management

John Phillip Roese
management

Jean L. Ham
education

Joy S. Sailer
human services

Elliot W. Hansen
behav sci/human services
Darcy Ann Hurt
management

Kenneth E. Schleicher
management

Judith Todd Hanson
merchandising

Joseph F. Bonfiglio
management
Ronald Leo Bosworth
management

Jeanette Marie Harkinson
consumer studies

Donald E. Bowen
management

Theodore William Hedberg
accounting

Thomas Brown
management

Suzanne E. Kelsey
general studies
Lizabeth Anne Kenney
management

Paul Lawrence Bunker
family

Jeffrey F. Langley
general studies

Phyllis R. Carabelas
promotional art & science

Miriam Christine Lisbon
general studies
David Earle Merrill
merchandising

Linda C. Carlson
management

Gary Wayne Jackman
management
Ruth Britt Jones
management

Christopher Michael Carr
management

June E. Kali po lites
general studies

Wayne Spencer Messer
general studies

Richard A. Carson
management

Robert R. Kennedy
management

Laurel-Heather Milden
general studies

Richard Edwin Casten
management

Donald V. Lafave
management

Sandra Helen Noyes
general studies

George Frederic Langs
history

Carol S. Nurnberg
accounting

Maurice J. Chiasson
engineering management
David Eugene Ciardelli
management

John Albert LaRosee
management

Edward Joseph Stapanon
alcohol counseling
Paul E. Thibeault
management
Alan Bruce Tucker
management

Doris I. Pancurak
management

Robert Arthur Cormier
management

Normand Adrien LaVallee
management

Joan Marie Vairin
management

Kenneth John Parker
management
Shirley Menguita Rinon
accounting

Pamela S. Corrigan
management

Richard Emile Legere
management

HenryN. WallJr.
management

James Mark Cowley
journalism

Paul Lemaire
management

Mary Alice Webster
general studies

Barbara J. Sam ulka
general studies

Glenn Alan Crathern
management

Deborah Little
general studies

Charles Hendren Wein
general studies

David Lawrence Schlumper
general studies

Ronald Joseph Cuda
management

Thomas Henry White
behavioral science

Carol D . Scahill
management
Donna Marie Seavey
library science

Robert C. Decker Jr.
general studies

Barbara Rey Lundberg
general studies
Richard W. MacKenzie
management

Dennis C. Wilson
management

Thomas L. Dehetre
managment

Kent L. Malcolm
management

Aileen Toner Wood
management

Julie Larson Stiles
accounting

Albert T. Drabek
management

Carolyn Seywert Markestad
dental care of disabled

Mary Beth Stoner
general studies

Joy L. Dunn
community health

Paul David McEnery
management

Carolyn June Tacy
general studies
Anita Hickey Tanguay
accounting
Kathleen K. Traut
accounting

Anita Nowedi Dure!
museum stu ies/admin
Patrick Michael Ely
management

Gary P. McIntyre
general studies
Maureen McNeil
management

Dennis P. Farrell
management

Thea M. Trt,p
general stu ies

Charles W. Flaig
management

Patricia JoAnne Meserve
behavioral sciences
Warren E. Moody Jr.
management

Thomas Joseph Vallone
general studies
Charlotte A. Vanaskie
general studies
Susan Mary Wakefield
management

hacJueline A. Flower
ea th education

Frank Healey Odell Jr.
management

Bruce C. Fosburgh
land use management
Edward Stockton Foster
behavioral science

Scott J. Ogden
management
Michael R. Paice
management

SCHOOL FOR
LIFELONG LEARNING

Charles Melvin French
management

Christian Peter Pendola
management

Michael Joseph Gaffney
behavioral science

Henry L. Pierce
management

Bachelor of General Studies

James N. Gallo
management

William M. Quigley
management

Timoteo Flores Aldape Jr.
management

Daniel Edward Geary
management

Joseph M. Razzino
management

Robert Michael Byrne
behavioral science

Carol Jane Isaacson
management
Richard Dean Isaacson
management

Larry E. Slightam
management
Barbara H. Smart
school health education
GregoJ; Alan Smith
genera studies
Wesley Foster Smith
human behavior
Ruth D. Sousa
behavioral science
Mark A. Spadaro
management
Ilia Maria Stacy
administration

The clown with his pants falling down
Or the dance tliat' s a dream of romance
Or the scene where the villain is mean
That's Entertainment!
The guest who is giving his best
Or the mime who is faking a crime
Or the night for a good water fight
That's Entertainment!
The grad who is glad that he's leaving this place
He wants to get out and join the rat race
He'll see just what he must face
Where the major doesn't matter
And he's falling down the ladder
The class that you' re trying to pass
That's the course that you took under force
Hip hurray you came out with an "A"
The world is a stage
The stage is a world of entertainment

That~s
_____j.e'!.-J.._.._.....J.+=~-------+---t:::..,,,....----l.J---r--r Entertainme nt

Bookrush

Year In Review
September
1981 brought many firsts for UNH.
Evelyn Handler became UNH's first female president; honors was changed
from 3.00 to 3.20; handicapped students
were living in dorms for the first time;
and Stillings obtained a rinse-your-own
dishwashing system disliked by many.
September began with the great
move. Migrating students headed back
to UNH for the school year. The biggest
thing on their minds being, "Will I get all
my courses or will I have to do the schedule run-around?"

Sept
2-9

236

Moving In

Sept I

Registration

Sept 1-2

Freshman
Picnic

Septs

Waterfight

Sept 8

Septemb er (cont'd)
On September 8th, a waterfight signaled the official return of the student
body. Icy water drenched over 300 students as the battle roared in the Quad of
~ - - Area II.
This year sighted a crackdown of fraternity parties as police security and
rules were tighter than ever. False I. D. 's
were confiscated and hundreds were
turned away.

Even more eyes focused on the Greek representatives soiicited students failing
life when ATO (Alpha Tau Omega) be- to identify their true convictions.
came UNH' s second fraternity in two
On September 27th, the UNH football
years to have its charter revoked.
team buried Dartmouth, 24-7, in what
Near the end of September you may the 'Cats second victory over the Big - - - - - recall being approached to sign a petition Green in the past twenty confrontations.
to put an independent candidate on the Though eliminated from serious contenNew Hampshire ballot. If so, you soon tion in the Yankee Conference, the
discovered that in actuality you were Wildcats brought the fans to their feet in
supporting the Communist Party. Many celebration.
~

Blood Drive -

30th year

Sept 22-25

Joseph Califano

Sept 17

Empire Brass Quintet

Sept 19
I

I
I
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"PRIMING" FOR
ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW
HALLOWEEN EVE

Oct

30

TRENT ARTERBERRY

Nov 17

March ·7
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY 1981
EIAIW CHAMPIONS

with
PRESIDENT

Sept 20

248

BILL
CHINNOCK

Dec

ROSSINGTON COLLINS

6

MUSE
CONCERT
BONNIE RAITT

John Hammond
Bonnie Raitt
and John Hall

Feb

250

14

JAMES TAYLOR March 1

April

3 and 4

LIVINGSTON
TAYLOR
251

~

&~

Gypsy
Oct

1980-1981 UNIVERSITY

THEATER PRODUCTIONS

Voices
Oct 28- Nov 1

-----------B onanzaWe ekNov 17-22
l

undergraduate
Prize
Productions
Jan 21-24

~

"The Quartering Act"
by Jack Low

"Turn in the Road"
by Sza Cornelius

254

"Caroline Brown
by Todd Irvine

,,

Hamlet Mar 3-7
Russian Nights

Dec

Medieval Misfits and
a Little Hocus Pocus

2-6

Mar 9-12

October
October brought disappointme nts and
celebrations . The discouragement oflosing the accredidation for the UNH forestry program beginning January 1, 1981
left approximately 25 forestry majors expected to graduate in May without accredited status. Along with that, a growing
concern over sexual assault and harrass-

Steve
Forbert

Octl2

ment prompted Stoke Hall residents to
devise their own voluntary escort system.
However there were many occasions
to dispell any worries . Homecoming
brought the first alumni hockey game on
October 10th, and the following night
Young Drive threw a tremendous block
party that entertained many despite the
rain.

I

Young Drive
Party

I•

'

ato!E.n

fwm

th£ 9 :70 1.ou.n91!.,

9:10 Club

257

President's
Inauguration

i:.·

October
(cont'd)
To continue, UNH crew club pe rformed outstandingly at the Head of the
Charles Regatta. The men's club eights
placed first out of 35 teams and set a
course record of 16:01.1.
On October 20th, the University finally turned on the heat, an event that
warmed the hearts and bodies of many
on-campus students.
On a final note to end the month ,
MUSO presented the Rocky Horror Picture Show in the MUB on the night before Halloween. The film didn't provide
the only horror. MUSO had to replace a
damaged screen caused by egg-throwing
fans costing the organization $2500.

258

Oct 20

Magnolia Jazz Band

Oct 27

\
First
Snowfall

Novl7

November
In the state news, Governor Hugh
Gallen was re-elected in this year's elections. In the local news, the forestry accredidation was extended until July 1,
1981 pending changes in administration
and curriculum. In the national news the
public finally discovered who shot J. R. It
was his beloved sister-in-law and mistress, Kristin.
November 17th marked the first day of
snow bringing delight to the avid skiers.
At this time UNH students were also in
the midst of pre-registration. After struggling through midterms last month and
wondering whether you'll make it
through this semester, you have to go
through the ordeal of planning another
semester. Ugh!

Doc Watson
260

Nov

9

Song Festival
with the
NH Gentlemen

Nov 1

Dec

8

Christmas Wreath

Dec 4

December
After Thanksgiving break, December
seems to fly by. Before you know it, finals
are upon us. It's hard trying to study,
knowing that at home there is a Christmas tree being trimmed.
The Christmas spirit was everywhere
from the blinking lights in the dorm windows to the Secret Santa parties. How
many times have you said, "If I can just
make it through December, I'll be all
right."
December also brought a final decision for the Collegiate Association for Research of Principles (CARP), a group
representing Rev. Sun Myung Moon's
Unification Church and seeking approval
as a student organization . After months
of consideration, it was denied this status, and President Handler denied an
appeal.
The most notable event of December
was the senseless murder of Beatles'
John Lennon in New York on December
• 8th. However his music will live on.

263

Jan28

Rachel Lampert
and Dancers

Human
Sexual
Response

Jan 23-24

January
Well, you made it through last semester and are all refreshed for semester II,
you hope.
As you go through registration, there
is a sense of excitement. No it's not the
thrill of waiting in the business office
line. It's the fact that after 444 days of
waiting, the American hostages were finally released from Iran on January 20,
1981, the same day President Reagan
was inaugurated.
More excitement arose when an FBllA two-man fighter bomber from Pease
Air Force Base crashed into a housing
development in Portsmouth.
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HAVE YOU
THOUGHT
OF THE
HOSTAGES
TODAY?

\

•

•

Jan

20

The Hostage Ordeal Ends
If you could pick one day , just one day
that stayed in your mind this year, which
would it be? Actually, there's no contest.
January 20, 1981 was a day few Ameri- ,
cans will forget. Not only was it the day
that Ronald Reagan was inaugurated,
ushering in a new era of conservatism , it
was also the day the American hostages
were released.
Now that they are safely home and reduced to relative obscurity, we tend to
forget that day and their ordeal, but for
444 days we watched the evening news
with anxiety, counting the days, and
hoping.
We lived through many ups and
downs; yes , they are coming home; no,
they're going to be tried as spies and executed. It was a tense time for America,
but it was also a time when Americans
began to feel a patriotism, a nationalism
that we had forsaken with the guilt of the
Vietnam war. The Iranian crisis was a
catalyst; it bound us together as Americans.
November 4, 1979 was a day that
shocked the world. That was the day the
American embassy in Tehran was
stormed and the Americans were taken
hostages. The world was stunned but we

thought that they would soon be released. Khomeini might be a fanatic we
said, but he's not about to disregard the
rules of international diplomacy.
That's what we thought at first , but
Kohmeini is not a predictable leader, as
we soon found out.
With his blessing, the students secured their position at the American embassy and informed the American people
that the return of the Shah would be the
only way to get the return of their people.
Well, the death of the Shah defeated
that plan, but the students weren 't about
to give up that easily. Now it was the
return of the Shah's wealth.
Then, of course, was the aborted attempt to invade Tehran and free the hostages by force. It was fiasco that nailed
the last nails into Jimmy Carter's presidential coffin.
· Each day brought new anxieties and
new hopes for the Americans at home.
And then came the message from the
White House - an agreement had been
reached with Iran to transfer much of the
Shah's wealth and to unfreeze Iranian assets for the return of the hostages.
It was met with guarded enthusiams.

Too many times we had been fooled into
thinking that an agreement was near. ,
But this one seemed final. And at the
same time that Reagan was making his
inaugural speech, the hostages were released, as were the American people
with them .
All eyes were on the TV set as we
watched the hostages file off the plane in
Wiesbaden, West Germany. Many of
the eyes filled with tears as we listened to
parts of telephone conversations of the
now ex-hostages to their families.
The day the hostages came home was
like a return of a national hero. Thousands of people turned out to watch them
land, hundreds of parades were held in
their honor, and messages of congratulations came in from all over the world.
The hostages were home and the ordeal was over, but more than that, the
American people had found a renewed
sense of pride in themselves and in their
country. It was the reawakening of a patriotism that we had so sorely missed
during the last two decades. We celebrated the return of the hostages, but we
also celebrated the return of the confidence in ourselves as a nation.
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Illusionist Andre Kole

Feb 11

Ralph Nader

Feb 10

February
February 13th marked the beginning
of an almost snowless Winter Carnival
and also the countdown of only 100 days
to graduation.
This month brought a lot of attention
to the question of pornography when
MUSO' s showing of an X-rated film was
under scrutiny by the Senate. After
much discussion , the Student Activity
Fee Council decided for a second time to
pass the motion to show the film with a 65 vote. Senate had asked for the decision
to be re-evaluated after an earlier passage of the film . This was the first time
the Senate had done such an act.
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Greek Nite
of Sin

Feb 13

DanceA-Thon

Feb

Winners Peter Tufts
and Lisa H ysler

6-8

March
i--------

Once again our attention forcuses on
the Greek system . The University Judicial Board suspended Phi Mu Delta Fraternity from University recognition until
Ju n e 1982. This suspension was caused
by a "mooning" incident involving four
members and an Oyster River school
bus.

On March 3rd, fifteen UNH members
of Students Against Nuclear Energy
(SANE ) joined the 200 demonstrators
who protested the transportation of a
450-ton nuclear reactor from the Hampton docks to the Seabrook Nuclear Power
Plant Station.
Then it was time for spring break.
Florida, California, Bermuda, which-

ever one didn't make a difference, just
get away!
Once back from vacation with a tan or
envious of those who do, you had to face
mid-semester blues and cramming.
To end the month with a bang, an assassination attempt hospitalized President Ronald Reagan and severely
injured Press Secretary James Brady.

Under the Power of Hypnotist Ken Weber

March
272

25

Concert
Students Wait for J. T. Tickets

March 1

Demonstrators Against Nuclear Reactor Move

March

3

.....
B.F. Skinner

April 16

April
Spring brought the discovery of contaminants in College Brook which flows
from Spaulding Life Science building
laboratories. UNH was thought to be
guilty of mishandling toxic chemicals
causing the environmental hazard.
More bad news arrived when the University System Board of Trustees unanimously approved a 12% increase in room
and board rates and in all mandatory fees
at UNH, Keene State and Plymouth
State Colleges.
In politics, Sara Jane Horton and Andy
Katz were elected Student Body President and Vice President of the student
body, respectively.
Furthermore, some 150 protestors of
the United States involvement in El
Salvador rallied in front of Thompson
Hall and heard eight speakers, representing various organizations, give statements of support.

Health Fair

April
274
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Student Body
Presidential
Elections

April

7-8
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U.S. Out of
El Salvador

April 21

.· ~

\

Last
HurrahSenior
Semi-formal

April

24

Robin Lane
and the
Chartbusters

April

Private Lightning

April 25

26

May
1980-81 Popular
Movies and Records
9 to 5

Ordinary People
The Empire Strikes Back
Urban Cowboy
Caddy Shack
Xanadu
Airplane!
The Shining
Raiders of the Lost Ark
Smokey and the Bandit II

Sun Day

May3
280

Another One Bites the Dust (Queen)
Hit me with Your Best Shot (Pat Benatar)
Lady (Kenny Rogers)
Hungry Heart (Bruce Springsteen)
Emotional Rescue (Rolling Stones)
Sailing (Christopher Cross) ·
Upside Down (Diana Ross)
All Out of Love (Air Supply)
Give Me the Night (George Benson)
Fame (Irene Cara)

May 13th marked the unfortunate assassination attempt on Pope John Paul
II. 1981 seems to have brought much violence on public figures.
Another type of violence began on
May 15th, a psychological violence
known as final exams. With thoughts of
the summer and/or graduation, the mental anguish of studying is excruciating.
For those returning in the fall, it's nice
to know that in addition to lounge buildups, initial plans for housing include provisions to convert 50-100 rooms to
triples.
May 24th, graduation! Been nice having you! Good luck!

Wiffieball
Marathon

May 7-10

Commencement

May

24

There've been times in my life
I've been wondering why
Still somehow I believe
We always survive
You think that maybe it's over
Only if you want it to be
This is it
Make no mistake where you are
This is the moment about to decide
And know whatever you do
Do it with pride
For once in your life
Here's your miracle
Stand up and fight
This is it
Until it's over and done
No one can tell you what the future holds
Who makes the choice of how it goes
This is it

This is It
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Famous
Last Words
The opera isn't over until the fat lady
sings. Well the yearbook hasn't ended
until the editor give her thanks.
First of all, I must dedicate this page to
John and Brian, not because they deserve it but only to stop them for asking.
Next I'd like to thank my second staff
- Peggy, Linda, and Cindy. I have
never met three more giving and supportive people who would go out of their
way for a friend. There are too few people in the world like them. You guys I
promise not to do another yearbook.
Caty and Tamara, thanks for listening
to my fits of deep depression. You can
open up your psychiatry practice any day
now.
Dave, I thank you for the well appreciated backrubs and repartee. You are a
very understanding person, a bit of a
flirt, but very understanding.
To the person who replaces the
Granite's couch, I thank you on behalf of
all the future editor's who will not be attacked by the springs.
For the never ending love and faith in
me, I wish to thank the one and only
Norman Benrimo. A finer man has never

lived.
I thank Jonathan for his excellent photography and for showing me the world
through the eyes of photography.
Hey Eddie and Swisty, it's time to
snap! The book is done! So where's the
party? Thank you for always bringing a
smile to my face despite the pull of a
gravitational frown.
To my second set of parents, the
Smiths, thanks for taking me in on the
weekends and letting me take over your
dining room table.
Cyndi, we've been in the same boat so
we know how it feels. My sympathy goes
out to you. Thanks for your friendship. I
miss you and your unicorns.
Final thanks go to my family for putting up with me.
Well that's enough for the thank you's .
If I left anyone out, consider yourself
thanked.
Now I'd like to talk to all the dreamers
in the world. Just remember that for
every ten people who don't trust you ,
there's at least one person who believes
in you with the support of an army. With
that strength you can do miracles. So
never lose faith in yourself and feel sorry
for those who let the non-believers crush
their hopes and dreams.
For those of you who asked the undy-

ing question of "Where is the yearbook?", I can only ask where were you
when it was being produced? If you
really cared, then why weren't you
there? I refuse to make feeble excuses to
please you. Your book is here now and I
hope you' re happy.
So now let me have the pleasure of
crossing off the last page of layout. But
before I do, I want to give you a sample of
the symptoms of the dreaded yearbook
disease. Some of the victims contract it in
high school, others are not affected until
college. They have visions of pica
squares dancing in their heads and liquid
paper running through their veins. But
most of all they begin to write silly and
absurd things. Of course this hasn't affected me any.
And now I must go to look for some
songs . I promise I won't be gone for too
long. But if I'm not back by half past
seven, then pray that there's no yearbook in Heaven.
Signed,
Editor-Under-Stress
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Gusmer; George Newton
Commuters: Henri Barber; Jonathan
Introduction: Karen Holstrom
Blake; Scott Gusmer; Don Latourette;
Commuters: Laurie Fisher;
Tim Lorette; Russ Memhard; George
Commuter Advocate
Newton; Howie Ruderfer; Nancy E.
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Smith
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Newton; Nick Novick; Nancy E. Smith
Organizations: Jonathan Blake; Jackie
Horn; Kevin Keegan; J.C. Lameer; Tim
Lorette; Russ Memhard; George
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Schwartz
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